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Preface

Created by the Biennial Council of Phi Delta Kappa in December,
1905, as an ad hoc group, the Commission on Strengthening the
Teaching Profession during its five years of existence (1966-1970)
completed several major projects. The first was the rewriting and
publication of Teaching: A Career for Men.

The second major project was an in-depth examination of the
problem of teacher dropouts which resulted :n the publication of a
book, The Teacher Dropout, in 1970. In addition, the commission
prepared TV, audio, and 16 mm. kinescope tape., of a discussion of all
aspects of the problem by the symposium of writers, for the use of
PDK chapters in conferences on the subject.

The present project, Unfinished Business of the Teaching Profession
in the 1970s, was presented first as a symposium in a special issue of
the Phi Delta Kappan (September, 1970). The papers in that symposi-
um are published in this volume and include, in addition, a critique of
each of the eight papers by selected leaders in each specialized area.

The purpose of the commission in the project was to set forth
viewpoints regarding some of the major problems facing the teaching
profession in this decade, and to stimulate wide discussions among Phi
Delta Kappa members and others regarding valid approaches to the
solutions of these problems.

The viewpoints set forth in this volume are not intended to ;flect
official policy of Phi Delta Kappa, but only points of view, solicit,:d by
the commission, which might, in time, result in some degree of
consensus.

The commission is indebted to the writers of these papers, to the
writers of the critiques, to Executive Secretary Emeritus Maynard
Bemis, and to Editors Stanley Elam and Donald W. Robinson for their
wise and valuable assistance in the development of the project.

November, 1970

vii

T. M. Stinnett, Chairman
Commission on Strengthening the

Teaching Profession



Reordering Goals and Roles:
An Introduction

By T. M. Stinnett

The basic thrust of the symposium, "Unfinished Business of the
Teaching Profession in the 1970's," is twofold.

First, how can the teaching profession deal with erosion in
the quality of public education?

Second, how can the teaching profession achieve a greater degree of
autonomy in the management of its affairs?

No attempt is made in this introduction to define "the teaching
profession" precisely. In general, the phrase alludes to practitioners in
the public schools. This limitation is regrettable, but it is a fact of life.
Teachers in higher education tend to disassociate themselves from
public school practitioners. There is separatism even among the
specialties in the lower schools. The plural in the title of the Education
Professions Development Act reflects this diversity.

Such status schisms exist in few if any other professions. Although
every profession has a multitude of specializations, the practitioners
manage to be associated together and to operate in a unified manner.
Are public school practitioners to acquiesce meekly to these status
differences a condition that means, among other things, preparation
of members of the teaching profession by members of other profes-
sions?

Both education and the teaching profession are in a serious state of
disarray. The decade of the 70's will bring more turmoil. Any
thoughtful observer of the current education scene in the United States
is bound to be disturbed by two discernible trends.

One trend is the ferment in education the frantic search for
innovations accompanied by attempts to bring order out of chaos. The
second trend involves the adverse impact on the teaching profession of
criticism from many sources.

Public school criticism has reached such proportions as to elicit
predictions of utter collapse and at least partial abandonment of the
public schools.
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There is no denying the seriousness of the situation. To many critics,
the problems of the inner-city schools appear insoluble. Discipline
problems have reached alarming proportions. Mounting disorder,
disruption, and violence in the high schools have bred proposals that
compulsory attendance laws be repealed, at least for youngsters who
have finished elementary school.

Inability of the public schools to adjust quickly to the need for a
changed curriculum and new procedures, plus the need for more
effective teaching and learning processes, encourage those who contend
that the public schools are failing. Some critics say that the quality of
education in the public schools is deteriorating so rapidly that other
options must be provided. Thus there are moves to establish more
private schools as an escape valve for parents who feel that their
children are being shortchanged in the public schools. This trend,
certainly, will tend to escalate movements for state support of
nonpublic schools. Already at least four states (Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut) have made appropriations for salary
and other payments to teachers in parochial schools. (These moves have
been sustained by the courts in Pennsylvania and overturned in a test
case in Maine.) In addition, there are laws providing some form of aid
to parochial schools in 23 other states; and a drive is on for direct
public aid in about half the states. Another proposal which will
undoubtedly give momentum to the movement to establish nonpublic
schools is the voucher plan, which is being offered in various forms. The
common feature is a voucher issued to parents by the government to
pay education costs in the schools of their choice.

The thesis being developed is that it is constitutional for states to
buy public services from private institutions. There are many prece-
dents in higher education. For example, as early as 1659, Harvard
received grants from the Massachusetts General Court. The thesis will
eventually be tested in the U.S. Supreme Court. Whatever the outcome
there, expansion in the number of private schools will probably
continue.

Still another factor in widespread discontent with the public school
is a series of court decisions, based on the Bill of Rights and other
amendments to the Constitution, establishing the rights of students.

These decisions have convinced many parents that certain time-
honored controls embodied in the in loco parentis principle have been
effectively destroyed. They believe it is now virtually impossible for
teachers and administrators to maintain the measure of discipline
essential to quality instruction and learning. It may of course be argued
that this is not so, that the public schools need only to adapt to the
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new interpretations of student rights. In any case, the generation gap is
involved here. Parents, having grown up under the traditional notion of
what constitutes order and proper discipline in the public schools, have
difficulty in adapting to the new interpretations. They prefer to blame
the public schools for the new order of things; and they tend to seek
recourse in private schools where, it is assumed, the old authoritarian
order can be maintained. But can it? Will not the courts, in time, apply
the same rulings to nonpublic schools? This seems especially likely if
nonpublic schools receive tax support.

Disarray in the Profession

Former U.S. Commissioner James E. Allen recently warned a group
of educators that the public school establishment is being elbowed out
of the educational mainstream by performance-minded industry and
government, dissatisfied parents and students, and educational TV
producers. lie asserted that there was a very real possibility that
leadership and decision making in education could be taken out of the
hands of educators if they fail to spearhead needed changes.

There is little question that shifts in the education power structure
ale under way. It cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty
what structure, what groups or combination of groups, will become
predominant. We can be certain that the Nixon Administration will
vigorously emphasize performance and accountability, either for the
purpose of demonstrating efficiency in education or as an excuse for
putting the brakes on increases in school expenditures. Administration
sloganeering will have great appeal and the profession may well be
intimidated by it.

Can the Teaching Profession Survive?

One of the basic marks of a profession. at least in the United States,
is that it is largely autonomous. In some professions. particularly the
private ones, controls are vested in the profession by legislative
enactments. In others. controls are assumed through informal, quasi-
legal cooperative arrangements among the practitioners, the preparing
institutions, and state authorities. In still other professions, such as
teaching in the public schools, the arrangement is a basically legal
responsibility of the respective states, with the profession having broad
advisory powers. Some professional organizations supplement the legal
license by membership requirements that, in effect, certify to compe-
tence in areas of specialization.
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Generally, autonomy for a profession consists of control over
accreditation, through determining the standards of preparation;
licensure, through setting of requirements to undergird the preparation;
continuance in practice. through measurement of performance lnd
professional growth; and disciplining, through developing and enforcing
codes of ethics.

During the decade 1950-1960, educators moved vigorously to
develop standards cooperatively, involving all segments of the profes-
sion. There was constant and cooperative study and refinement of
teacher education programs. There was cooperative development and
widespread acceptance of a national professional accrediting agency for
teacher education. State certification procedures were refined. A "Code
of Ethics for the Education Profession" was cooperatively developed
and widely accepted.

The profession appeared to be on the way to an unprecedented
degree of self-determinism.

Then came the 1960's. For the first time in the United States.
teachers took strong collective action to gain welfare benefits and
significant roles in school policy making. This decade saw a deteriora-
tion in the so-called partnership approach between teachers and
administrators. The repercussions were felt throughout the structure of
teachers' professional organizations.

Moreover, this was the decade of an awakening national conscience.
The public was made painfully aware of the plight of certain minority
groups and their neglected children. Inadequacies of public school
curricula and teaching were exposed. Exposed also was the obsoles-
cence of much of teacher education, at least insofar as minority group
children were concerned.

Colleges and universities are now reaping their fair share of criticism
for their failure to prepare teachers to function effectively in large
inner-city schools among children of minority cultures.

These developments raise the serious question of the restructuring of
teacher education. Can higher education institutions change their
programs quickly enough, and appropriately enough, to survive current
criticism? William Kottmeyei, superintendent of St. Louis schools, has
proposed that the large cities establish or reestablish their own teachers
colleges) Already, some big cities have developed their own teacher
preparation programs, taking liberal arts graduates for one-year intern-
ships and professional orientation.

Out of all this ferment arises the larger question: Can the teaching
profession survive as it is? If it can, will it be elbowed out of any
control over standards for admission, preparation, licensure, profession-
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al growth, and continuance in practice? There is cause for apprehension
that teachers in the public schools will become merely technicians.

Disarray in Public Relations

There are signs of a public revolt against the teaching profession.
There are demands for assessment of performance. There is a growing
trend to vote down school bond proposals and even school levies. There
is also strong agitation to repeal legislation providing tenure and other
forms of job security. There are pressures to apply performance criteria
to teachers as a prerequisite to continuing certification and service.
These, I assume, arise in part from public anger stirred up by the
profession's insistence upon collective negotiations and the right to
strike, legally or illegally.

The recent upsurge in voter rejection of proposed tax increases for
school purposes is particularly painful evidence of deterioration in the
schools' relations with the public. In Ohio, such voter action has forced
several districts to shorten terms or to close schools for a month or
more. In Los Angeles and Houston, voters have forced cutbacks in
school services. In the spring of 1969, voters turned down school
budgets in 137 of New York State's 700 districts. This rejection rate,
nearly 20%, was the highest in the state's history. In Long Island more
than 40% of the districts' budgets were rejected.

How does one account for these new negative attitudes? In this
country, throughout our history, we have believed that every American
was endowed by birth with a passport to the possible. As De Toqueville
wrote more than a century ago, "To the American everything is
possible. What he has not yet accomplished is only that which he has
not attempted."

Something has gone sadly awry. On every hand the quality of life is
diminished by blight, pollution, noise, and overcrowding. OUT streams
are fouled, our soils eroded, our forests cut down, our traffic snarled.
As one quipster put it, "Not only is there no God, but try getting a
plumber on weekends."

Man may walk on the moon in safety and security, but not on the
streets and in the parks of our big cities. There is hunger in the midst of
plenty; poverty abrades the nation's conscience. Riots, violence,
pickets, marches, and dissent mar our days and our nights. We seem
suddenly to have come upon visions of our limitations; earlier visions of
better tomorrows seem now obscured or jaded. The infinity of our
powers and possibilities seems, at least momentarily, to be giving way
to frustration. We despair that there are no more mountains to climb,
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no more rivers to cross, no more virgin forests to devastate. Above all,
we have lost our identity in the anonymity of the mob. The individual
is only a number in the soulless conscience of an error -prone computer.

Chaos in the Cities

The much-ballyhooed American goal of uninterrupted, eternal
growth in GNP, in even bigger cars, in income, in larger cities, in
population is proving to be a delusion. The price of bigness is too big
to pay. Our cities are becoming unlivable and ungovernable. Population
growth, already outrunning our natural resources, is still climbing
dangerously. We can no longer believe in the gospel of growth. Faith in
the miracles of technology has sustained our giddiness. But technology
cannot defy the limitations of nature. For every technological advance
there have been corresponding adverse effects fouled air, polluted
waters, impossible transportation problems.

The boasted efficiency of business is crumbling under the overload.
The telephone system in New York City and elsewhere is a shambles,
the overburdened and inefficient postal service little better than the
pony express. Power failures are becoming epidemic; brown-outs,
lowered voltage, and blackouts chase one another across the land at
dangerous speeds. Even the power companies in many of the big cities
are pleading with customers not to install new air conditioning
equipment.

The clichd of the business community ("If business were run like
schools, there would be no business") now has a hollow ring. It may be
that schools must turn away from both the bigness and the "efficiency"
of business. There is a point in school size beyond which the quality of
education deteriorates rapidly. There is a practical limit to the value of
technology in teaching and learning.

All these emerging elements put together seem to foretell still greater
turbulence for public schools and teachers in the 1970's.

What directions must the profession pursue in the coming decade?
This is the major query of "Unfinished Business of the Teaching

Profession," theme of the ensuing symposium. We have dealt with eight
major topics, as listed in the Table of Contents.

The articles published here are position papers for the PDK
Commission on Strengthening the Teaching Profession. They are not
official positions of Phi Delta Kappa. The commission's intent is to
encourage the membership of Phi Delta Kappa and member; of other
professional organizations to look critically and responsibly at at, state
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of public education and the teaching profession and to arrive at a
degree of consensus during the 1970's.

The commission gratefully acknowledges the indispensable assistance
of Kappan editors Stanley Elam and Donald Robinson for their
encouragement of the project, for their willingness to publish the
papers in the Kappan, and for arranging to secure the critical comments
which will strengthen the book and, hopefully, make it a better
consensus statement.
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Reconstruction of Teacher
Education and Profet;sional

Growth Programs
(Or How the Third Little Pig

Escaped the Wolf)

By Dwight W. Allen and Glenn W. Hawkes

0 ne of the lessons taught by the story of the three little pigs is
that the first and second little pigs were powerless in the face of
evil the wolf because they refused to stop their fooling

around and get down to serious business. The third pig, however, did
not fool like his brothers; he took life seriously, determined his goals
and the best means for achieving them, and marched on into a
successful future. (It's a well-known fact that the third little pig is Ben
Franklin in disguise.) As educators, inost of us worship at the door of
the third pig. We set high standards, develop clear plans, and construct
our houses in hopes that they will withstand the onslaught of those big
bad wolves that today seem to he in no short supply. And here we are
once again, marching along in hopes of constructing, or reconstructing,
as the case might be, our various educational programs.

Perhaps we should begin our
task by admitting the extent to
which we identify with the purltan- ... Seriousness seeks to ex-

ical image of our mentor, the third dude play, whereas play can
little pig. We are deeply committed very well include seriousness.
to his hard work, "early to bed, .I. Huizinga
early to rise" philosophy (although
few of us are so presumptuous as to
think that we are "healthy, wealthy, anti wise"). Our schools are full of
third-pig-like people. Teachers generally are filled with hate and fear
when students are playful, especially when that playfulness is tinted
with sexuality; and nothing brings the principal to the door of a
classroom quicker than the sounds of laughter or song, or other
first-pig-like activities. Indeed, we train our professionals in the
Wigglesworthian art of grimness: "Don't start out too easy; you can
always loosen up later, after they know who is boss!" Keeping busy is
viewed as a virtue ("Idle bands. ..."); if students finish their work in
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The first little pig liked to fig.
The second little pig hopped,
skipped, and jumped. And
the third little pig marched
briskly.

less time than is allotted, they are
"rewarded" with more of the
same.* Most of our time (money) is
spent in promoting work and study,
with only occasional excursions in-
to the realm of play: "If you want
to play, wait until recess and go the
the playground." (Recreation is sel-

dom understood as re-creation and for that reason is generally viewed as
an after-school phenomenon.) Thus the training of teachers, administra-
tors, and other professionals is construed as a very, very serious task,
and the results are evident in the large numbers of "deadly" serious
educators that we have processed.

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy

All play and no work makes Jack a mere toy.

"English Proverbs" (1669)

Please do not misunderstand us. Our concern here is not to debunk
our hero we have no desire to oust the third pig from his leadership
position in American education. However, we do want to take a more
careful look at his behavior in order that we can better understand
exactly what factors in his behavior contributed to his success. Let's
consider for a moment the actions of the third little pig as the drama of
the final act was unfolding. When the wolf frustrated by the failure
of his huffing and puffing tactic suggested to the third pig that they
should meet the following morning at six o'clock to pick turnips, the
pig played a little game with the wolf, knowing full well that he would

beat the wolf by getting up earlier
and going and returning before the
wolf discovered what happened. We
have usually interpreted this inci-
dent as an "early to bed. early to
rise" lesson, yet with a little imagi-
nation we ought to see that the

little pig was chuckling to himself as he told the wolf that he would
meet him at six o'clock. Ile was playing mental games with the wolf,

The Idle Fool,
Is Whipped at School.

The New England Primer

Except, of-course, in classrooms operated by shrewd private contraztors for
profit. (See Stanley Elam's "The Age of Accountability Dawns in Tex arkIna." Phi
Delta Kappan, June, 1970. pp. 509.14.)
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having learned well from his brothers the rewards and pleasures of
occasionally hopping, skipping, jumping, and jigging. It is a mistake to
think of the first two pigs as being destroyed by the wolf it is more
accurate to think of them as having been incorporated into (integrated
within) the personality of the third little pig.

This point is dramatically confirmed in the final scene, when it
seemed that the wolf was about to

. .. dost thou love life, then make pork chops of our fat little

do not squander Time, for friend. You may recall that in

that's the Stuff Life is made
returning from the fair to which

of, as Poor Richard says ...
the little pig had gone, again at a
time earlier than agreed upon with

the sleeping Fox catches no the wolf the pig found the wolf
Poultry. breathing down his back, at which

Ben Franklin time the pig was forced to jump
into the butter churn, roll down the

hill, and crash willy-nilly into his own house, where he found safety at
last, only narrowly escaping sure death in the sharp teeth of his
fast-running adversary. It is crucial to understand that the little pig
stopped running (which represented ,an accelerated marching behavior).
His old patterns of behavior were inadequate to the dangers at hand;
the crisis was so overwhelming that there was little time to plan ahead.
The leap into the butter churn was impulsive; the outcome was at best
uncertain. All the little pig knew was that the wolf was getting closer
and closer, and that it was time to risk a new mode of behavior.
Contrary to our traditional interpretation, the third little pig was,
indeed, most playful. He had integrand work with play, and conse-
quently lived to see a new day.

Human beings today are in the My advice in the midst of the
position of the third little pig re-

seriousness is to keep an eye
turning from the fair. We have

oat for the tinker shuffle, theentered into the drama of what
could very well be an apocalyptic flying of kites, and kindred

final act. The wolf breathes down sources of surprised amuse-

our collective back; evidence of his ment

presence abounds (although the evi- Jerome Bruner

dence is often silent, like the stron-
tium 90 that eats slowly at your bones as you read this article). Only a
confirmed ostrich would deny that which is so obvious if not by
"fire," then it looks like "ice," but in either case the future ain't too
promising! (Perhaps the greatest danger is that we will adjust to the
insanity around us and accept it as normal.) In this context we must

l0
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The probability of mankind's
committing suicide by homi-
cide is enormous: but it is not

taken seriously. .. America is
becoming a breeding ground
of killers preparing a cli-
mate of feeling conducive to
the pressing of buttons that
will terminate all joy, if not
all life on earth.

Henry A. Murray

allow ourselves every opportunity
to play; we must question those
who continually tell us to march or
run. We have been marching and
running for some time now, and we
have gotten nowhere. Like our hero
we must risk breaking with patterns
of the tried and true. This is not to
say that there is no value in having
a strong house with lots of firmly
placed bricks we still need the
Three R's but we must be willing
to get outside of our houses, of
ourselves, go to the fair, acquire a
few butter churns, and jump into
those churns when the chips are
down. As much as the strong house.

it's the playful, churning, side-splitting risk that saves lives. Those
educators who are taking the most irresponsible risks with our lives and
the lives of our children are those educators who are taking no risks at
all.

Butter Churns

. .. whee. Sal, we gotta go and never stop til we get there.
Where we go,:qg, man?

I don't know but we gotta go.

Jack Kerouac's On the Road (1957)

We offer no comprehensive plan for the reconstruction of
professional programs in education; one can plan to teach and
learn how to play, but one cannot know in advance the way(s)

in which that teaching and learning will manifest themselves in
behavior. (The third little pig did not practice jumping into butter
churns.) Many of the "churns" that follow are intended to joggle the
mind with respect to traditional expectations' about the nature of
programs for the professional training of educators. We think that one
major problem with our profession is that too many of us have allowed
our thoughts and actions to be "locked in" by past and present
expectations about such programs. The system itself must be jogged a
bit, perhaps quite a bit, if we are to get the upper hand on the wolf.
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A Lever for Change

Or

"The wolf's problem was that he relied solely on the tried and true!"

Too often we define education by very formal processes, insinuating
that these processes are logical, rational, and predictable. But change in
education is not a logical, predictable process at all rather, it is often
a totally fortuitous phenomenon. It is whimsical when a sputnik arrives
in the sky and curriculum in American education takes a dramatic turn

whimsical in the sense that had we gotten, our satellite up three
months sooner there would have been no fuss.

The amount of change in American education since 1900 has been
minimal. We have a monolithic school system which proceeds from a
standard set of assumptions and we have no alternative perceptions on
these assumptions. We have viewed experimentation and innovation as
untenable unless we could guarantee success at the outset. Of course an
experiment that is sure to succeed is really no experiment. We must be
bold enough not only to recognize the validity of change but bold
enough to accept initial failure of an innovative idea. Once we realize
the validity of change, and educate school administrations, staffs, and
boards to this recognition, we will be able to implement several levers
of change that differ from both the formalistic designs for change and
the current popular strategies.

During this process our commitment must be open-ended. We must
recognize, as 'lie third pig did, the necessity at times for a departure
from the norm. The open-ended commitment implies a willingness to
go to the fair without necessarily knowing what one wants, or whether
one wants anytaing at all, for that matter. In this respect a major lever
for change might be to set aside a certain percentage of financial and
personal resources for ad hoc experimentation and innovation. If 10%
of an institution's resources were postmarked for "the unexpected,"
with some kind of democratic arrangement for administering those
resources, we might indeed see some interesting results.

Opel, File

or
"Why didn't the third pig tell his brothers what they were doing wrong?"

One of the least democratic of modern inventions is the confidential
file, or persor d record, as it is sometimes called. Theoretically, the idea
of holding confidential the information we have about students is
justified as a means of protecting them from being embarrassed, or
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perhaps from being personally harmed. In practice, however, confiden-
tial information usually serves as a device for promoting and preserving
the power of those who are in power.'The very nature of the system
would seem to militate against the objective of open and honest
dialogue betwee- ?en and honest people. In subtle yet far-reaching
ways, the system of confidentiality which permeates education from K
through post-doctoral research and which permeates relations
between teachers and administrators as well teaches a good lesson in
intrigue, secrecy, and authoritarianism, rather than a lesson in demo-
cratic interaction. At the University of Massachusetts we have been
experimenting with an open-file permanent record system. While the
results are far from conclusive, the opportunity for openness and
honesty is a refreshing change of pace from the usual record-keeping
placement procedures in an educational system. Professors and adminis-
trators are free to submit whatever information they deem important,
whether positive or negative, and stude,ds are free to submit their
reactions. (They may submit whatever they think is relevant to their
permanent record/placement file, such as important papers, works of
art, etc.) Toward the end of a student's program, an abstract of the
contents of the file is prepared.

Education at all levels might be enhanced by this kind of open
records system. Certainly the possibility is worth careful consideration.
Various recent studies have suggested the extent to which most
Americans readily submit to the demands of people in positions of
authority, regardless of the nature and legitimacy of such demands.
Present trends suggest that American society is becoming rather more
closed and authoritarian (not to mention repressivz,)+han in years rast.
Pressures in this direction certainly exist on both ends of the political
spectrum. As a device in the training of professionals for education, the
system of an "open file" might be one experience which could in turn
be instituted up and down the educational ladder. Who knows, the
effects might someday even have some transfer impact on industry and
government, where the evils of unnecessary confidentiality are even
more evident than they are in education.

Shadowing

or

"Do you hear those footsteps and all that huffing and puffing?"

A student of presidential politics would probably learn more about
his field by "shadowing" a president during his term of office than he
could learn by reading all of the books that have been written on the
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subject. Certainly a good dose of shadowing would be constructive in
his learning experience. In some areas of educational training
especially administration provisions are made for experiences of this
kind. The doctoral student who serves as an assistant to a teacher or
administrator is probably learning more from just being around his
mentor than he is learning from any formal study connected with the
assistantship. Shadowing is an extension and deepening of the intern-
ship idea it entails spending long hours in the company of individuals
who possess knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are worthy of
examination in some depth by the trainee. While there a,s. no specific
formulae for the shadowing concept, one possibility mignt be to select
five or 10 people to shadow for two or three weeks each during a
semester. Several students could arrange to switch off at various
intervals and occasionally meet to compare notes. Rather t: an take
courses, students would take individuals. ("Who have you got this
semester?" "Well, let's see. I've got Jones first, then McDonald, Sams,
Washington, and Trask. Who have you got?") Credits for taking people
could oe administered just as credits are given for taking courses. This
proces,, could provide very interesting feedback for teachers and
administrators.

Teacher Differentiation

or

"Why didn't the first two pigs hire a mason?"

Teacher education has marched on oblivious to new definitions
of the roles of teachers. We have been content to heat teachers like
interchangeable parts. For instance, suppose we have three third-grade
teachers whom we assign "Russian roulette" style, pretending that all
the kids will get an equally well-taught third grade. You and I know
that , this simply is not going to be the case. Teachers are not
interchangeable parts.

One of the ways to restructure teacher education is to redefine the
expectations of the various roles or, putting it more humanistically,
start with people and discover and pursue what they can do well as
teachers. Successful staff differentiation will depend upon the delinea-
tion and definition of various teaching responsibilities along with the
criteria for determining different staffing assignments. Requirements
under a differentiated staffing program are very different from the
requirements under a traditional program where a decision is simply
made on a monolithic criterion of whether or not a person is qualified
to serve as a teacher. This means that there is a greater pressure placed
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on teacher education institutions to define and to redefine these criteria
for service and to match personnel with assignments and tasks
expected.

We should differentiate the instructional staff not only along the
disciplinary lines but also in such specializations as technology,
instructional processes, and delineation of teaching skills. Staff differen-
tiation must include both horizontal differentiation (specialization) and
vertical differentiation (hierarchical distinctions of responsibility and
compensation.) Promotion must be divorced from time and degrees,
and senior teaching roles defined to parallel status with the most senior
of administrative and higher education positions. Not only must teacher
education programs be adjusted to individual teacher role preparation,
but they must train paraprofessionals to handle many of the jobs that
now fail to utilize a teacher's time economically and can be performed
by assistants at perhaps one-third of the cost. The acceptance of
specialists in teacher service has profound implications for the way in
which educational personnel will be prepared and the programs that
will be required. Such differentiation should also extend to the teacher
education staffs.

New Personnel Sources for Teaching

or
"Little pig, come here. I'd like you to meet the Cat in the Hat."

The differentiation of a teaching staff is presently a never-never land
in the sense that no one knows exactly how a school staff should be
reorganized. Basically, there are two areas of differentiation. One area is
concerned with differentiation of the support staff and the other with
differentiation of teaching roles.

Support personnel can free the teacher to concentrate on his
teaching responsibility. Secretarial support can free teachers from office
work and administrative tasks. Nonprofessional monitors can free
teachers from nonproductive guardian roles and disciplinary responsibil-
ities.

We recognize the validity of noncredentialed abilities. Too often we
hide behind the mask of credentialism to the detriment of both the
learning process and the student. For instance, the non-teacher teacher
from the community who may be a doctor, mason, or policeman can be
an invaluable addition to the classroom as an effective instructor. To
reject this resource potential because extra school personnel may be
available only part-time or because they pose a threat to the
professional is untenable. Part-time assistance can be successfully
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integrated within the structure of a school. No real threat exists for the
professional, since he will still be needed to identify, coordinate, refine,
and assist other staff members.

We essentially have a choice between excellence and mediocrity. Let
us not continue to ignore the excellent staff support that is available at
our request. In fact, we must encourage community participation in our
schools at all levels, as well as carefully provide the opportunity for our
paraprofessionals to improve and become fully professional.

The Credit Module as a Unit for Teacher Education

or
"Big houses are made with little bricks."

By dividing conventional semester units into smaller units, or credit
modules,* it is possible to create a diversity of choice in curriculum
previously not enjoyed by the student. There are two important
advantages in this revised structure for credit. First of all, it allows for
credit in smaller units. Secondly, it encourages decision making in other
than even semester units. A typical education program is between 20
and 30 semester units or between seven and 10 courns each typically
three units. Decisions are either to have or not lo have educational
psychology, educational sociology, various kinds of methods, survey,
and developmental courses. Instead, by using credit modules, you can
have experiences which may start and end ac different times, in
different intensities, and in different configurations. A 20-unit teacher
education program in credit modules would be 300 credit modules of
credit giving you up to 300 decisions about components for a teacher
education program rather than 20 units, typically seven decisions, and
seven three-unit courses.

The first advantage of breaking out of the regimentation of offering
standard courses for teacher education is a sense of previously unknown
freedom. Suddenly we have an opportunity to present truly individual-
ized alternatives in exciting new ways. One of the ways this is done at
the University of Massachusetts is in Modular Credit Week, where
various faculty, students, and visitors present individual or multiple
modules of educational interest concentrated during a week when
regular courses are suspended. The advantages of the school are on
display, with the entire community presenting important topics, and
from among these an individual student can select topics that are most

Arbitrarily, 15 credit modules are defined to equal one semester unit of
credit in the University of Massachusetts' application.
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immediately important to him and his educational pursuit. The student
is also able to "sample" a wide range of faculty with low investment
identifying people and ideas which he wishes to follow up more
intensely. Another possibility is a Modular Methods Week which could
be created as an alternative to the disliked, often-criticized methods
courses. Here each member of the school of education faculty, doctoral
students, and cooperating teachers could present ,heir single most
powerful, most successful, most enjoyable teaching method.

Education on the Road

or
"Butter churns in search of pigs."

Man has always been a restless creature, scurrying about and seeking
to extend control over dimensions of space and time. During this
century, the revolution in transportation and communication (which
includes the capacity to transport and communicate "messages" of
death) has dramatically transformed the face of our planet. It is trite to
talk about the nature and depth of this change. Suffice it to say that
the thinking of Fuller and McLuhan is much more fact than fiction.
Unfortunately, formal learning experiences seldom reflect the many
ways in which we have been swept into a new world of time/space
relations. Is it any surprise that students feel "fenced in"?

Perhaps one of the reasons for the increasingly destructive experi-
mentation with drugs is that they offer to young people and
especially adolescents who are faced with massive changes in their
physical bodies along with the changes in the larger Human Body a

way of experimenting in new time/space relationships. It is no accident
that many drugs are called by names that suggest "highs" and "lows,"
"ups" and "downs," "trips," and other kinds of acceleration and
mobility (as with "speed"). With this in mind, teachers and other
professionals should be trained to develop objectives and programs that
will provide young people with healthy opportunities for playing in the
new time/space environment. This might mean learning how to operate
a two-way radio, or utilizing telephones and TV in achieving social
studies objectives, or perhaps arranging to make the local theater a
dimension of the curriculum. In this respect, the media of communica-
tion could be explored and exploited for educational ends.

But more than this, being "on the road" is a crucial element for
consideration in the training of professionals for education. Teachers
and administrators should be trained to set up travel seminars (and not
just token exchanges or summer trips, which usually fall into the
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"extra" category); to arrange for exchanges related to athletic contests
(like planning a whole curriculum around the Spanish language and
culture, and then perhaps taking the soccer team to Spain or Latin
America for a semester of enjoyable learning); or to explore a city
through the vehicle of a school without walls (as in the Philadelphia
Parkway Project).

Training professionals to involve themselves in "on the road"
education will require more than reading The Medium Is the Massage;
such training will require getting involved in the process itself. Schools
of education might develop programs which require students to be on
the road during a semester or year of their preparation. Students might
learn more about human nature, about themselves as individuals, and
about the society and world in which they live by hitchhiking than by
exploring the same issues in a graduate seminar,* It might at least be
worth the effort to investigate, experiment with, and evaluate some of
the educational possibilities in this neglected area.

Content, Process, and Technology

or
"Why the third little pig bought an electric butter churn."

The old argument about process versus content in education is a bad
argument. Process is meaningless in the absence of content, and content
is possible only in relation to processes of absorbing, discovering.
analyzing, synthesizing, etc. The substance of education b oth process
and content can be easily outdated, especially as new means for
storing and retrieving information am invented. For centuries books
have been the repositories of infonnatim and because books remained
relatively inaccessible, a high premium was plat ed on the process of
human memorization and recall in relation to he content of books.
Today there are rich and ready sources of ig:.trination which do not
require the traditional emphasis on books and brains.

Computers, of course, are a major medium for information storage
and retrieval, but, unfortunately, educators have not yet learned to
treat them (and all that they symbolize in terms of new media) as they
should be treated, in their proper place. We remain basically suspicious
of the new technology, thus becoming part of an unnecessary "two
cultures" self-fulfilling prophecy. We think and act in relation to the

*Jon Ball, a University of Massachusetts doctoral student in education,
attributes more of his learning to hitchhiking than to formal course work. He
teaches a mini course entitled, "Hitchhiking and Human Nature," most of which
takes place on the road.
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computer as if it were some kind of personal foe. We say "the computer
sent me an inaccurate bill last month," or "look at the mistake that the
computer made," and because we do not see the computer in its place,
as a tool of human invention for human use, we resist bringing it into
our educational process, except in the most peripheral ways, like
keeping attendance records. We think of the typewriter as a tool, and
we utilize it; we do not say "my typewriter typed an unsatisfactory
letter," rather, we say "I made a mistake in typing the letter."

As a first step, then, in catching up with not to mention getting
ahead of the technology of our times, we must ask ourselves how we
define that technology, and ourselves in relation to it. (Any teacher or
administrator who thinks that he or she can be replaced by a machine
should be!) Programs for the professional training of educators must
provide sufficient exposure for understanding and utilizing new
technology in order to stimulate a new confidence in the power of
human control in relation to that technology. The fear of technology is
self-perpetuated by teachers who fear it -ind in turn communicate this
fear to young children in early stag -..s of their education. New
generations of teachers comfortable with the use of technology will be
better able to transmit to students the inane' .of-factness of an
increasing complexity of technological wonder which will most
certainly characterize our world in the future.

The present substance of education, which is mostly books and
memorization, is certainly not obsolete. (Some studies suggest the
necessity for children at certain ages to learn "facts," commit them to
memory, etc.) But this does not mean that we can continue to treat the
computer and related media as irrelevant, or, even worse, as "the
enemy." If we do, then the computer will indeed become a weapon in
the hands of dangerous people.

An Assault on Racism

or
"Why is the wolf always colbred black or brown?"

America is a racist society. It has been since the arrival of the
European on this continent. (The very fact that many Americans would
perceive this claim as untrue or exaggerated in no way invalidates it.)
We are a sick people in this respect, and the disease is widespread;
unlike those infected by it, it is not localised by lines of color.

Racism and its evils cannot be dealt with on a second- or thirdhand
basis, nor can it be dealt with in an atmosphere of moralistic and
missionary zeal, nor can it be dealt with by simple formulae which
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quickly become gimmicks for avoiding the issue. We have all been
witnesses to the bankruptcy of these approaches.

Wh:t can be done? Rather than try to suggest some sweeping
solution, pPrhaps educators can begin by simply recognizing the extent
to which racism is in fl ct a major educational issue. In behavioral terms
this might mean establishing commissions* on racism in institutions
where we train oui professionals. Professional trainees, as well as those
doing the training, should be encouraged to involve themselves directly
in the perplexing problems that permeate American education with
respect to matters of racial prejudice. Professors, administrators,
students, and members of the community at large could, through such
commissions, exert direct and constructive influence where deemed
most appropriate, Pressures already exist, of course, but such pressures
might prove more powerful in constructive ways if institutional support
were marshaled behind them. (Which would mean that students and
faculty receive appropriate compensation in terms of credit, remunera-
tion, etc.) A commission might involve itself with various issues and
problems, ranging from economic policies of the institution to
admissions and academic policy. For example, professionals could be
encouraged to consider how language and racism are interrelated, or
how children's literature, textbooks, and teaching materials carry the
germs of the ugly disease and what might be done to remedy such
educationally debilitating processes.)

Toward a Nonviolent Species

or
"The wolf had a low self-image!"

Unlike the third little pig, the wolf had a rather gloomy picture of
reality and of his own role in the nature of things. He thought of
himself as a social outcast, and no doubt thought that society had done
him wrong. Consequently, a good part of Ills behavior was undertaken
with a chip on his shoulder. In addition, one suspects that Nhen the
wolf looked into the mirror he did not especially like what he saw:
"I'm ugly. Why did I have to be born a wolf?" Every social psychologist
who has studied this problem of the wolfs identity has concluded that
his behavior was "ugly" primarily because iie had this low self-image.

*LeRoi Ray, a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts School of
Education, has suggested that in addition to racism, commissions be established
on war, pollution, population control, and other pressing problems that require
direct attention from educators . that is, if educators hope to have clients in the
future.



These studies provide educators with a new proposition about human
behavior: Individuals and groups act in direct relation to the ways that
they define and value themselves and their world. If a person sees
himself as a "failure" or as "no good," that person will act
accordingly.*

There are many areas of educational concern where this proposition
can be utilized effectively to alter present practices which contribute to
students' developing "negative pictures." The grading system is especial-
ly worth investigating in dug respect. But the educational challenge is
broader and deeper than this. One of the most frightening facts of our
time is that large numbers of educated people have accepted with
little or no critical investigation a definition of homo sapiens as a
fundamentally aggressive species. Scientific and historical evidence by
no means supports this picture of man, yet many of us believe it. (Just
as many of us have come to define man as apart from the natural world
rather than as a part of that world; and we are indeed paying a rather
heavy ecological price for that definition.)

Like racism, violence will have to be treated directly in professional
growth programs, if education is going to be part of a solution to the
problem Mankind can become a nonviolent species, but not unless we
can define ourselves in terms of the possibility. How? Again, there are
no easy solutions. We might begin by asking each professional-tobe to
read Ashley Montagu's On Being Human, for it provides a nice
counter-picture to the "killer ape" literature. Education schools could
develop commissions to facilitate research, dialogue, and action aimed
at giving birth to a new day of nonviolence. In any event, if we do not
dream this dream and act on it, the probability of our helping to fulfill
a very different kind of prophecy will be increased.

Why Listen to Us?

or
"Butter churns can have babies!"

No one has a monopoly on butter churns, and thus one of our
suggestions is that educators not take our butter churns too seriously.
but rather develop their own stockpile (which should not be taken too
seriously either). There is great fame and fortune awaiting all who get
into the industry, and if one does not have the necessary first-pig-like
playful spirit to develop churns, do as we have done: Steal them.

*See Nella Nnelg's most recent study, Mrs. Tittkmouse. the Little Engine, and
Mr. Wolff: A Study of the Relationship Between Self-Image and Social Behavior.
New York: Spacey Press, 1971.
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Students are an excellent source; they are just full of churns of all
shapes and sizes.

To be a little more serious for the moment, institutions for the
training of teachers might consider establishing special deanships or
chairs for the promotion of butter-churning activities; and to fill those
positions every effort should be made to find sharp, side-splitting
comedians.

Bricks and Mortar

Butter churning with all of its uncertainties and risks should
not be pursued at the expense of bricks and mortar. It is the
integration of work and play which is our goal. There are a

number of fairly specific, brick-and-mortar-type issues and questions
which should be considered in the professional training of educators.
Professor Louis Fischer* has provided a list of brick and mortar items
which he deems "necessary to a conception of a fully functioning
professional teacher." He has not presented these in any rank order of
importance; nor has he intended that they be view,' .It comprehensive
for every educational context. He has suggested, h.iwever, that as a
general rule the professional training of teachers should encompass
most of these items.

first-rate liberal education, important to the general enlighten-
ment of the individual, and thus to an enlightened educator;
knowledge of the sequence of human development from birth to
maturity;
a working understanding of how people learn, of competing
psychological theories and their evidence;
an understanding of principles and methods of educational
research at least to the point of being an intelligent consumer
of research findings;
some in-depth study of the culture (with its values, beliefs, etc.)
which education is designed to perpotuate;
an understanding of important behavioral differences that result
from relying on authority, tradition, intuition, "common tense,"
revelation, or tested experience for knowledge, truth, or values;

Fischer formerly taught at San Fernando Valley State College and is
presently at tho University of Massachusetts.
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some understanding of the total range of the curriculum with
particular knowledge of an area or age level of specialization;
knowledge of teaching means, methods, and materials;
experimentation in working with students in a variety of learning
situations under the guidance of experienced professionals;
experimentation in learning to handle oneself in a number of
contexts with teaching colleagues, administrators, and various
members of the lay public, as well as parents and children;
an acquaintance with a range of journals, newsletters, official
publications, and organizations; and
knowledge of ways and means of gaining further knowledge
about subject areas, about children and youth, and about thf.
community some learning in learning to learn.

True, many teacher education programs have aspired to these goals,
but the consensus of those served teachers is that most programs
have failed. Perhaps one reason for the mediocrity lies in the fact that
we have too often accepted and promoted the idea that a clear line can
be drawn between work and play. That line can be drawn, of course,
but at the expense of, rather than in the service of, knowledge and
wisdom; for in the absence of play, work becomes drudgery, and
intellectual growth is impeded (as evidenced by the many dulled eyes
glued to the clock). Poets and mystics have long watched the third little
pig rumble along in his butter churn. To date, however, educators have
had some trouble in grasping that part of the story. But let's not run
ourselves down too much. There are more butter churns around today
than there were yesterday, and there will be even more tomorrow
that is, if we so choose.

Conclusion°

People who play together, stay together.

N. Nnelg

In 1971, when Nella Nnelg published her now classic study, Mrs.
Tittlemouse. . . , few educators were seriously interested in play.
(Indeed, few educators did much playing.) By the mid-Seventies,

The concluding statement is an excerpt from Professor Nch Nilknarrs
Education in the Seventies. New York: PostAvant-Press, 1985.
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however, a number of additional studies clearly supported the
conclusions at which she had arrived, and educators began to play
seriously at the task of recreating educational programs in the spirit of
Nnelg's findings. Today, of course, the idea of homo ludens so
permeates our lives that we seldom think about the learning process
without considering its play element. We must take care, however, lest
our present convictions harden to dogma and we one day be judged as
we now judge most mid-century American educators. An insight from
that old madman, Nietzsche, may be a valuable reminder:

A very popular error: having the courage of one's convictions;
rather, it is a matter of having the courage for an attack on one's
convictions!
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Critique by James C. Stone

The education of teachers elementary. secondary, higher
needs to be changed. Them seems to be general agreement on
this. At issue is the extent of the needed change a minor tune-

up. a major overhaul, or should the present vehicle be abandoned and a
new one designed to replace it? Whether -repair, reform. or revolu-
tion," to use Denemark's phrase,' or "reconstruction," to use the
Allen-Hawkes term, this is the question and an issue to be dealt with in
this response to the Allen-Hawkes piece.

To plump for a new vehicle for the training of teachers instead of
repairing or refurbishing the old one sounds like a strange thing for a
veteran teacher educator to be saying. As my colleague, Doug Minnes,
once put it. 'V() one likes to point out that the king is naked. If you
are the tailor, it is especially difficult."2 Yet as the distinguished editor
of this volume. Tim Stinnett. well knows. I was calling for the
reconstruction of teacher education 20 years ago! So in one sense, I
applaud the effort of my good friends Allen and Hawkes as a definite
and healthy push in the right direction.

A number of their suggestions are creative and intriguing. For
example. the notion of shadowing as a training protocol was new to me.
(Recently. however. I learned it has been used for many years in
nursing education training programs!) We used it successfully in a
teacher preparation program in Kenya. Africa. in the summer of 1970
as the initial phase of a professional sequence for preparing American
Peace Corps volunteers to be Kenyan secondary school teachers. We
assigned each newly arrived American volunteer to shadow an experi-
enced Kenyan teacher for a week. A more effectiv" means of reality
practice would be hard to find. Currently I am using shadowing in a
graduate seminar on college teaching. Each student chose a teacher
elementary. secondary. or higher to shadow for the first two weeks
of the quarter. The experience provided the basis for a series of lively
and provocative discussions on what teaching is anu what makes for
effective teaching.

I applaud the Allen- Ilawkes plea for school reforms like horizontal
and vertical staffing and the implication that colleges should prepare
teachers in terms of these new roles. At the same time, I wondered why
they did not see the applicability of these new roles in the staffing of
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colleges of education. I applaud their school reforms like the use of
paraprofessionals (but again wondered why they saw it only as relevant
to "el-hi" education).

I can't disagree with their proposal for 10% of an institution's
resources to be earmarked for "ad hoc experimentation and innova-
tion." (However. I hardly see this as the "major lever for change" as
they do. and I wonder why only 10%.) I can't disagree with their plea
for open files, since students' files really never were confidential (and I
say this as a one-time teacher placement officer). Semester modules
instead of semester units will provide more flexibility at all levels of
education. The idea of "on the move" students and faculties is
intriguing. And who tod2y would disagree with Lou Fisher's program-
matic characterization of the ideal teacher, or with the idea that teacher
educators and the teachers they prepare need to understand and be
competent to utilize the "new technology" and be able to deal with
racism. confrontation, and violence?

Allen and Hawkes, in their biting criticism of the present, support
the need for changes in teacher education and in the schools where
teachers teach. With these sentiments of theirs most of us concur:

We think that one major problem with our profession is that too
many of us have allowed our thoughts and actions to be "locked
in" by past and present expectations about ( training) programs.
The system itself must be jogged a bit, perhaps quite a hit [italics
added) if we are to get the upper hand. ...

Too often we define education by very formal processes,
insinuating that these processes are logical, rational, predictable.

The amount of change in American education ... has been
minimal.

The basic 1).:akness of their proposal to reconstruct teacher
education is that they go only halfway. They still cling to the university
as the training model. as a baby does to his mother's breast. The article
assumes that higher education is generally OK just needs some
tinkering with here and there. Their chief target is the "el-hi" school.
Only partially does the college become fair game. Allen and Hawkes
obviously are reluctant to bite the hand that feeds them! As Clark Kerr
stated at the press conference when he presented the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education's report, "The most conservative
group in the world about their own affairs is a university faculty, and at
the same time they're the most radical about everybody else's
business.3
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Reconstructing teacher education as a legitimate sphere of activity
for liberal arts colleges and universities to engage in even by the
Allen-Hawkes prescription is like trying to reconstruct the fossilized
remains of a dinosaur. Just as the dinosaur was useful in its day and
relevant to its time, so once were collegiate-based teacher education
programs. But "time and tide wait for no man," and time has run out
for the colleges to get "with it" in teacher training. Clearly the needed
reconstruction Allen and Hawkes plead for ("most programs have
failed") will need to take place in a new structure. They state, "No one
has a monopoly on butter churns develop your own stockpile." So
here goes! Why our plea for teacher training to take place in a new
structure and with a new model of control and governance?

Why? In a study for the National NDEA Institute on the Advanced
Study of Disadvantaged Youth, we received Q-sort responses from
approximately 1,500 teachers (regarding their assessment of the impact
of special training programs they had participated in) and we
interviewed a 10% random sample of them. When we analyzed our data,
this is what we concluded: (Remember these are conclusions after a
study of new. innovative, experimental programs)

Like the profession and institution that sponsor it, the process of
teacher education is an essentially conservative one, relying for its
best efforts on time-tested and proven methods and materials
used in common with some few experimental and innovative
ones.

The effective ... programs ... cannot be characterized as dramat-
ic new possibilities for marked improvement over actual ones
presently in operation - no panaceas, no miracles, no brave new
world! The curricula suggested can most properly be regarded as
somewhat new and different ways in which traditional, conven-
tional, experimental, and innovative methods and materials of
teacher education can be combined and coordinated in order to
provide coherent, continuous, and comprehensive pro-
grams. ..."4

Then we drew sketches of the best of several model programs.
pondered out results and concluded by saying:

It is our considered judgment, therefore, that the curriculum
models we have proposed. whether designed to provide in-service
or pre-service training for teachers, ... can be most efficiently
and effectively mounted by an institution that is 1) situated more
advantageously in relation to the resources, opportunities, and
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problems of local communities and school districts than colleges
and universities usually are, and 2) operated more independently
from social, economic, and political pressures for particular uses
of resources and opportunities and for specific solutions to those
problems than local school districts usually are. The institution
we regard as most appropriate for the professional education and
training for teachers ... would have the' following features: It
would 1) provide training centered in the ghetto, the barrio, the
reservation, and similar, neighborhoods: 2) emphasize participa-
tion, encountering, confrontation of all persons involved as the
basis for the teachers' (or prospective teachers') learning about
theories, concepts, principles; 3) be governed by representatives
of all of the groups providing the necessary resources the local
community, the local school district, the college or university, the
trainees themselves, and the profession: and 4) draw its staff from
all agencies providing the resources, thus employing as teachers of
teachers the students. patents, community agency workers, and
civic leaders of the local community, as well as the public school
teachers and supervisors in the local school district, the faculty
and graduate students of colleges and universities, and other
professional specialists.s

Clues: The issue then became 1) how and where can new and
innovative programs of training best be mounted, and 2) under what
administrative arrangement is there the best chance of immediate and
effective implementation? The clue to the answers to these two
questions was discovered in our review of interview findings: "These
teachers were convinced that training activities must be planned and
conducted from and at the grass-roots level rather than the district
office, or the college, removed as they are from the local school and
local community."

The institution which finally emerged from our research as possess-
ing the characteristics identified in our teacher interviews was a
multipurpose center. The organization and operation of the multi-
purpose center was a cooperative and collaborative arrangement
between a college or university and a local school district or school. The
instructional and administrative staff of the center was drawn from
both agencies. The principal activities of the center were conducted in a
public school or in a facility immediately adjacent to one, not regularly
and exclusively on a college campus. The program of the center
included, in addition to other activities, an offering of workshops.
seminars, courses. and similar training activities.

The institutional model embodied by the multipurpose centers we
studied seems to us to be. in almost every respect but one. worthy of
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being exported as is.6 The one respect in which this model can and, in
our view, should be improved is in its control and governance. The
governing authority of the centers investigated was either a local school
district, a consortium involving a district and a nearby college or
university, or a trusteeship including representation from these agencies
and local community agencies. We believe the joint-power authority
formed to govern the model institution we have in mind can and should
provide for more equitable delegation of responsibility and distribution
of decision-making functions.

From what we know of the paradigm of change:7 of the bureaucracy
of the establishment. and of the cement of tradition in which most
schools and colleges are mired. it is difficult to see how the center can
be the long-term answer for the radi .il reforms and dramatic changes
needed in order to successfully recruit, train, and retrain today's
teachers.

All attempts to reform teacher training8 have failed to recognize
that the social institutions in which teacher education is embedded
the schools, the colleges, state departments of education were created
by society not for the purpose of bringing about change and
innovation, but rather for preserving the status quo. As guardians of the
establishment, the schools, institutions of higher education. and state
regulatory agencies were specifically created to see that change does not
take place. The primary function of these educational agencies, in
common with education since the days of primitive man, is to pass on
the cultural heritage to the upcoming generation. Designed to preserve
"what is." they have been staffed largely by those who are wholly
committed to this end. Few teachers, for example, see their role as
agents of change. The result is that reform efforts have done little to
break the patterns of traditional teacher education.

As long as education and its handmaiden. teacher education. remain
fixed in the concrete of college, public school. and state department
traditions. both likely will remain substantially as they are now. and
reform efforts will continue to come and go without making an
appreciable impact on either higher education or public education, or
on state departments of public instruction where teacher education has

its roots.
If we ever hope to break what George Counts, writing sonic 25 years

ago. called "the lock-step in teacher training." we must create new
organizational structures; we must be willing to go one step further
than modifying the present establishment. We need to cut the ties,
plough over the old college-school ruts in which teacher training is
quagmired, and begin fresh.
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Our summation of the failures of teacher education and its
traditional role in society brings to mind the statement by Felix Robb,
former president of George Peabody College for Teachers, one of the
few remaining teachers colleges still in existence in the United States:
"If the successors to teachers colleges become mediocre and abandon
their concern for teachers, another generation will have to start teachers
colleges all over again."9

While not wishing simply to go back as Robb suggests, we do
propose a new model that takes something from the past the idea of
a separate social institution for teacher training while adding several
new dimensions crucial for the education of "teachers for the real
world": training that is "planned and conducted from and at the
grassroots level" and intimately involves the local school and neighbor-
hood an agency controlled by the client groups that comprise the
local community. We have called this new social institution an EPI
Education Professions Institute.

The EPI would be a separate agency of higher education with a
distinct, unique, and differentiated function. The unique purpose
would be to provide professional training for teachers-tobe, teacher
aides, associate teachers. intern teachers, regular teachers, master
teachers, and teachers of teachers through the bachelor's and master's
degree. It would recruit adults of all ages from the community in which
it was located as well as from the ranks of high school graduates. the
junior colleges, four-year colleges, and universities.

The EPI should be viewed as a natural extension of the state's
responsibility for teacher education; better stated, it would be a case of
the state's returning to itself the responsibility it has always had but has
failed to exercise since the end of the teachers colleges. The institute
would be accredited by the state for development and experimental
purposes. Special and unique licensing provisions might be needed in
some states for those completing EPI training. This is nut to suggest a
lowering of standards, but rather different standards for a differe-t
group to accomplish a purpose not now adequately served by any
existing social agency.

The EPI would draw its faculty from the communities in which it
was located the local schools, adjacent colleges and universities, and
other social, governmental, and industrial agencies. While strictly a
professional institution, the EPI might admit prospective teachers and
paraprofessionals at any point in their college career when they were
deemed ready to embark on a semester of professional erLication.
During any semester of enrollment, the trainees would be paid by the
state or the local school, or both, for rendering teaching or community
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/
,--' higher education would have a cooperative and consultative relationship

with the institute.
The EPI would be chartered by the state under a joint-powers

services of various kinds. This "paid to learn" feature is especially
significant in terms of recruiting from minority groups. In-service
teachers would enroll in the institute for afternoon or evening
workshops and seminars or summer colloquiums, conferences, insti-
tutes, sabbaticals, and the like, using scholarships provided by local,
state, and federal governments; foundations; the business community;
professional associations; and school district sabbatical leaves.

The single most distinguishing feature of the EPI would be that it is
a teaching institution. Its educational style would be tc "learn to teach
by teaching," so all trainees would be involved in some form of
teaching as the central focus of their learning activities.

The Ell is envisioned as a prestige agency, payitig better salaries, for
example, to its faculty than do traditional colleges, universities, or
school systems. This would be a truly professional school analogous to
the medical school, the law school, the divinity school. Its program for
the education of teachers of teachers would encompass research
focused on professional problems in the teachinglearning process.

There would be equality of status and prestige for those faculty
having differentiated responsibilities for the so-called theoretical and
practical aspects of teacher training, since any one individual would be
expected to be equally involved in both.

The heart of the EPI would be an exemplary school or school system
that it would adopt or organize. The institute and the school would be
housed together. Professional education would grow out of the
instructional problems of children. Laboratory experiences in class-
rooms and neighborhoods of the disadvantaged would be the central
focus of the in-service and pre-service teacher-training program. The
professional curriculum would be tailored to each individual and would
be so organized that every trainee, during his stay at the institute,
would be simultaneously involved in a stream of classroom or
community experiences and a concurrent stream of theoretical semi-
nars, both taught and supervised by a team of instructors working with
a particular group of trainees. The EPI would have the advantage of
being close to the schools, yet removed one step from the politics of
local school systems. Though ultimately responsible to the state, it
would be characterized by "home rule" from the local community and
the trainees themselves. However funded, it would be administered by
and for the local community and trainee clientele. The state depart-
ment of education. the local school district, and adjacent institutions of
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agreement. This is a legal entity provided for 'n most states, but until
now seldom used in education circles except in connection with the
federally sponsored research and development laboratories. The powers
brought together to organize the EPI and to formulate policy for it
(within broad state guidelines) would be 1) a local community, 2) the
trainees, 3) a college or university, 4) a school system, and 5) the
organized profession. These powers would establish an independent
local board of control that would have fiscal and administrative
authority to operate the EPI. The five powers initially comprising the
governing board might appoint additional representatives, including the
public-at-large.

The curriculum of the Ell would provide for a number of levels of
training for a number of different roles. Thus mothers with the
equivalent of a high school education might enter the EPI to become
teacher aides: those with junior college preparation to become associate
teachers: those with an A.B. degree, intern teachers: and those with
teaching credentials, master teachers or teachers of teachers. Movement
from one program and role to another would be provided. All would be
paid during their period of training, for all would be serving in some
capacity in the local school or community.

A local model school would be the "home" of the institute, with the
local district supplying a room for seminars and an office for the staff.
Academic preparation needed by trainees would be provided by nearby
colleges on a contractual or cooperative arrangement. In the vernacular
of the times, the EPI would be "where the action is" in the
community. And it would stay there in the sense that it would be
controlled in part by the local community.

Since the EPI is the model that emerges from our research findings.
we feel obliged to underscore and reiterate the fact that in an EPI the
community and its trainees would be active participants in determining
their own and their children's education. They clearly would have a
stake in it a piece, perhaps the piece, of the action. The growing
belief by communities that schools and teacher education institutions
no longer are serving ends they believe in is the cause of the increasing
demands and increasingly intense confrontations by black. Mexican-
American. Puerto Rican, and American Indian groups. In an Ell, the
community and the trainees would have not only a voice but also a
vehicle for remaking their own education and the education of their
children.

No one doubts the difficulty of establishing such a new social
institution, especially not those of us who have been "the tailors"
(Minnes' term) for so many years of conventional training in traditional
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colleges and universities. Yet surely the times demand action, new
approaches, radical departures, brave new worlds. Henry David Thoreau
once wrote:

Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed, and in such
desperate enterprises? If a man does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer.
Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or
far away.

Let those of us who are committed to a new wayto train teachers be
given the opportunity to march to a different drummer whom now we
hear in ever increasing crescendo.

Alternatives: The opportunity to bring together the resources of
"el-hi" schools, colleges of education, and the communities in which
they are located, plus the organized profession and state departments of
public instruction, in a new social institution for the initial and
continuous professional development of teachers now is here. The
means are at hand. The federal voucher system proposed by and to be
tried experimentally under the auspices of 0E010 makes the Eli
feasable, at least experimentally. Competition, the engine that makes
the American free-enterprise system go, is about to invade higher
education.

With a voucher in hand, teachers and teachers-to-be will have a
choice among several training options: to attend the Denemark
"reformed" school of education, the Allen-Hawkes "reconstructed"
school, or an EPI. The option that delivers will survive.

I George Denemark. "Repair. Reform, or Revolution." Educational Leader.
ship, March. 1970, pp. 539.43.

2Douglas Minnes, "Rebellion in Teacher Education: Rey m for a Fossil in
White Tie and Tails," CASCD conference address, November 21, 1968, p. 2
(mimeographed).

3San Francisco Chronicle, November 24. 1970. I. 20.

4iames C. Stone, Teachers for the Disadvantaged. San Francisco; lossey.Bass.

1969. p. 188.
5/bie . p. 195.
6B. Othanel Smith also champions the need for "el.hi" school college centers.

which he calls "training complexes." See Teachers for the Real World
Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for 'I eacher Education,
1969. pp. 95-109.

7As applied to school curriculum projects, see Mario D. Fantini and Gerald
Weinstein. The Disadvantaged Challenge to Education. New York: Harper and
Row, 1968, pp. 298.300. As applied to innovations in collegiate programs. see
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James C. Stone, Breakthrough in Teacher Education. San Francisco: Jossey -Bass,
1968, pp. 178.80.

8There have been many reform efforts. Among the major attempts have been
the Commission on Teacher Education of the American Council of Education
(1938-46); the NEA TEPS Commission (1946 to date). the Fund for the
Advancement of Education (1950-59); the Pre.Collegiate Curriculum Reform
Movement (1958-64); the Ford Foundation's "Breakthrough Programs"
(1960-66); and NDEA, ESEA, EPDA, and other federal grants (1964 to date).

9Henry C. Hill, "Wanted: Professional Teachers," Atlantic, May, 1960, p. 39.
10Educarion Vouchers' Financing Education by Grants to Parents A

Preliminary Report. Prepared under grant CG 8542 for the Office of Economic
Opportunity. Cambridge Mass.. Center for the Study of Public Policy, March.
1970.
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Expanding Roles of
Laboratory Schools

By Madeline Hunter

The last quarter of the twentieth century may well be distin-
guished by the emergence of the laboratory school as a

productive center for educational inquiry, exerting powerful
influence upon and shaping public education of the twenty-first
century. For this potential to be released, however, the laboratory
school must shed its role as a demonstration and training installation
inducting novitiates into accepted and traditional practice. It must
become a center for inquiry, an essential component of the educational
design to produce new theory, to translate that theory into generaliza-
ble practice, to disseminate that knowledge and practice into the
mainstream of American education, and to develop vigorous leaders.

The genesis for such potential began with the laboratory schools of
the past under the leadership of men such as Dewey, who said:

Only the scientific aim, the conduct of a laboratory compara-
ble to other scientific laboratories, can furnish a reason for the
maintenance by a university of an elementary school. Such a
school is a laboratory of applied psychology. That is, it has a
place for the study of mind as manifested and developed in the
child, and for the search after materials and agenices that seem
most likely to fulfill and further the conditions of normal growth.

It is not a normal school or a department for the training of
teachers. It is not a model school. It is not intended to
demonstrate any one special idea or doctrine. Its task is the
problem of viewing the education of the child in the light of the
principles of mental activity and processes of growth made
known by modern psychology. The problem by its nature is an
infinite one. All that any school can do is to make contributions
here and there, and to stand for the necessity of considering
education, both theoretically and practically, in this light. This
being the end, the school conditions must, of course, agree. To
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endeavor to study the process and laws of growth under such
artificial conditions as prevent many of the chief facts of child
life from showing themselves is an obvious absurdity. I

However, in spite of leadership and forward-looking programs,
laboratory schools have been singularly ineffective in influencing
American education. Often the department of education to which those
laboratory schools vrtre affiliated perseverated with programs and
methodologies that reflected little if any of the new ideas or practices
in education. Their relationship to the laboratory school was nominal
and partial. confined to the area of teacher training and credentials. As
recently as 1964, the Kelley report stated the primary function of the
majority of laboratory schools to be observation and demonstration of
accepted practice and college students' participation in such programs
as a pre-teaching experience.2

With public schools able to provide a similar and possibly more valid
service at a fraction of the cost, small wonder such laboratory schools
have become vestigial organs in the physiology of teacher education,
atrophying or being removed from college campuses at an alarming
rate.3

Without laboratory schools, however, there remain two major
unsolved problems in education. One is the ever-widening gap between
knowledge generated by educational research and practice in the
classroom. The other prcblem is the critical need for an experimental
laboratory to refine or field-test theory in an environment uncontami-
nated by the very necessary restrictions imposed on public schools. An
installation cleated for and dedicated to the resolution of these two
problems constitutes the raison d'être of the laboratory school of the
future.

This expanding role of the laboratory school embraces a commit-
ment to change that continually reflects research, experimentation, and
inquiry into basic and applied knowledge in education and related fields
rather than the more comfortable stability of demonstrating progranis
and practices already accepted by the profession.

A school which adopts this new role will have as its functions: I)
research, experimentation, and inquiry into the phenomena of educa-
tion; 2) dissemination of results of such activities; 3) development of
leaders in clinical practice; 4) demonstration, observation, and other
activities germane to the first three functions.

To accept this expanded role in the educational scheme implies that
the laboratory school staff, students, administration, and relationship
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to the school of education must all be consonant with the fulfillment of
these four major functions. Before the criteria for such consonance can
be determined, we will need to examine each function in depth.

Research, Experimentation, inquiry

Too often in the past. educational philosophers, psychologists,
mathematicians, social scientists, and others associated with a depart-
ment of education have focused primarily on the phenomena of their
own disciplines as those phenomena occurred in an educational setting,
rather than investigating the contribution their particular discipline can
make to achieving the objectives of education itself. This parochial
concern has resulted in a fragmented, often non-relevant approach to
the solution of educational problems. The academician in a school of
education must leave the traditional investigations of his field to
discover the meaning of that field in education.

The expanding role the laboratory school includes identification of
areas needing investigation or problems in the field to which research
effort should be addressed. This activity must be complemented by a
snythesizing role where tentative answers are integrated into clinical
practice and field-tested with a professional rigor to match the rigor of
discovery. Complementing this function is the constant monitoring of
research in education and related fields to detect possible relevance or
importance unsuspected by the researcher who is not in direct contact
with classrooms. Currently, institutes of higher learning tend to reward
the theoretician for his generation of new knowledge but to bypass the
investigator whose translation of that knowledge into clinical practice is
essential. The latter function becomes a major role of a contemporary
laboratory school and requires staff members who are bilingual in their
fluency with an understanding of the fields of theory and practice. An
example of this function has occurred at one laboratory school where
instructional problems have been identified, where psychological
research has been combed for knowledge relevant to classroom
instruction, where that knowledge has been translated into language
comprehensible to a teachei. and where, finally, the knowledge has
been incorporated into daily teaching practices.4

An interesting example of this essential function occurred when, to
test the validity of the practitioner's translation, a nationally famous
researcher in transfer theory was approached with he question, "Is this
a valid application of your research in practice?"

"How in the world would I know?" responded the bewildered
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theoretician. However, as he obserred classroom Eactice that embodied
his intellectual contribution, he concluded, "Now I understand much
better what it is I've been talking about!"

While rigorous research is an essential building block of new
educational practice, it is important to stress that exploratory inquiry,
"creative fumbling" as it is sometimes termed, is an equally essential
function of the laboratory school to the extent that it represents
frontier activity. Work of this kind may conceivably run ahead of
systematic analysis: however, documentation continues to be a goal.

In the overall design, priorities should be set which give precedence
to major contributions to basic and applied knowledge. This implies the
establishment of a framework which would guide the educational
program and the experimentation and research which that program
would generate or facilitate. The major thrust would be the encourage-
ment of extrapolations from funded knowledge rather than random
"how would it work if . .." activities. Ad hoc interests of independent
researchers will undoubtedly make contributions. but they will not
achieve a sufficient number of studies of central relevance to justify a
laboratory school as a center unless that school's major impetus is an
organized and directed program of research.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the extensiveness of
educational questions needing answers precludes the laboratory school
moving ahead with equal energy on all fronts. Consequently, laboratory
schools of the future will need to "major" in specified areas where they
can mount considerable research effort, possibly "minor" in a few
related areas, and leave to other laboratory schools the areas where they
could direct only minimal and therefore wasteful effort. (This
conscious and explicit concentration of energy follows the pattern set
by many of our national research and development installations.) It
then becomes the function of demonstration schools, rather than
laboratory schools, to synthesize the field-tested programs into stable
models. Because this will yield minimal problems with transfer and
generalizability, such demonstration schools should be a part of the
public school system rather than the costly and often artificial

installations on a university or college campus.
Current areas requiring inquiry and investigation and consequently

appropriate foci for the efforts of laboratory schools are:
1. Teacher education as an area for inquiry and research that will

yield generalizable programs for organizations that, unlike the laborato-
ry school, have as their primary function the production of teacners.
An example of this focus might be the development and testing of
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different programs in terms of their measurable effect on teacher
performance behavior in the classroom.

2. Technology that ranges from the most complex electronics to
more routine materials and equipment. Again", 'the emphasis of the
laboratory school must be on the answers to educational questions
rather than production per se. An example of this focus might be the
use of the computer for certain instructional areas, providing the
purpose was the answering of an educational question rather than its
being the "thing to do."

3. Goals and objectives of education that need to be factored out,
made explicit, implemented and tested in an environment pervaded by
freedom to experiment, and unrestricted by tradition or previous
practice. An example of this focus might be the development of a
mankind curriculum from conceptualization of content through selec-
tion of learning opportunities and measurement of achievement of
intended outcomes. Obviously, this would take the time and place of
other content; hence the laboratory school must be free to make such
deletion decisions.

4. A particular phase of schooling such as early childhood or upper
elementary may become the target for major research and experimental
effort. Recent attention to early childhood education in certain
laboratory schools is an example of this focus. Equally necessary is
effort directed toward other phases of schooling where much of what is
practiced is suspect or has already become obsolete.

5. Teaching methodology which has already transcended the "good-
bad" categorization that had so stagnated inquiry in the past. The new
focus on methodology must reflect the theory that would support a
particular method and the discriminators that would indicate the
conditions under which such a method would be effective or
ineffective. An example of this is the categorization of teaching
decisions zind the education of future teachers in this professional
decision making which is being conducted at one laboratory schools

6. Organizational schemes for the conduct of schooling. Nongrad-
ing, team teaching, and individualized instruction are a few of the
currently popular plans in need of definition and rigorous testing. For
want of this research in laboratory schools, all kinds of educational
debacles have been perpetrated by well-meaning but uninformed zealots
who had no place to turn for valid information rather than emotion and
opinion. Much folklore in education is the result of such misguided or
misinformed extrapolation.

7. Staffing patterns that define differentiated competencies. respon-
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sibilities. and preparation for members of the profession as well as for
paraprofessionals. Currently, the obvious fact that no omniscient.
omnipotent generalists exist in education has generated all manner of
staffing patterns. Unfortunately. the focus in such patterns is usually
the ratio of adult bodies to learners rather than a description of
functions to be performed and the creation of programs that will
qualify individuals to perform those functions. A laboratory school
might appropriately focus on identifying the performance behaviors
which yield the information about the professional competence
required and then experiment with programs to produce such a
professional.

Regardless of its orientation or particular area of inquiry. every
laboratory school must become an integral part of teacher education.
Not in the old "go over and take a look at a classroom" sense where it
is up to the observer to make the intellectual leap which connects
theory with practice. but as a deliberate shaping of a future
professional's .tellectual orientation. This "shaping" should result
from:

1. Direct experience with the rigorous generation of knowledge and
practice in the prc "ession of education.

2. Opportunities to consciously identify and label theory in practice
and to have such perception monitored and guided.

3. Identification of questions generated by practice which require
new knowledge before they can t: answered.

4. Extensive interaction with the "bilinguals" in education whose
domain is the weaving of relationships between theory and practice.

5. Opportunities to see working models of the new ideas in
education and the rigor necessary for the valid development of such
models.

6. Critical observations of educational processes rather than demon-
strations of a particular program. Such observations would vary from a
controlled demonstration of a preconceived model so a student could
focus on a particular element and "see if it's there" to demonstrations
that elicit the analytic behavior of "seeing what is there."

This interactive relationship between the teacher educaton program
and the laboratory school should produce professionals with the
pervasive intellectual orientation to look to research and the theory
generates as the fountainhead from which flows knowledge th .t
nourishes the profession. This orientation should also encompass Cie
importance of and responsibility for the practitioner to function as an
essential professional teammate who identifies field areas demanding
research. Recognition and respect for the essential contribution of both
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theoretician and practitioner must become an objective in teacher
preparation if we are ever to close the gap between the "ivory-towered
theorist" and the "bogged in the mud" practitioner. The laboratory
school is the only element in the present system which has the potential
for accomplishing this herculean feat.

Dissemination

An important factor in the impotence of previous laboratory schools
in changing public education has been the dearth of systematic
scientific studies designed to be formally reported as published
contributions to basic and applied knowledge. This has been coupled
with a lack of availability of their research and resultant programs
described in language comprehensible to the practitioner.

The expanding role of the laboratory school demands that it accept
dissemination responsibilities for both the theoretical and clinical
receiver. To accomplish this, staff members proficient in one or both of
these languages of communication must be available. Time for such
production is also a prerequisite for adequate performance. Currently,
most of such dissemination is an overtime burden. so it is often not a
person's best effort or remains in accumulating piles of "things to be
done."

Media of communication should encompass films. tapes. programs.
demonstrations. lectures. seminars, in-service and pre-service classes,
curricular materlals, articles, and dissertations. Dissemination should
range from publication in scholarly journals to communication with a
lay public. Whenever possible. an exportable product should be
developed to replace human resources.

Development of Leadership

The institutions of higher learning have been effective in the
production of researchers for the field of education but have lacked
programs specifically designed to produce competent and vigorous
leaders of clinical practice. The emergence of such leaders has usually
been the result of mutation rather than design. with the major impetus
for such competency emerging from the person rather than the
program. To develop such competence, specially designed and pre-
scribed field experience is needed to accompany the theoretical
formulations available in university classes. The expanding role of the
laboratory school encompasses its involvement as a primary factor in
such field experiences. While all experiences should not be confined to
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the laboratory school. the determination of performance behaviors
required of future clinical leaders and the description and implementa-
tion of learning opportunities designed to achieve those competencies
become a proper area for a clinical center of inquiry. Experiences
designed. monitored, and evaluated by a laboratory school would
include:

Opportunities in community relations to observe, participate in, and
lead parent study groups. PTA meetings, service _.,b meetings; to
interpret the curriculum and philosophy of the school and school
district to individuals in parent conferences and interpret classroom
observations to groups of parents or other visitors: to prepare material
for lay readers (news releases, newsletters, bulletins, etc.).

Opportunities in planning at a principals' level as well as a district
level, to apply knowledge of PPBS to the reality of a public education
program by directing one small project in depth from planning to
implementation and evaluation: to observe and participate in local
school and district planning.

Opportunities in instruction to select one small area of the
curriculum and develop a plan for the improvement of instruction in
that area for a level or phase in a local school; to do th..: same with one
aspect of pedagogy: to analyze the teaching-learning act and hold the
supervisory conference with a teacher; to plan and conduct at least one
staff meeting in each of the following areas: curriculum, pedagogy. staff
decision making; to demonstrate ability to plan, implement, and
evaluate a learning opportunity for a single teacher, a group of teachers,
a student, and a group of students.

Leaders who had been developed by such experiences would in turn
supervise those experiences in public schools for future leaders.

Relationships

With the School of Education In each of the expanding roles of
the laboratory school that have been discussed, a critical factor is the
organizing pattern which would integrate the functions of the laborato-
ry school with the functions of the school of education. The laboratory
school bears the same relationship to the school of education as the
teaching hospital does to the medical school or the psychology
laboratory does to the department of psychology. As such it is a
resource, within the limits of other responsibilities and functions, to
those who can learn from it and who will, in turn, contribute to it. To
achieve this liaison, conscious and explicit avenues of communication
and collaborative efforts are essential so that areas of mutual concern
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can be identified and specialists will supplement and complement each
other. A professor should find advice and assistance for his research
from the staff of the laboratory school as well as experimental subjects.
In turn, laboratory staff should find rigorous assistance with their
clinical questions from the theoreticians. Undergraduate, graduate,
doctoral, and post-doctoral students should have the availability of a
laboratory school as one of the richest resources in their inquiry and
education.

Unfortunately. lines of administrative responsibility between a
laboratory school and department have not been we defined nor is the
program which they share articulated effectively. ..1 te problems which
arise from relations of a laboratory school and department are
integration, articulation, and coordination. Whatever those problems
are depends on the manner in which purposes and activities are defined
and the nature of the processes used in decision making by a small,
interested, technically competent group which represents the laborato-
ry school and the department. Such a group should engage in studies
and make comparative analyses as needed to develop a statement of
mission acceptable by and productive to both. These selfstudies in
which many departments and laboratory schools are currently engaged
should provide insurance against stagnation as well as set direction and
purpose for an educational contribution that is available from no other
source. This subjection to scrutiny and evaluation of all phases of
ongoing programs should eliminate the danger of developing one
program and perseverating with it. a symptom of decay which
eliminates a laboratory school's potential for creative leadership.

Most importantly, the laboratory school has the potential and
obligation for developing and supplying the clinical professor in
education, the new professional so badly needed by schools of
education.

With Other University Departments Hopefully, the facilities of the
laboratory school will be available to any other department whose
interests and inquiry require pupils or a school setting. In return the
resources of those departments should be available to contribute to
expertise of staff or programs in the laboratory school.

With the Wider Educational Co:nmunity To fulfill the commit-
ment of contributing to the wider educational community, the
expanding role of the laboratory school encompasses vigorous and
purposeful professions! interaction with other laboratory schools as
well as public schools throughout the nation. The staff of the
laboratory school becomes a pool from which may be secured
consultant assistance in launc!iing new programs, especially in the area
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of teacher in-service for those programs. While, as part of dissemination,
it is the responsibility of the laboratory school to generate exportable
products to assist with new programs, the support of a knowledgeable
professional can be an essential ingredient. In return for such
"community service," laboratory school staff members retain or
recapture the perspective, focus, and sensitivity to the real world in
education, a quality which can easily be lost in the aseptic world of a
laboratory.

Staff

The laboratory school staff should reflect its commitment to the
notion that there is no one "general purpose" educator. It must have an
administrative head, usually a director or a principal, whose major area
of competence is clinical practice. He must be an educational leader and
catalyst for inquiry of all types. Rather than conduct research himself,
he assumes responsibility for formulating research policy and develop-
ing ways to implement it. He must possess the bilingualism of theory
and practice. 3o he can create an atmosphere conducive to staff study
and explorations. Recruitment and training of staff is his responsibility.
although he will call on all available resources that can contribute to
quality and competency.

The expanding role of the laboratory school implies that it have staff
(its own or from the school of education) assigned specifically for
research and dissemination, so that programs and findings are carefully
monitored, documented, and recorded. The teachers themselves are
responsible for inquiry relevant to the development of an educational
program, but not for inquiry of a scientific research type.

The quality of teachers at a laboratory school must be second to
none. Only by teachers who are supreme performing artists in

classroom implementation of curriculum theory and learning theory
can the critical confounding variable of the teacher be held constant. Of
all the variables in classroom learning, probably the most critical is the
teacher's ability to promote that learning: hence this factor must be
controlled it' learning gains are to be 'attributed to an educational
treatment rather than the charisma or expertise of the professional in
charge.

This is not to say that the total teaching staff will be at the same
level of competence and artistry. The laboratory school staff should
suffer constant attrition as its top members are skimmed off to produce
leadership for public education and clinical professors for institutions
of higher learning. These will be replaced by newer members of the
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staff who have been interning in the conduct of schooling in a center of
inquiry. Moreover, to add the robustness of the real world and thereby
reduce parochialism, some teachers from public education should be
made temporary staff members. After a year or two, these teachers will
return as leaders in their own districts. To produce a constant supply of
new artists in teaching requires continuing in-service of all staff
members, with stimulation and instruction coming from both inside
and outside the laboratory school.

Finally, the staff of a laboratory school will usually include some
student teachers,not in the typical sense but as experimental subjects
in the continuing inquiry into teacher education. Again, it is important
to stress that the purpose of a laboratory school is not to provide
routine training that produces manpower for America's schools but to
experiment with, improve, and validate with hard data programs
designed to produce such manpower.

The ratio of administrators, researchers, disseminators, master
teachers, interns, transient teachers, student teachers, and ancillary
personnel such as nurses, social workers, counselors, or psychologists
will vary, depending on the primary focus of each laboratory school. It
is possible that for certain foci, some of these staff members will not be
needed at all.

Pupil Population

To insure generalizability of findings, the pupil population of a
laboratory school must be representative of the public school popula-
tion for which the research and experimentation are intended. In some
instances the laboratory school will represent only a particular segment
of the population in age, ability, ethnic derivation, socioeconomic
strata, or some other exceptionality, but in most cases a heterogeneous
population with adequate representation from all relevant groups is
more desirable. In any case, a laboratory school that is simply a
recruiting device to tg.i.wide education for professors' children, many of
whom would learn in spite of any program. is at best a costly private
school and of little use to a campus.

Admittance procedures which guarantee heterogeneity and are
impervious to political or economi pressures must be determined.
"Diplomatic immunity" must also to guaranteed to the person or
committee responsible for administering such policy, or a skewed
population will reflect the absence of such unassailability.

Parents of the pupils of the laboratory school must be aware that
they ire contributing subjects to an experimental venture, with the
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guarantee that upon graduation, at whatever level it occurs, their child
will be as well educated, and probably much better educated, than if he
had attended any other school. That guarantee can be made for no
other point than graduation, for research demands differing educational
treatments such as withholding instruction from some groups for
comparison with other groups. Consequently, the laboratory school
pupil population must for the most part remain stable to enable the
staff to remediate any loss as a result of experimentation as well as to
provide longitudinal data.

It is important to emphasize that, in any research program which
combines quest for knowledge with responsibility for professional
service to the client, the welfare of the client is primary. Consequently,
the goals of inquiry with a maximum of freedom and flexibility in
adapting to the requirements of research must be reconciled with the
prior obligation to protect the educational well-being of pupils.

As a result, the responsibility for decisions pertaining to pupil
welfare with reference to research must rest with those responsible for
the administration of the school. In most instances the well-being of
pupils and the interests of inquiry are completely compatible.

As a condition of enrollment, parents must understand and accept
the role and function of an experimental school and release their
children as participants in this function. Otherwise the tendency to
stabilize a program in the interest of service will negate the primary
research interests of the school. It is essential that parents have an
alternate choice of free schooling (their own public school or another
nearby), so that the laboratory school can operate unfettered by
parental or other restrictions. In return, the laboratory school parent
group should be kept well informed. Parent interest in and contribution
to the production of knowledge should be rewarded, for parents often
become some of the most effective disseminators of that knowledge to
the lay public.

Facilities and Budget

So many laboratory schools fail to provide adequate facilities and
budget that a statement must be included here. The expanding role of
the laboratory school necessitates more space than just classrooms and
a budget for personnel other than teachers, as well as for materials and
supplies beyond the routine. Flexibility of both facilities and budget is
a requirement for the creative and efficient impl-mentation of
ever-changing programs or ventures.
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Conclusions

In summary, the expanding role of the laboratory school necessitates
a research facility and staff to accomplish the plans formula*9d, and an
educational facility and teaching staff to develop an experimental
program which makes research possible. This expanding role includes:
inquiry, research, and experimentation with a major focus; bridging
theory and practice; dissemination through many media; production of
clinical leadership; a new and vigorous relationship with the department
of education as an essential team member in the production of
knowledge and the joining of theory and practice in the education of
professionals; a complementary relationship with other university
departments; and productive and purposeful interaction with and
service to the expanded educational community.

These functions cannot be assumed by a public school whose
primary commitment is the education of its clients. Only the laboratory
school which exists to fulfill this expanded role can render the services
necessary to accomplish a function that is of such educational
significance to the nation.

!.l'oltn Dewey, Tne Child and the Curriculum: The School ant Society.
Chicago: Phoenix Books, University of Chicago Press, 1966, pp. 96-97.

2Evan Hugh Kelley, College-Controlled Laboratory Schools in the United
States 1964. Washington, D.C.: The American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1965.

3M. Curtis Ho,,ta and Kenneth A. Browne, National Survey of Campus
Laboratory Schuo.'s 1969. Washington, D.C.: The American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education, 1970.

4See the following pamphlets by Madeline Hunter, all TIP publications. El
Segundo, Calif., P.O. Box 514: Motivation Theory for Teachers, 1967:Reinforce.
ment 2.....,,,, for "":achers, 1967; fletr.rt don Theory for Teachers, 1967; Teach
More Faster!, 1969; Transfer, 1970.

SDwight Allen and Eli Scifman (eds.), The Teachers Handbook. New York:
Scott Foresman and Company, in press. Chapters 3.1 a, 3.1b.
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Critique by Margaret Lindsey

NIadeline Hunter presents a set of worthy criteria to be met by a
laboratory school if it is to become "a productive center for
educational inquiry, exerting powerful influence up.n and

shaping public education of the twenty-first century." She proposes
that the raison d'etre of laboratory schools is dedication to the
resolution of two problems that remain in education: "One is the
ever-widening gap between knowledge generated by educational re-
search and practice in the classroom. The other problem is the critical
need for an experimental laboratory to refine and field-test theory in an
environment uncontaminated by the very necessary restrictions im-
posed upon public schools."

This line of reasoning .eads Hunter to identify and provide brief
interpretation of four functions a laboratory school will derform: "1)
research, experimentation, and inquiry into the phenomena of educa-
tion; 2) dissemination of results of activities; 3) develorinent of leaders
in clinical practice; and 4) demonstration, observation, and other
activities germane to the first three functions."

It can be pointed out that the first, second, and fourth functions
identified, and to a large extent the third one also, are not new in the
literatui.: on laboratory schools.' For at least three decwIes claims for
the laboratory school have consistently included observation, participa-
tion, and student teaching; research and experimentation; demonstra-
tion, and in-service training. By 1960, with the movement toward
off-campus schools for student teaching, emphasis on that function for
laboratory schools had diminished significantly. -Hunter's argument
might therefore more appropriately be viewed as calling for re-defini-
tion of priorities rather than for expanded functions. To advocate
placing higher priority on research and experimentation is not new
either; such advocacy has been presented in earlier statements on
laboratory schools.

The fact is, however, that a large gap has continued to exist between
those functions and priorities advocated for and those actually
performed by laboratory schools. Hunter recognizes this discrepancy,
takes note of conditions that contributed to failures in the past, and
provides useful suggestions for bringing into greater congruence the
hopes and the realities in relation to functions and influences of
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laboratory schools. She is justly critical of university professors whose
research in laboratory schools was focused on the phenomena of their
own disciplines rather than on problems or questions directly relevant
to the objectives of education. She rightly calls for professionals who
are bilingual, that is, who can speak the languages of both theory and
practice and whose central contribution is the weaving of relationships
between them. She asserts the importance for laboratory schools of
heterogeneous pupil populations, master teachers, viable administrative
structures, and cooperative YeIationships with university faculties and
with communities. She is aware of the task of getting new ideas
transferred from laboratory schools into the wider stream of education-
al practice.

Those who share Hunter's implicit faith in the future of the
laboratory school as a powerful influencer and shaper of educational
policy and practice will find not only verification but also positive
suggesthns for making their faith become a reality. Those who are less
sure of the laboratory school's potential as the source of leadership in
educational innovation will find the arguments less persuasive. As a
member of the latter group, this critic finds that doubts about the
promise of laboratory schools as centers of leadership in educational
change have

not

brought into sharper focus by the preceding paper.
This results not so much from what is explicit in the analysis but from
what emerges out of its overall impact.

To provide the reader with some basis for consideration of
alternatives to Hunter's proposal on laboratory schools, three areas of
assumptions are identified and discussed briefly in the following
paragraphs: 1) research and inquiry, 2) professional practitioners and
their roles, and 3) processes of change in educational practice.

Assumptions Regarding Research and Inquiry

From what the previous author has to say with respect to research
and inquiry, it appears that she holds the following beliefs about
substance, methods, and participants:

1. Inquiry "of a scientific research type" is the province of the
university professor. "The major thrust would be the encouragement of
extrapolations from funded knowledge...."

2. Not even carefully selected laboratory school teachers should
engage in more than inquiry "relevant to the development of the
educational program."

3. The laboratory school is the place where areas needing research
are identified and where new knowledge is translated into clinical

practice..
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4. Inquiry by practitioners of the "what would happen if variety
does not quality as scientific research.

It is one thing to argue, as Hunter does, that there is need for a
framework to guide research and experimentation. It is another to
claim that development of this framework is the responsibility of the
laboratory school alone. It is one thing to distinguish between more and
less rigorous studies and another to declare that teachers should not
engage in scientific research or to imply that inquiry they do engage in
could not meet the requirements of such research.

Many questions are left unanswered by Hunter. What is the nature
and purpose of research to be designed and conducted by university
professors in a laboratory school? Is inquiry to be called scientific
research only when it is patterned after the experimental model of the
physical sciences? Is inquiry that employs methods of the social
sciences to be classed as unscientific? This would rule out systematic
carefully checked studies done in public schools where the variables of
the real world are operating.

Hunter's restricting definition of research has built-in dangers that
need to be considered thoughtfully. Particularly dangerous are such
notions as separation of "research" from inquiry relevant to education-
al program planning, questionable differentiation between the status of
laboratory school teachers and university professors, and removal from
scientific research of problems involving variables that might "contam-
inate" results. These are among the ideas that have contributed in the
past to the lag between theory and practice, one of the two problems
with which Hunter is concerned. These are the dichotomies that have
given rise to the attitudes of some practitioners that theory is irrelevant
to their practice, that what is done in controlled environmental settings
such as laboratory schools and university laboratories cannot be applied
in their classrooms, and that researchers in universities deal with fantasy
rather than with reality in conducting their research.

Assumptions Regarding Practitioner Roles

By imi.iication Hunter appears to suggest a concept of classroom
practitioners which ascribes to them, among other characteristics, three
which are unacceptable to this critic. First, she apparently views them
as artists who may not have the benefit of making their own study of
their artistry; second, she seems to think of them either as incapable of,
or as uninterested in, the scholarship of their craft; and third, she
appears to circumscribe their functions to classroom transactions.

The integration of sensitivities, attitudes, knowledge, and skills in a
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teacher's decision making and action in the fast-moving encounters with
persons, ideas, and events in it classroom is indeed an art, whether it be
an expression by intuition or by design. The use of the congruent self as
instrument (to borrow from Arthur Combs) in interaction with others
is a personal achievement to be envied by any artist, whether his
transactions are nonverbal or verbal and whether his "other persons"
are pupils in a classroom or fellow actors on a stage. To suggest that the
artist teacher may, and in fact should, also be a student of his practice
ooes not detract from the importance of his artistry: It assumes that
the artistry :nay thereby be enhanced.

With regard to the education of teachers, Hunter proposes "deliber-
ate shaping of a future professional's intellectual orientation" and
suggests as a first order of priority in this process "direct experience
with the rigorous generation of knowledge and practice in the
profession of education." This proposal merits commendation. But
what is the purpose of intellectual orientation, of involvement of
prospective teachers in the generation of knowledge, if it is not to shape
them as professionals who continue to take an intellectual stance in
study of their practice and to engage in systematic inquiry designed to
illuminate their practice? If teachers are "shaped" as intellectual
professionals, then by what strange absence of logic can it be assumed
that they will be incapable of or uninterested in practicing as
intellectual professionals? Why all the current emphasis on study of
teaching and training in the skills and strategies of teaching (micro-
teaching processes, for example) if the intention is not to encourage
and facilitate in future teachers positive attitudes toward and control of
methods in researching their own practice?

The fundamental basis for teacher education that is inquiry-focused
is the assumption that teachers so prepared will be continuing
examiners and investigators as they proceed through a career in
education. Either it must be admitted that this assumption is invalid
and that teachers cannot be expected to be scholars, or it must be
recognized that scholar teachers will be equal partners in the generation
of knowledge relevant to the profession of teaching. Taking the latter
point of view, it would seem appropriate to place considerably more
responsibility than Hunter does on the shoulders of teachers every-
where for important research on matters of concern to them in their
professional practice.

Although space does not permit any meaningful exploration of the
functions of professional teachers in teams, resulting from various
patterns of differentiated staffing, it is important to note that
"leaders," "professionals," or "master teachers" in these teams are
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expected to be competent scholars. Are professionally prepared
teachers, who increasingly assume leadership with others in designing
and conducting educationa; enterprises, to be placed in a position
which limits their operations to applying findings from scientific
research conducted by university professors in a laboratory school? Or
should it be expected that such professionally prepared teachers would
themselves engage in inquiry that meets research standards appropriate
to study of problems of practice?

It has been noted by some students of the profession that a major
reason for severance of capable teachers from practice in the classroom
is the lack of stimulation for personal and professional development;
that being confined to dealing with immediate problems in the
classroom as they occur permits too little reflection, too little
communion with persons about ideas that move beyond the daily
operations, too little intellectual excitement. There is no denying that
many teachers who stay in the classroom, as well as those who seek
satisfaction by leaving the classroom, feel a lack of environmental
expectancy that they be intellectually oriented and a sense of
frustration with constraints that sometimes tend to reduce them to
technicians with minimal, if any, opportunity to engage in scholarly
activities. Yet Hunter joins many others in saying that these same
teachers ouzct to be involved in the larger and more far-reaching
problems directly related to classroom transactions: e.g., goals of
formalized education, curriculum designing, innovation and change,
community relations and involvement, concepts of schools and school-
ing in today's world. and so on. Teachers ought to be equal partners in
decision making in matters that affect their work, participating in both
the remote and the immediate decisions.

Assumptions Regarding Change Processes

Hunter suggests that the few laboratory schools associated with
universities (apparently referring, although not explicitly, to univers'ty-
controlled campus schools) represent the locus of research and inquiry
that will influence and shape education in the twenty-first century.
Thus she seems to deny to schools generally and to practitioners within
them a fundamental role in either research or inquiry as she
distinguishes between them. To propose that university professors carry
on their major work in laboratory schools would seem to isolate them
from out there where the real world is and to reinforce a condition that
has proved to be disadvantageous both to those professors and to
school personnel.
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Obviously Hunter is as concerned as all other thoughtful people
about the problem of bringing practice into close alignment with
knowledge produced by systematic study. She proposes that one
function of laboratory schools is the dissemination of findings from
research by university professors carried on in those schools. She seems
to assume a linear, sequential series of steps by which questions to be
researched are identified at the university, research on them is designed
and conducted, findings are reported, and these findings are field-tested
in laboratory schools. But the gap between field-testing ideas (if indeed
the process can be called that when carried on in university-controlled
campus schools) and putting the ideas into practice in typical
classrooms is a broad one. Hunter proposes that the gap might be
bridged through special preparation of clinically oriented leaders who
would then proceed to assist school workers in their adaptation or
adoption r ': Iractices proved of worth in the laboratory school. Is this
sequence of ii,filtration of ideas from university-based research down to
classroom utilization of findings the most promising for influencing and
shaping educational practice, without the serious lag to which Hunter
and others refer? I think not. Let me suggest the basic dimensions of an
alternative.

An Alternative Proposal

The reasoning behind the proposal that follows has been fore-
shadowed in the foregoing discussion. One consideration is that change
in educational practice is fundamentally change in persons. Persons
change as they have experiences that produce new concepts, new
integrations of ideas. modified attitudes, and increased skill. Even when
conditions surrounding the teacher (e.g., new staffing patterns, open
classrooms. technological laboratories, learning resources centers) are
used to stimulate change, effective change occurs only as persons relate
to those conditions and hence modify themselves and their behavior.

The person who identifies questions to be studied, designs and
conducts inquiry, analyzes findings, and considers the meaning of those
findings profits more than anyone else from that process. Receivers of
his report, even though ii is accompanied by admonitions and concrete
proposals for application, do not gain comparable insights and do not
share the same enthusiasm.

A new breed of professional teacher is surely on the horizon, a
teacher who is intellectually oriented, who is capable of making his
educational environment a center of inquiry. It is essential that his
professional life include a large measure of activity that is scholarly and
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that continues to stimulate him toward reaching for the stars in
understanding and improving the educational enterprise in which he is a
central factor.

To have schools, universities, and communities function in isolated
ways to bring about improvement in education is unprofitable and out
of keeping with readily identifiable conditions in today's world.
Collaboration among schools, universities, and communities in attack
on perplexing problems is essential. Significant problems and questions
about educational practice must be investigated in settings where the
"contaminating" variables exist if the findings are to promote change in
practice in those settings.

Teachers themselves need to have the power of "bilinguals," to be
able to communicate in their talk and action in both the language of
theory and the language of practice. Decision making by the teacher is a
rational process that demands the use of both languages. The age of
teaching that was rooted in imitation, the adoption of patterns, and the
development of a precise set of right ways of doing things is long past.
This is the age of teachers who thoughtfully design strategies, who can
rationalize and examine what goes on in their classrooms in short,
teachers who not only understand existing theories but can contribute
to the building of new theoretical concepts.

University professors social and behavioral scientists, humanists,
specialists in subject matter of the school curriculum, and their like
who are concerned with educational practice in schools are acutely
aware of their earlier shortcomings in affecting practice. Those among
them who are seriously interested in helping to improve practice have
already turned to schools as the locus of their study and have
recognized the urgency of involving school personnel in their studies.

School organizations (local, regional, and state) have augmented
their central staffs to include specialists in research. It is now common
for such research staffs, located in schools, to reach out to universities
with requests for their involvement in studies initiated by them and
their colleagues.

State and federal funding agencies more and more demand as a
requirement for funding the collaboration of schools, communities, and
universities.

With the rapid expansion in number and type of institutions of
higher education, school personnel have within easy geographic reach
college and university personnel, many of whom are interested in
inquiry related to the preceding levels of education early, elementary,
and secondary. Similarly, almost all colleges and universities have
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within their area many schools to which they might appropriately relate
in carrying on their inquiry activities.

Considerations such as those just presented suggest that laboratory
schools are not likely to be the most promising centers of inquiry to
influence and shape educational practice in the twenty-first century.
That such schools have functions to perform and that they may
perform them with distinction is not denied. But they cannot carry the
burden of inquiry if practice is to be improved efficiently and
economically. It is proposed here that every school should in some way
be associated with an institution of higher education where there are
instructional and research programs designed to prepare practitioners
and to improve practice. Every such higher education institution should
have a group of schools and other educational agencies with which it
collaborates in responsible ways and as equal partners in the improve-
ment of practice. A network of consortia bringing into direct
relationships schools, the communities they serve, and higher education
institutions would have advantages over laboratory schools in influenc-
ing and shaping educational practice.

If such networks were operating everywhere as they now are in some
locations, the question of unique functions to be served by campus
laboratory schools would have to be looked at in a different light. I
have no doubt about the need for university-based scholars as producers
of knowledge and no fear that laboratory schools will not make certain
contributions. My argument rests on disagreement with Hunter on the
kind of research that is appropriate to study of practice, the
unscholarly status to which she consigns classroom teachers every-
where, and her view of how best to bring about needed reform in
educational practice.

1See, for example, the review presented by William Van Til, The Laboratory
School: Its Rise and Fall? Terre Haute, Ind.: Indiana State University and the
Laboratory Schools Administrators Association, 1969.
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Changing the Palace Guard

By Alvin P. Lierheimer

Every profession maintains certain standards for admission to
practice, gates for entry which are guarded by law, custom, and a
certain amount of reason. Most trades maintain requirements for

admission through apprenticeship standards and union shop conditions.
Churches require creedal affirmation for members who wish to partake
of their benefits, now and hereafter. Housing developments have zoning
laws and unwritten real estate policies to guard their territory against
intruders. One could even stretch the analogy by referring tu The
Territorial Imperative, in which Robert Ardrey says, We act as we do
for reasons of our evolutionary past, not our cultural present, and our
behavior is as much a mark of our species as is the shape of a human
thigh bone.. .."I

So the question of changing the guard at the gates which permit
entry to the professional practice of teaching is indeed a significant one
and a rightful one for consideration by the profession itself. One must
ask, however, what is beyond the gate? Is it only those who have passed
the palace guard that can claim to be teachers? And by what authority

legal and rational does the guard make decisions? The remarks
which follow examine the purposes (f teacher certification, review
some of the sources of dissatisfaction with the present scheme, and
suggest the ingredients of an alternative system.

What's the Purpose?

The textbook definition Flys that the certification of a teacher is a
means for assuring that only qualified persons may engage systematical.
ly in the formal schooling cf young people. Legally, "qualified" means
a person who meets the requirements stated in law or regulation. But
qu'llified can also mean "competent for a given purpose" and in this
case the purpose, i.e,., the objectives of teaching, is only vaguely stated.
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Much emphasis is placed on being qualified to teach in terms of meeting
requirements; less concern is given to the relationship of these
requirements to a candidate's ability to induce learning on the part of
students and to meet other more descriptively stated objectives of
teaching. The purposes of certification are indeed enmeshed in a

mysterious web of circular reasoning which has avoided the obvious
dilemma: If there are only two candidates, which one should be
appointed, the certified but unqualified teacher or the qualified but
uncertified teacher? Even with its deficiencies in definition, however,
certification is a word that freely enters into our conversation about
school programs.

None of these phrases certified, qualified, competent fully
describes our intent. But this is a shortcoming of our glorious language
at least as much as it is an inadequacy of concept itself. We do want a
qualified person, qualified not in the legalistic sense of meeting the
requirements, but qualified in terms of being an effective, intervening
respondent to the young person's needs for purposes of guiding and
augmenting social, emotional, and intellectual maturation.

In being critical of the inadequacies of teacher certification, we need
not hold up other professions dr occupations as models or assume they
are without shortcomings. One could question a licensing scheme that
permits some nurses and doctors to be insensitive to all bin the grossest
physical problems of patients. Examples of licensed but incompetent
physicians are not unheard of. There is much concern today regarding
the quality as well as the quantity of medical care available to large
numbers of people. The question is asked: To what extent is the
traditional self-regulation of the medical profession responsible for this
situation? Are there not lawyers whose bar examination signifies
nothing with regard to ethical awareness? Are there not licensed
pharmacists whose knowledge and skill has been subverted in cases of
drug addiction?

While these analogies may border more on ethics than on skill, this
unclear distinction is even foggier in the area of teaching where both
value education and technical competence are expected from the
common-school teacher.

Teaching also differs from other professions or occupations by its
socialized natt that is, the student is compelled by law to accept the
professional ministrations of the teacher assigned to his class. In most
other professions, the client has some choice in the matter, a fact that
may excuse some of the deficiencies in their licensing system.

Education is an element of every other profession or occupation.
Every group must be concerned with perpetuating its own kind. There
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is medical education, legal education, nursing education, training and
apprentice programs for the trades. But our concern is with the
common elements of schooling that are foundational for the specialized
education that may follow. How a youngster is educated in the
common elements of learning directly affects his ability to decide and
control his own educational growth. These general and basic needs
make it especially difficult to isolate the unique qualifications for the
palace guards at the gates of the public schools. What is it they are
guarding? Who says how well they are doing it?

Some will say that certification is just an imperfect cog in a bad
machine. Critics will say that we should really be attacking and
correcting the whole problem of teacher education, whose deficiencies
are well known to cocktail party analysts, clever writers, and self-styled
promoters. Certainly there are deficiencies in teacher training. Hasn't
our very educational attainment shown us how to identify shortcom-
ings in everything? Some of today's problems are the result of past
successes.

Certification symbolizes all that precedes it; it stands at a point
where training should be evaluated and where the emphasis should be
on the performance of the individual candidate. Can he perform in such
a way that the educational objectives of the school will be met?

What's Wrong with Certification?

It is far easier to identify the shortcomings of the present system
than it is to suggest viable alternatives.

In a book called the Dynamics of Academic Reform. J. B. Lon
Hefferlin reminds us that "the evidence of history all points to the near
inevitability of institutional inertia."2 There have been stirrings for
reform among educators for some years; all too often, however, the
proposals have offered simplistic solutions to complex problems.

Most of the literature on the topic and there is precious little of a
conceptual nature attacks either the Mickey Mouse education courses
or the bureaucratic impediments to the thousands of dedicated liberal
arts graduates waiting to make youngsters as pompously wordy as they
are.

There is a body of professional literature which justifies new
variations of the old style of certification for example, a new course
sequence or a new certificate title to be achieved through a different
course or experience. But there appears to be little in print that
examines in a diagnostic and constructive fashion the content and the
form of a licensing scheme in general. More has been written in the
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education field about the problem of responsibility who gets to
decide than has been written about what the content and form shall
be.

Even an educationist-observer is troubled by the gap between the
practice of teaching in today's classroom and research findings reported
in the literature. How many classroom teachers have access to Gage's
Handbook of Research on Teaching3 and can expect stimulating help in
analyzing some of its reports in light of their own practice? Teaching
effectiveness varies between classes, between observers, between items
observed, and between situations in which the observation takes place.
Research is going on in all these areas, and newer statistical methods
and tools for treating data give some reason for optimism. Why, then,
do we still find serious attempts by educators themselves to find simple
predictors of teaching success e.g., pupil ratings, advanced college
degrees?

Certification on the basis of program completion is essentially a
constraining device that keeps out of teaching all but .hose who have
passed a prescribed sequence of courses or experiences. There is
generally no test to determine whether any of the course work stayed
with the candidate, much less how well any of the course work can be
applied to live and changing situations. Teacher groups have long
maintained that they know so much about the deficiencies of tests that
they could not use them. Public confidence in teachers is not reassured
by such criticism, however.

When new areas of certification are proposed, it is for the primary
purpose of keeping out the so-called unqualified. Certification is not a
device that seeks to include and license all those who can enable
students to achieve a st,:ted level of performance.

Certification has been essentially unresponsive to changes in society
and in the schools. These legalistic minima cannot take into account
newer demands on teachers for example, technological innovations in
instruction, a changing emphasis from subject matter to humanistic
concerns, or even inter-disciplinary problems that suddenly strike our
senses: pot, pollution, and population. The people who may best be
able to deal with these problems in the schools may not now be
teaching or even in training to be teachers.

Even more devastatingly damning is certification's distance from the
candidate as well as the consumer. Most teachers are certified through a
remote process in which they never have to show anything more of
themselves than a college transcript. The ultimate consumer the pupil

has nothing to say about the individual professional assigned to him.
Few college training programs have a systematic and analytic process
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6y,

for feeding back student reaction into the training component. There is
even Jess connection between curriculum building at any level and the
training of personnel who are to handle that curriculum.

In the last several years, criticism has focused on the failure of any
teacher certification scheme to be a measure of teaching performance.
Certification today stands simply as a statement of input.

And even if certification tells us something about a teacher's

reservoir of knowledge, it doesn't tell us about his creativity, his
inventiveness, his leadership, his social maturity, his honesty. One could
also make the case that certification schemes as they exist today
perpetuate the textbook-oriented teaching-as-telling which has charac-
terized classroom practice for generations. Research studies report with
boring consistency that teachers talk between 65% and 75% of the
time .4

In an era of participatory management, the flowering of the
democratic spirit for which the schools can take some credit.
certification's consumer might well ask for a piece of the action, an
opportunity to have something to say about the staff that absorbs 80%
of his school tax dollar. In education, the consumer can't easily take his
business elsewhere; so he feels the need to say something about the
qualifications of the professionals who will be assigned to him.

It can also be understood that in an era of short supply, the
educationist, as a scarce commodity, has had a lot to say about who
gets past the gates and into the tax pastures which Harold Noah fears
may be grazed to extinction by this sacred cow.5 But the era of short
supply may now be waning; it will make a difference.

More than ever before, the role of the common school in education
appears to be shrinking. The Educational Policy Research Center at
Syracuse University maintains that by 1976 more than 82 million
adults will be in educational programs outside the traditional school
system compared with 67 million students in traditional schooiing.6

About us are other indicators that teachers may not be calling the
shots. Private industry is taking an enlarged role in developing and
delivering educational components. The giant Litton Industries alone
reports sales last year in its educational sector of 72 million dollars.
Commercial enterprises are being awarded contracts to teach reading
and other skills on a performance basis i.e., guaranteed improvement
or no payment. The success of TV's Sesame Street is bringing more edu-
cational equipment into the home as a formal education center.

These developments do not foretell a simple continuation of past
certification practices nor do they provide much assurance that teachers
as a group should have the sole power to control admission to practice.
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An Alternative System

The biased observer of certification's shortcomings is hardly the best
designer of an alternative system. The sources of reform may wc11 be
external to the system. One recalls Harold Laski's comment that "no
educational system will ever transcend the general postulates of the
community in which it works, . .."7 A dramatically different axial
invention is not likely to be acceptable to professionals, no matter how
keenly critics feel it is desirable, When one thinks of new approaches to
certification, there :.re conditions in today's world which should be
considered at the same time that one keeps in mind the criticism of
current practices:

I. Formal schooling may be a less significant portion of an
individual's total education than it has been considered heretofore.
Witness: The influence of television on preschool children; storefront,
freedom, and liberation schools; the rise of independent study; inplant
schooling via TV and on-the-job apprenticing.

2. Moral identities are changing. The obsolescing virtues of hard
work, knowing one's place, chauvinistic patriotism: the rise of
alienation and the undermining of authority; the spread of an
experimenting ethic. These realities have subtle meaning for the
training, selection, and certification of teachers because they demand a

sensitive respondent whose educational objectives are properly and
firmly established.

3. Kenneth Boulding suggests that we are moving into a mosaic
society in contrast to the "melting pot" of the past.8 Few candid
observers today, black or white, would predict, for example, that blacks
will one day be as indistinguishable frc.n their neighbors as are
yesterday's Irish or Poles.

4. Teacher education will also be influenced by the trend in
urbanization, by a population that comprises 6% of the world's people
but consumes 30% of the world's available resources and doubles itself
every 40 years.

These elements of society force teacher education and the palace
guards to reassess their objectives and to reexamine what they believe
to be the most important elements in the curriculum. The schools still
act as if teachers were just purveyors of knowledge, But in truth the
teacher of today must teach problem solving, teach "how to learn,"
teach in a variety of settings both content and interactive skills,
interaction with man and with the environment. These are not elements
of any known licensure scheme today. yet they are the requirements
for qualified teachers.
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Who Will Be Involved?

There will also need to be participatory patterns in the development
of an alternative system. Who are the groups most affected by the
activities of certified teachers and how can they have a positive input?

Practiti zers. There are teachers and administrators of today's
schools who feel that only with full responsibility for certification of
their peers can they truly be held accountable for results. But the
candid critic says: "You've had lots of my money for a long time and a
lot of kids still can't read. Why should I give you more responsibility to
influence who gets to teach?"

Teacher Educators. Teacher educators in colleges have a life-time
dedication to improving the quality of education provided beginning
teachers. But their critics persist in asking for the evidence that 18
semester hours of education make any difference in a teacher's ability
to reduce the alienation of youth from authority, or the teacher's
ability to communicate value-development.

Professional Associations. Organized groups of teachers lay claim to
responsibility for determining certification standards. The phrases are
common in the literature self-governance, professional autonomy.
But the organized groups find it difficult to convince the taxpayer of
their sincerity and their ability to make a constructive contribution,
especially when they P ^ t iv el y pursue a strike that leaves its mark on the
intellectual growth of a generation of students.

Administrators. Administrators at all levels have experience with
teachers and with programs teachers call) out. Administrators expect
to have a share in setting the standards for certification of teachers on
the basis of this experience as employers. Unfortunately, the public
holds thep school leaders to blame for unresponsiveness to new
uemands sluggish movement on the devastating problem of drugs,
lack of understanding about ecological awareness, a black-less curricu-
lum pushed about by the strident forces of reaction, failure to make
much use of technological innovations in instruction.

Pupil and Parent. Certainly the consumer and his parents are proper
participants in the establishment of standards for those who woulc
teach. But where is the evidence of sustained and informed responsibili-
ty by student groups? Where is the evidence of breadth of vision and
maturity of judgment about others than self? The certified teacher
gains permission to influence generations of youngsters in a world that
will vary greatly from the day lie received appointment to the day of
retirement. Are predictions of success over this perioi to be made on
the limited basis of one or two years' observation by peripatetic clients?
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Legislators. Legislators have ached for the chance to control the vast
acreage of public funds which support universal education. Perhaps
they should have a portion of the responsibility for setting standards.
Many of the electorate, however, take a dim view of the legislator's
ability to separate ethical from political considerations in reaching
decisions.

Other groups were rightfully interested in the certification of
teachers. College faculty in fields other than teacher education not only
have professional expertise to offer but they may inherit into their
discipline the products of the schools. State agency officials are usually
given a surveillance assignment and, beyond that, an advisory or
determinative role in deciding on standards. Journalists with an eye- or
ear-hold on the public mind are, when they're good, our most informed
and independent social critics. Business and industry leaders employ
many of the schools' products and it is reasonable to include their
observations and expectations.

Is there then a possibility of establishing, out of such diverse but
concerned elements, a responsible and representative body a
Certification Authority answerable directly to the state's highest legal
educational group, e.g., a board of regents? Rather than give such an
authority the responsibility for setting standards for teachers, let it
concern itself with thi processes by which local districts develop their
own standards, a process which meets certain conditions of equity,
administerability, effectiveness, representation. The Certification Au-
thority might sponsor developmental trials starting with broad objec-
tives for teachers at various levels, including both content knowledge to
be verified by examination and behavioral performance to be recorded
by peer observation using data-processing techniques for purposes of
comparison and analysis.

The state's criteria for monitoring the development of standards for
educational personnel could be set aside if the Certification Authority
were convinced that a representative and. responsible local body had the
capability to derive an alternative: The alternative itself would not be
the concern of the statewide at:thority. Rather, the authority would
concern itself with the process and how the results were to be
evaluated. Into the state system and into any alternative schemes could
be built an evaluative feedback loop that would permit assessment to be
done on the basis of the performance of students and teachers in light
of stated objectives, task analysis, and systematic behavioral observa-
tions.

As with any representative body, the question of weight distribution
arises. What group will predominate? How will the parties align
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themselves? That question can be left for later consideration if the
initial concept can be accepted that is, maximum local freedom
available in the certification of teachers under limitations imposed by
an independent and representative body of concerned persons.

What special treatment should be accorded the teacher in all this? Is
it not appropriate that the organized profession concern itself with
developing convincing definitions of. tasks, ways of judging and
identifying persons according to standards it believes to be effective? It
will be by a demonstration of the appropriateness of such classifications
that they will be adopted for use locally. Schools and communities will
require that a teacher who has his union's Diplomate in Education be
employed as a teaching team coordinator because experience has
demonstrated to the school the meaning behind this professionally
issued credential.

The local district may also employ several persons in the community
without formal educational requirements but with recognized under-
standing and ability to cope with alienated youth. Perhaps these
persons are part of ar' educational program under the direction of a
teacher specialist in behavioral psychology who is licensed by his state
association as a "coordinator in interpersonal skill development."

The distinction that could emerge is one in which a license as a
mark of competence is issued by the professional association. An
employment credential a mark of having met local requirements is

issued by the school district. Every task in the schools may need to be
performed by someone with an employment credential, but only
specialized tasks will fall to a licensed professional.

These distinctions are refinements that need to be preceded by
acceptance of the shared-responsibility concept in teacher licensing.

How Do You Judge Usefulness?

The world doesn't need another cockeyed design embroidered onto
a patchwork bureaucracy. A super authority could become just another
vested interest group and not function in a responsible and responsive
manner. Perhaps its establishment and maintenance should be by vote
of the general population under apolitical conditions set down by the
legislature. Certainly some safeguards would be needed.

It is unlikely that the organized profession will respond eagerly to
the sharing of responsibility for certification with non-professionals.
And by the use of the strike or a withholding of services, the teacher
organizations can impose their will on the public, although with
questionable effect. The repeated use of the strike for all but the
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gravest injustices teaches the public that schools are even more useless
than tradition has led them to believe.

Self-regulation does not have a successful history. if we judge by the
tobacco industry and public health, or the automobile industry and
public safety, or the plastics industry and solid waste disposal. Even the
medical profession is under criticism for failing to maintain a
responsible level of in-service education for its practitioners.

Yet the strongest technical competence to determine standards for
professional performance is in the hands of the larger profession the
researchers, professors, teachers, administrators. Logic and demonstrat-
ed success can convince others with a deep interest in, and responsibili-
ty for, certification of the kinds of special training that are indeed
needed for the development of required skills and understanding.

Educational product measurement is no easier now with new
technology than it was years ago. Certainiy we can't be satisfied that
scholastic aptitude scores are the ultimate test of the teacher's
effectiveness. But the localization of standards-determination will force
the school to set goals so that it may know more clearly the purposes
for which it seeks teachers and the expectations it has for their
performance. There may be the customary measures of knowledge. but
there may also be measures of responsiveness to conditions that the
local community deems to be of critical importance to its young
people. Being forced to explicate goals, a local district and a
representative local or regional authority may find themselves accom-
modating to positions they readily criticized betore they were
responsible.

Will a new bureaucracy emerge, even more confused and constricting
than the present ones? The basis for confidence in a broadly
representative certification authority rather than one narrowly restrict-
ed to other professionals is the counterplay among rational men guided
by good will and dedicated to the improvement of the most
foundational element of our society, its common schooling. To this
agency must be brought diagnostic tools for consideration. technologi-
cal devices for recording and reporting analytical data, and the
authority to cast free the experimentally minded school or group of
schools that sees a new path to improving the range and quality of
instruction offered its young people.

No system is foolproof and probably no system can build into itself
a guarantee against obsolescence. We are not faced, however, with
forsaking so valuable a certification device that we should require an
ironclad warranty of success from its alternative. There may he political
winds that will blow the entire concept out of sight: there may he
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professional back-archin that will doom any significant departure from
the current scene. More than anything else, however, the concept of
participatory management in professional determinations needs an
airing by the many parties with a deep interest. And scarcely any group
is without such an interest once it looks closely at its connections with
the schools. To follow the narrow path of professional self-governance
is not a pleasure we may be permitted. It may indeed not even be the
most appropriate path. A better educated and alert citizenry may not
tolerate such prideful luxury on the part of other professions for much
longer.

An index to the vitality of any profession is its readiness to alter
existing methods and requirements with an eye to offering improved
service to clientele and practitioners alike. Let the guardians of the
gates take part with others in the decade's greatest educational
invention a viable method to assure that qualified persons alone are
permitted to assist in the social, emotional, and intellectual maturation
of the young.
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Critique by Carl A. Larsen

Changing the Palace Guard" is an interesting and challenging
analysis of the general assumptions and practices surrounding
the certification of teachers. The paper provides some historical

perspective, works over current practices, and offers suggestions for
change.

Alvin Lierheimer appropriately takes a hard look at the purpose of
state teacher certification and finds fault with the ability of the syste.n
to meet the objectives established for it. While his conclusions as to the
shortcomings of state teacher certification systems are well taken, he
assigns too greet a burden to the single task of certification. He states,
"... the certification of a teacher is a means of assuring that only
qualified persons may engage systematically in the formal schooling of
young people" [italics mine] . His declaration is an overstatement of
what a teacher certification system can do. It can only assure than an
individual who earns a certificate has completed a prescribed amount of
college or university coursework, has completed a prescribed amount of
practice and/or field work in a public school or schools, and/or has
obtained a certain amount of actual paid school experience.

The only valid assumption that can be made is that an individual
who has gained this knowledge, practice, and experience will have a
better chance to succeed than a comparable individual without such
preparation. practice. or experience.

The error repeated continually through the years has been in placing
too large a load upon the single function of certification. Certification
is not now, and never has been, able to guarantee competency or
success. Individual teaching and professional service positions in the
public schools vary greatly in the qualifications required for success. A
principal may be very successful in one school with one group of
teachers and a failure in another school with another group of teachers.
A teacher may do a most creditable instructional job in one situation,
but be unsuccessful in another. An individual at one time in his career
may be a very effective teacher, at another time quite ineffective.
Among other things, chronological age, mental health, physical health,
personality changes, type of administration, supervision given, assist-
ance provided, curriculum materials available, and the point in time all
contribute to teaching or service performance.
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Lierheimer writes that certification systems tend to be restrictive
rather than positive, that their emphasis is upon keeping persons out of
teaching or service positions rather than seeking out persons who are
needed and who can make a real contribution to the schools. He
specifically points out that the "approved program approach" to the
certification of professional school personnel is especially derelict in
this regard. As a general point of view, this may be a valid criticism but
it applies equally to all professional licensing systems.

However, in this connection one should remember that professional
licensure was brought into existence as a means of protecting the public
from incompetent and unscrupulous practitioners. While in one sense
licensure systems are restrictive by design, their major thrust is to
provide the public with practitioners who have had the preparation or
training and experience deemed necessary to perform adequately.

The major thrust of Lierheimer's article is his suggestion for change
in the palace guard. The way to go, he says, is to broaden the
representativeness of those who serve in this capacity in order to make
them more responsive to the needs of the society they serve. He even
suggests that popular election to the Certification Authority, as he
terms the new group, might prevent its becoming just another vested
interest group.

After having been an observer of and participant in state government
for approximately 20 years, and after rather continuous participation in
meetings of the National Association of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification, the writer must conclude that our major
efforts at change seem td center on revising organizational and
administrative structures rather than on striving for the substantive
changes or adjustments that need to be made in programs of
preparation and in-service education. Change the form, build a new
structure, create a new board or commission seems to be the standard
procedure.

As an example, one has only to refer to Tim Stinnett's chapter in
this book tracing the evolvement of the present structure of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. The National
Commission on Accrediting was more concerned with form than with
substance in deciding whether to give NCATE permission to continue
its national accrediting function. The issue was not whether NCATE
was doing a creditable job: the power structure of the council was the
issue. Stress on form rather than on substance is democracy in action.
As the saying goes, "The important thing is to vote. For whom one
votes is not important."

Lierheimer's Certification Authority would not be a standards
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development group but would supervise and guide local educational
units in the development of their own standards. Rather than approve
standards, the authority would approve the processes involved, if the
process were satisfactory, ipso facto the standards developed would be
satisfactory. Standards of equity, administrability, effectiveness, and
representation would be applied for process approval. In fact, Lier-
heimer suggests that the Certification Authority might even set aside its
own criteria for the approval of standards development if it were
convinced a local educational unit was what might be termed "process
mature."

It seems logical to Lierheimer that if state certification systems are
keeping a number of persons out of classrooms and out of guidance and
administration positions who could improve instruction and operate the
schools more efficiently, then the way to get those people into the
mainstream of American public education is to increase officially the
number and the kinds of persons who make the admission rules. Add to
the gatekeepers a broader spectrum of American society and it follows
that a broader spectrum of American young people will be allowed
through the gates to teach and to provide professional services. This will
give local school districts greater choices. If it is true that persons who
could be good teachers and render other productive professional
services are being kept out of the public schools by the certification
requirements in force, then by all means widen the palace gates.

It is difficult to believe, however, that the answer is this simple and
that by changes in organization and structure we can achieve better
teaching and better pupil personnel and administrative services. The
better answer, it seems to me, is to I) define in terms of performance
what teachers and professional service personnel must be able to do, 2)
prepare and certify individuals when they have demonstrated they can
perform these essential tasks satisfactorily. 3) develop and maintain
continuing performance evaluation systems within the schools, and 4)
mount and continue relevant in-service education programs for con-
tinued employment and certification.

Each generation believes its educational challenges are the greatest.
Contemporary society believes sincerely that the public schools face the
greatest educational problems ever faced. Lierheimer states that schools
must "... reassess their objectives and . . . reexamine what they believe
to be the most important elements in the curriculum. The schools still
act as if teachers were just purveyors of knowledge." At what period of
time in America could its teachers serve the schools as only purveyors
of knowledge? Things were so desperate in the 1930's that Counts
asked if the schools dared build a new social order. Since then some
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educators and a number of prominent lay persons have jousted at the
windmills of progressive education and life adjustment. Some have done
so with good logic and, understanding. Most, however, have raged
against these educational ideas for at least three decades, giving
simplistic answers to complex educational questions.

Lierheimer writes that "... the teacher of today must teach problem
solving, teach 'how to learn,' teach in a variety of settings both content
and interactive skills, interaction with man and with environment." The
teacher of every age has had the responsibility of teaching in this way.
The 1930's saw the birth of many new educational ideas because it was
a desperate age frought with many economic problems. We are again in
a desperate age struggling with continuing social problems, and we do
indeed need teachers who are more than purveyors of knowledge.
Unfortunately, as Lierheimer states, these are not elements of any
known licensure scheme, yet they are the requirements for qualified
teachers. Unfortunately, also, there is no more assurance that Lier-
heimer's certification authority participation system will bring forth the
exemplary teachers needed than that the present system will do so.

In conclusion, I pay tribute to Lierheimer and the ideas he has
created. They are indeed stimulating, and the opportunity to discuss
them is appreciated. Giving birth to new ideas is always a more difficult
task than criticizing the ideas born. Indeed, broadening the palace guard
rather than moving toward exclusive control by the profession states
the issue clearly. But will this proc0:1urf. create more effective and
efficient schools? More involvement of the public in establishing
standards for admission to teaching, guidance, and administration may
well increase public confidence in its schools. This alone would help.
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Accreditation of Teacher
Education Institutions

And Agencies

By T. M. Stinnett

Given the prevailing zeal to topple establishments and reform
power structures in our society, a movement inherited from the
Sixties, it seems clear that the Seventies will bring great changes

in the processes of accrediting schools and colleges, including the
accrediting of professional programs. TI-43e changes will probably be a
major phase of the unfinished business of the teaching profession as it
seeks self-determinism.

Presently, education in the U.S. maintains one of the recognized
national professional accrediting agencies. In seeking to project what is
likely to happen during the next decade in the accrediting field, it is
necessary to review briefly some of the history of accrediting in this
country.

There is in America a built-in bias against government involvement in
accrediting. It arises from our peculiar frontier conditions, plus the fact
that the first dozen or so of our higher education institutions were
private ones. These early institutions wanted to avoid replication of the
European pattern. Thus in time we developed the voluntary, private
process for putting the stamp of approval upon the quality of the
programs of higher education institutions. Eventually the same process
was adopted for high school programs. The word voluntary has, of
course, become a euphemism. While membership in the accrediting
assoc: .tions was voluntary, it stretches the imagination to consider
seeking accreditation as a "voluntary" action today. True, institutions
are not impelled by force of law to seek endorsement of their programs;
but reality does force them to do so. For accreditation has become
essential to an institution; conversely, disaccreditation or failure to
achieve accreditation, as a rule, means institutional death.

Accrediting in U.S. higher education institutions apparently had its
origins in a New York State law of 1787 requiring the Board of Regents
of the University of the State of New York to visit every college in the
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state once a year and report annually to the legislature.' Thus the first
attempt at accrediting was by state legal authority.

The New York Board of Regents continues to exercise this function
and has extended its influence and its powers. These powers and duties
are in many ways similar to those exercised by central ministries of
education in Western Europe. Not only does it have broad powers over
the conduct of higher education institutions in the state, but since 1870
it has had the power of licensure for all professions.2

Originally, the purposes of accreditation by the regional associations
were to establish sound admission policies and to maintain minimum
academic standards. This meant admission of high school graduates to
colleges, transfer of credit from one college to another; and admission
of college graduates to graduate and professional schools. Over the
years, the purposes have been expanded to include stimulation of
self-study and self-improvement by accredited institutions, to resist
pressures from outside forces, and to prevent dilution of standards by
political and economic forces. Realistically, it should be added that all
accreditation tends to become a power struggle for control over the
nature and content of education. On the extremely fruitful side,
accreditation has been the instrument by which students and parents
can he protected from fraudulent institutions.

The development of regional accrediting associations, beginning in
the latter part of the nineteenth century, was a logical one, in view of
great diversity among college and high school programs of the various
geographical areas of the United States. As late as 1875. it was
estimated that three-fourths of the existing colleges maintained high
school departments to bridge the gap between high school ai.t..: college
offerings, and in many colleges this continued to be true well into the
twentieth century.

Because of the variety of admission examinations of colleges in the
area, the Massachusetts Classical and I ligh School Teachers Association
consulted with President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard. A result was the
New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, founded
in 1885. Actually, this association did not become an accrediting
agency until 1952.

Earlier (1870), the University of Michigan had instituted, in the
Midwest, the German practice of having members of its faculty visit
high schools in the state and certify to their capability of preparing
students for admission to the university. This practice was adopted by
several other state universities in the Midwest and South. It led later to
the assumption of the same function by state departments of
education, which established systems of Classifying high schools for
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college admission purposes. In effect, high schools were accredited by a
legal agency.

(The Colorado State Department of Education is currently experi-
menting with an alternate approach to accrediting high schools. It is
called "accrediting by contract." Each school district identifies its
educational goals and develops criteria for their achievement. These
goals and criteria are adopted as local board policy.)

The success of the New England Association prompted other regions
to establish similar accrediting associations. The North Central and
Southern Associations were created in 1895, the Middle States
Association in 1892, the Northwest Association in 1918, and the
Western College Association in 1948.

In the East, where preparatory schools were predominant and the
state universities had little influence, an alternative plan for college
admissions was developed in 1900. This was the establishment of the
College Entrance Examination Board, which developed standardized
tests for college admission. The origin of this alternative plan obviously
was influenced by the New York Board of Regents examinations for
high schools, begun in 1878 to serve the dual purpose of certifying for
high school graduation and college entrance.

Accreditation of professional programs developed along different
routes. Instead of regional associations, the professions have insisted
upon national associations, beginning with medicine in 1904. Actually,
medicine did not begin an effective accrediting process until after the
Flexner Report in 1910.3 Flexner exposed the low state of medical
education, somewhat comparable to teacher education prior to 1927,
when the American Association of Teachers Colleges began efforts to
bring some order out of extremely diverse standards. Still, many of the
dismal conditions in teacher education were in existence when the
National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
was established in 1952.

Currently, 31 national professional accrediting bodies are recognized
by the National Commission on Accrediting (NCA).

The Hassle Over NCATE

NCATE was established as a joint council, with equal representation
from public school practitioners, preparing colleges, and state education
legal authorities an arrangement that exists in several of the recognized
professional accrediting agencies). It rekindled the historic schism
between liberal education and teacher education. As early as 1918, the
North Central Association adopted standards for teacher colleges as the
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basis for admission to membership, but resistance to the idea among its
member institutions delayed application of these standards until 1927.
In that year, the American Association of Teachers Colleges, apparently
despairing of favorable action by the regionals, began applying its own
standards. The Middle States Association was asked to consider
accrediting teachers colleges at its first meeting in 1887, but took no
action to do so until 1934. Opposition to NCATE at least that which
came into the open was based upon two considerations: 1) the
contention that there is no need for professional accrediting of teacher
education because the regional association procedures are adequate; a. d
2) the argument that there is too heavy a representation of education's
legal authorities on the council.

The persisting opposition of major institutions, long lukewarm to
the concept of professional preparation of teachers and to the notion
that teaching in the public s-hools is or can be a profession, forced a
reorganization of the constituency of NCATE in 1956 in order to
secure recognition by the NCA. Subsequent reorganizations, both as to
constituency and procedures, were forced upon NCATE by resisting
institutions. A 1966 reorganization gave the majority representation on
NCATE to the preparing institutions.4

The following chart shows the various restructurings of the council's
Constituency.

Representation 1954 1956 1966

1. Practitioners 6 6 6

2. Association of Teacher
Education Institutions 6 7 10

3. State Legal Authorities 6 2 2

4. Local Legal Authorities 3 1 I

5. Academic Disciplines 0 3 3

Total 21 19 22

Note that institutions of higher education have expanded their
representation from six to 13 (No. 2 plus No. 5), while the 2,000,000
public school practitioners remain at six and the legal education
authorities have been reduced from nine to three.

Many practitioners view these reorganizations as a triumph of the
concept that effective control of accreditation of teacher education
should be vested in the preparing institutions, with only token
representation alloted to the practitioners. By 1970, NCATE had
accredited only 470 of the 1,246 U.S. institutions preparing teachers,
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less than 38% of the total, leaving 776 institutions, or about 62%,
without NCATE accreditation. (Two hundred eighty-four of NCATE's
470 were inherited from the AACTE.) While it is estimated that the
NCATE-accredited institutions prepare about 80% of the newly
graduated teachers each year, the 776 non-NCATE-accredited institu-
tions present a real problem in the free movement of teachers across
state lines.5

Alternatives to NCATE

If the search for self-2.eterminisin in the management of professional
affairs in lower school teaching is to continue and there are many
evidences that this search will continue what are the alternatives to
sole or major reliance upon NCATE?

There are several factors involved here:
1. Public school practitioners have to abanr. on, or greatly amelior-

ate; the shining faith they once had in the ef*.tcacy of the cooperative
partnership approach, pursued so enthusiastically in t1): 1950's. That
partnership underwent a steadily increasing deterioration in the Sixties
In fairness, it must be pointed out that much, of the deterioration
resulted from the vigorous nationwide dri-e of teachers to achieve and
apply the legal right to negotiate collectively. This created schisms
within the ranks of the practitione-s themselves. It influenced philo-
sophical and procedural changes in NEA policies. These changes, in
turn, tended to alienate certain groups in higher education, including
the A WTI:.

2 There is now a widespread demaiiu :,...' the teaching profession to
be held accountable for the quality of education or the lack of it. The
Nixon Administration and the general public have become insistent c
this point. Practitioner., in the public schools have little quarrel with
this demand. But they insist that if they are Lo be held accountable for
what happens in the schools, they must be given a reasonable degree of
responsibility for procedures and processes and policies.

3. Which concept of the purposes of the public school is to prevail?
The met itocrtic concept or the egalitarian? If the meritocratic concept
is to obtain more or less exclusively, as in the past, the controls of
education at all levels are likely to remain in the hands of the colleges
which espouse it, with all the instruments of control that have been
historically applied -- includinE stanchrdized examinations. prescription
of high school curricula, and voluntary accrediting associations. If the
egalitarian concept is to prevail (or a reasonable blending of meritocra-
cy and egalitarianism), then these controls must be broken. There is
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some evidence that this trend is under way. An increasing number of
colleges are adopting open or dual admission policies and eliminating
well-established standardized tests for admission. Moreover, several
large-city 'school districts have recently declared moratoriums on
establishing employment eligibility by the use of standardized tests for
teachers,

A revolt against excessive controls of the curricula of high schools by
colleges occurred as early as 1917, resulting in the founding of the
National Association of Secondary School Principals.

4, There is a growing trend toward greater reliance on accrediting by
legal authorities, both of states and the federal government (discussed
below).

5. There is a strong movement bytpractitioners in the. public schools
to seek by state legislation the self-determinism which has been
effectively denied them in the past. There are now professional
negotiation laws in 23 states, professional practices acts in 16, and
professional standards boards in about a half - dozen. Such laws
particularly the last two are designed to vest a large degree of
self-determinism in the profession, including the right to a voice in the
determination of standards of preparation and licensure, practice, and
continuance in practice.6

Moreover, all states have now established some form of advisory
body on teacher education and certification, made up of members of
the profession, Fourteen of these bodies have been created by state law:
the remainder are extralegal or voluntary.?

Lep; Accrediting

It has been pointed out that higher education has consistently
resisted the legal approach to accrediting' There are very good reasons
for this resistance. However, control of the public schools and the
preparation of teachers for them has legally been vested in the states for
more than a century now: the control involves both accreditation and
hcensure. Unfortunately, this legal control has often been diluted or
indifferently exercised. The states have been notoriously dilatory in the
chartering of higher education institutions, in developing and applying
accrediting standards, and in the awarding and validating of degrees.
This has been especially true with reference to private and proprietary
institutions. In only a few states is the power to charter a collet,;., 10
enforce standards of quality, or to revoke the ch.ter even of an
avowed diploma mill vested in the state education department. The
result has been that an alarming number uf "diploma mills" still exist.
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Institutions in California and Florida have recently been reported as
selling doctor's degrees for $20, in of all fields the ministry. In the
absence of state laws prohibiting such practices, they are legal. Or
perhaps a better designation is "not illegal."

The traditional reluctance of state governments to exercise control
over private or proprietary institutions is reflected in a recent survey
made by the Education Commission of the States.8 Thirty states
reported no control over the establishment of either new private
nonprofit institutions or non-degree proprietary institutions. In only 20
states was approval for authority to establish new institutions vested in
state agencies. Prior approval by such agencies was reported in only
three states. Thirty-three states rerorted no criteria for the establish-
ment of these institutions.

The sources of approval for new degrees, while universally vested in
some state agency for public four-year and two-year colleges, applied in
only 10 states to private institutions; in 43 states this power is vested
solely in the governing box ''s of these institutions.

Maryland is one of the 10 states with laws vesting wide authority in
a state education agency for regulating both public and private higher
education institutions as well as private proprietary institutions.

Some excerpts from the Maryland statutes:

The State Board of Education is empowered to prepare and
publish annually a list of 4proved colleges and universities and
determine the standards for such approval.... They [the board]
shall prescribe the minimum requirements for issuing all certifi-
cates, diplomas, and academic, collegiate, professional, or univer-
sity degrees.... All private schools of whatever designation
(except those operated by bona fide church organizations) must
secure a certificate of approval issued by the State Superintend-
ent ' Schools before it may begin or continue to operate in this
state.... Any such certificate may be revoked at an" time for
cause... .9

With the growing practice of appropriating public moneys for private
institutions, it appears like]; and necessary that such specific grants of
power to legal agencies of the states will be enacted, vesting the powers
in the state board of education or a higher education board or
commission.

But in teacher education the states now appear to be ni ng toward
dev 'loping and applying their own standards. In the past. states tended
to depend upon standards (or criteria) of the regional a$sociations or
those of NCATE. Currently 41 states (as contrasted with 20 in 1967)
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report that they have developed their own standards. Eleven of the
states place full reliance upon their own standards; and two states rely
upon state and NCATE standards. Forty states report that they are now
using visiting or evaluation teams made up of ad hoc committees of
professional people, in lieu of the once-prevalent single staff person in
the state department of education) 0

A total of 24 states report that they are evaluating in-state
institutions on the standards of Bulletin 351, developed by the National
Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification.
Thirty-six states report that they will grant certification to graduates of
institutions in other states which have approved programs under
Bulletin 351 standards.''

The above-described development can be attributed largely to
increasing adoption of the approved -pre irams approach, by which the
state legal authority approves in advance the proposed preparing
programs (for the several levels, areas, and specializations in teaching).
Once approved, the graduates of each of the programs are certified
upon the recommendation of the preparing institutions. Present!) , 36
states report use of the approved-programs approach to certification;
and 26 of the states do not require transcript analysis, only recommen-
dation of the preparing institutions. Original approval requires a
comprehensive self-study of the applying institution, a detailed report
to the state legal authority, and a thorough evaluation by a visiting
team. Such comprehensive appraisal is made only once in a specified
period, varying among the states from five to 10 years. In the
meantime, continuous auditing of the approved programs is carried on
by spot-checking of small samples of applications each year by the state
department of education, to ascertain if the plan of the program is
being followed. Forty-one states report significant roles or some
influence of NCATE in interstate reciprocity.

USOE's Role in Accrediting

A relatively new development in the accrediting pattern is the
projection of the U.S. Office of Education into the field, by virtue of
federal legislation requiring the determining of institutional eligibility
for federal funds.

Since its creation in 1867 (as the Department of Education), the
USOE has sought lo avoid this responsibility, adhering to the principle
of state responsibility for e'llcation and deferring to the voluntary
accrediting associations. This has been difficult to do; and with the flow
of federal funds, beginning with the NDEA appropriation in the late
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Fifties, in all probability the USOE will be forced further into the
acctediting field.

There were two previous indirect and unintentional efforts in this
area by the USOE, the second of which was beat down by vehement
protests of the schools affected. When the office was founded in 1867.
the law directed it to compile periodically a listing of colleges. Because
the preponderance of colleges at that time offered a combination of
high school and college work. the office was compelled to define a
college. The listing in effect became an accredited list; because the
definition excluded some institutions calling themselves colleges. Again
in 1912. the office at the request of graduate schools undertook to
compile a list of colleges whose graduates were likely to be acceptable
to graduate schools. Before the list could be published. President Taft
received vigorous protests from sonic colleges; he ordered the project
abandoned.

Currently. under federal law the U.S. Commissioner of Education is
required to publish a list of nationally recognized agencies and
associations determined to be reliable authorities as to the quality of
training offered by institutions. Most institutions get on the list of
eligibility for certain federal funds in this manner. But under some
legislation provision is made for qualifying processes other than
accreditation.

As a result. the Commissioner of Education created a special staff in
the Bureau of Higher Education in 1968 to deal with accreditation and
eligibility. Among the functions of this-staff are: 1) continuous review
of procedures of the USOE in the areas of its interest and responsibility
relative to accreditation and eligibility for funding; 2) administration of
the process whereby accrediting associations secure initial and renewed
recognition by the Commissioner: and 3) consultative services to
institutions, associations, other federal agencies, and Congress regarding
accreditation and eligibility for funding. Also, the Commissioner
eshblislied an Advisory Committee on Accreditation and Institutional
Eligibility consisting of 11 nongovernmental educators to assist in

determining institutional eligibility. This advisory body was charged
with evaluation of accrediting bodies for recognition by the Commis.
sioner. Also, the committee to review reports of the accrediting
policy unit of the USOE and may recommend that recognition be
granted an agency, that approval be deferred, or that approval be
denied. All nationally recogLiz.ed accrediting agencies will be reevaluat-
ed at least every four years.' 2

Currently, the six regional associations, the New York Board of
Regents, two state boards of nursing, and 28 professional accrediting
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associations (NCA recognizes 31) are on the Commissioner's recognized
list. In addition, there are 1 I recognized associations which accredit
vocational and technical programs below the degree level. Recognition
of these I I associations dealing with fields leading to the associate
degree is a much-needed set vice, since the NCA recognizes only higher
education institutions.

What the ultimate impact of the. federal role in accrediting may be.
under existing and probable additional legislation, cannot be predicted.
Presently, the USOE accrediting activities complement NCA efforts.
But it can be surmised that it will be of increasing significance if the
federal government increases support for education.

Anodic( development that could have beclouded the issue of legal
accrediting vis-a-vis voluntary was the decision of a federal court in the
District of Columbia in 1969, The Middle States Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools had declined to evaluate a college for
accreditation, on the grounds that it was a profit-making enterprise.
The court held that such action by the association was in restraint of
trade and in possible violation of federal anti-trust laws. It ordered the
association to consider the college's application for accreditation. In
this decision, the court held that higher education is a competitive
enterprise, that the refusal of regional associations to recognize schools
operated for profit constitutes an illegal and unfair restraint.

This decision was reversed on June 30. 1970, by the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. If it had been sustained.
the implications for education and the teaching profession, as well as
other professions, would have been farreaching but uncertain.

Some Future Possibilities

The assumption has been stated above tha 'titioners in the
public schools .vill probably turn increasingly tc, legal investiture of
authority in state agencies for basic accreditation of teacher education
programs and for achieving nationwide reciprocity in teacher certifica-
tion. The hope of the practitioners is, of course, that they will be given
significant roles, advisory or legal, in the derivation of standards or
procedures by which these controls are to be exercised.

We appear to be entering a period in which there will be a
diminution of emphasis won national and regional patterns and a
burgeoning movement toward state patterns in teacher education.
certification, and accreditation. This statement would seem to ignore
recent developiants in which federal 'ipport and grants gave impetus
to national patteos. flu' latter constituted, of course. a necessary
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evolutionary step because of the inertia of states in exercising quality
controls over these processes; the states seemed unable to rise above the
dictates of local mores.

llowever, there is now much evidence of positive movement by the
states in these areas. First, the great diversity in minimum preparation
requirements for teacher certification among the states has virtually
disappeared. Second. the state legal authorities are now abandoning the
legalistic, bureaucratic enforcer obsession. Third. the proposal of the
New York Education Department for the legal adoption of the
Interstate Reciprocity Compact has been enacted into law in 23
states.I 3 (The New York Education Department led another reciproci-
ty movement, perhaps the first among the states, in the 1890's. through
acceptance among the states of each other's certificates.) Fourth,
regional and national accrediting processes have become so numerous,
so complex, and so expensive as to become extremely burdensome to
higher education institutions.

As to the future of NCATE, the council may be in a stronger
position than ever. Its basic roles probably will change, but its power
may be enhanced. The changed roles probably will result in the council
sewing as consultant to the state education legal authorities in the
derivation and continuing refinement of criteria for evaluation of
teacher education programs. NCATE will doubtless be in the same
influential position in the processes of applying the criteria. Certainly,
it will continue to lead in stimulating institutional self-study as a means
of constant improvement of programs.

If this course is pursued. the respective state departments of
education would be justified in contributing to the financial support of
NCATE. This would constitute a purchase of public services from a
private organization the services of research in teacher education.
constant refinement of ealuat:ve criteria, and professional know-how
in the evaluation of in -state leacher education programs. A graduated
annual scale of support, according to the number of institutions
involved, might range from SI.000 to 32.500 among the states:

This arrangement. supplemented by the development of a proposed
national certificate by NCTEPS a voluntary certificate based upon
high standards of preparation and performance would tend to
enhance the achievement of national reciprocity in teacher certifica-
tion.

Supported by the leadership of the AACTE and NCTEPS in
relationships with influential segments of the teaching profession,
NCATE may increase in influence and acczvtance in teacher education.

The tie-up with state legal education authorities will be something of
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an analog of the cooperative accrediting of high schools by state
departments of education and the regional accrediting associations.
Virtually all of these associations now have a commission on secondary
schools, on which the respective state departments of education and
school administrators have heavy representation. (An obvious weakness
in current representation is the almost complete absence of classroom
teachers.) These representatives have influential roles in the derivation
of criteria for accrediting high schools and in the evaluation of high
schools seeking regional accreditation. State departments of education
classify (or rate) many high schools that cannot, at the moment. be
accredited by the regional agencies. Such classification tends to
stimulate the high schools accredited only by the state to grow toward
regional accreditation. And, in their classifications, state departments of
education make wide use of the evaluative criteria developed by the
regionals.

Somewhat the same relationships are envisioned for NCATE and the
various state departments of education.

To be sure, this suggestion involves a drastic departure from past
practices, but not nearly so d astic as the tidal wave of change in all or
education. There is a con.Aderable body of evidence that there is
movement in this direction. And there are many advantages to
commend the possibility.

Some questions arise at this point:
I. Will NCATE be autonomous in the derivation of criteria and in

establishing procedures for their application? Or will it become a
satellite of a given segment of the profession?

2. Can appropriate legislation be passed in the states: (a) to assure
the integrity of institutional chartering and authorization of degree
programs; (b) to safeguard against interference with the operation of
accrediting for partisan considerations; and (c) to ',,. _wide legal or
quasilegal recognition of the right of the teaching profession to have an
influential role in policy considerations of prime concern to the

profession?
The proposals in this paper can be seriously challerged on the

grounds that teaching should not depart from the pattern of national
accreditation adhered to by all other recognized professions.

This is a strong point. What is proposed herein is not abandonment
of national accrediting. Rather, an effective coordination of national
and state accrediting is suggested.

The major issues in teacher accreditation and certification today P re,
I believe:
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1. Can teaching maintain a voluntary national professional accredit-
ing process?

2. 114/hat are the overriding dangers in legal accreditation?
3. What are valid roles of the practitioners in accreditation of

teacher education programs?
4. is autonomy, in a legal sense. possible for public school

practitioners?
5. What are the conflicts of interest that tend to create divisions or

separatisms among the specialities in the teaching profession?
6. What are the needed reforms in teacher certification?
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Critique by Karl Massanari

It is significant that Phi Delta Kappa has included the topic of
accreditation of teacher education in this volume, as well as in the
special issue of the Phi Delta Kapptal (September. 1970) devoted

to the "Unfinished Business ir, the Teaching Profession." For more than
40 years, the accreditation of college and university teacher education
programs has been regarded as one of the important means to stimulate
improvement of preparation programs.

That the accreditation of teacher education is considered to be part
of the "unfinished 'ousiness" of the education profession is likewise
significant. because educators most closely associated with accredita-
tion, as conducted by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education since 1954. have insisted that both the standards
used for accreditation and the process of applying them must he
continually studied_ revised, and updated. Accreditation of teacher
education, therefore, is always "unfinished business."

The author of "Accreditation of Teacher Education Institutions and
Agencies" writes from a rich background of experience in the

accreditation of teacher education. He was one of a group of leaders in
teacher education who first conceptualized the idea of national
accreditation of tenher edreation through a National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCAT) during the late 1940's.
He was active in its ,ormation in the early 1950's and helped to guide
its growth during t! first years of its existence. Since that time, he has
continued to m.-mtain an active interest in accreditation as well as in
the certification c!' teachers by state departments of education.

T. M. Stinnett's paper begins with a brief review of the history of
general and piofessional accreditation. After discussing the controver
sies and struggles over the control of NCATE, he suggests that other
alternatives so the nanonal accreditation of teacher education by
NCATE are being and shoule be considered. He concludes the paper by
supporting one c f these alternatives. namely. that the accreditation of
teacher education should be a legal function of the several states with
NCATE serving in an advisory capacity.

Although Stinnett says that he is not proposing the abandon-
ment of national accreditation of teacher education. it is this writer's
view that that is precisely what he is suggesting. With the states having
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legal control of accreditation and NCATE in a consultative role, it is
difficult to understand how he concludes that NCATE may be in a
stronger position than ever, and that NCATE will doubtless be in the
same influential position in the process of applying criteria. His
proposai raises. once again, the question of whether or not there is a
need for the national accreditation of teacher education.

Is the national accreditation of college and university teacher
education programs (as distinct from state approval, of teacher
education programs) desirable? Is it needed by our society and by the
education profession? A number of considerations support an affirma-
tive answer to these questions.

I. National accreditation of leader education provides the only
sound arrangement which makes possible the free mobility of compe-
tent teachers and other professional school personnel across all state
lines. The free mobility of competent professionals is recognized widely
as a national need. In an earlier article. writing about the efforts of
several states to set up other types of reciprocity plans, Stinnett himself
said, "What this nation needs is a fair, workable plan for free movement
of teachers across all state boundaries, not a hand-pickedgroup-of-
states plan,"1

The reciprocity argument was one 01 the basic reasons for
establishing NCATE, Twenty-eight states now grant reciprocity on the
basis of NCATE accreditation. Unfortunately, not all states are taking
advantne c' utilizing NCATE accreditation for this purpose, Nothing
really has happened in the last decade which suggests that any plan
other than national accreditation provides an acceptable arrangement to
ensure that compef.mt professionals can move freely across all state
lines.

2. National accreditation of teacher education makes possible
"independent evaluations" of institutional preparation programs, evalu-
ations unencumbered with subtle and notso-subtle pressures that
inherently get entangled with the evaluation process when the system is
state paced. Evaluating an institutional program of teacher education is
a complex task. The process should not be further complicated by
in-state pressures which often impede the evaluation tack. Alt evalua-
tion team must be free to make independent judgments.

3. National accreditation of teacher education can muster more
clout effeeting improvements in preparation programs than is possible
under state-based systems. hot the institution being evaluated, the
judgments cf an outside-thestate, broadly representative evaluation
team carry more weight than those of a team composed only of in-state

evaluators.
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4. National accreditation of teacher education makes possible the
development and application of national standards. These, in turn, as
noted by John Mayor2 can "help to offset, as well as to overcome, the
present diversi'y in standards and procedures among both the state and
the regional associations." National standards in teacher education have
assisted and can continue to assist state departments of education to
develop and to ar...;y high standards.

5. National accreditation of teacher education makes possible the
establishment of higher quality levels in preparation programs as a basis
for reciprocity among all states than is possible under a wide variety of
state and/or regional systems. The quality levels established for
reciprocity in state and/or regional systems vary considerably. A
national base is the only way to ensure a uniform quality level for all
states; and, judging by the present NCATE standards, the 1, vel will be
higher th-tt that presently established in a number of states.

6. National accreditation of teacher education makes possible an
arrangement on a national basis whereby interested groups (e.g.,
the organized teaching profession, professional associations and learned
societies, colleges and universities, state legal authorities, and the lay
public) can work together cooperatively in establishing and maintaining
quality controls for the preparation of teachers and other professional
school personnel. With a number of groups having specialized and
legitimate' interests in teacher education, a cooperative approach in
maintaining quality controls is likely to be the most workable and
effective arrangement. As a matter of fact, the operation of NCATE at
present is on of the few national educational ventures, if not the only
one, in which the organized teaching profession, professional associa-
tions, colleges and universities, state departments of education, and the
lay public work together on 't cooperative basis.

7. In Stinnett's words, "National accreditation of teacher education
offers real hope for the elimination of cheap, shoddy shortcuts to
entrance into the profession."3 In performing this function, national
accreditation of teacher education meets a recognized social need.

8. National accreditation of collegiate teacher education programs
conforms to the pattern of national accreditation adhered to by all
other recognized professions. Arguments based on the uniqueness of
teaching in relation to other professions do not support the contention
that the pattern for the accreditation of tt Ater education should be
different from that established for other professions.

9. National accreditation of teacher education is consistent with the
pattern of voluntary, nongovernmental control of standards in higher
education which historically has characterized American education.
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Such self-imposed quality control is unique to American education and
is in marked contrast to :iie patterns followed elsewhere in the world. A
highly centralized control system, characteristic of many ministries of
education, tends to infringe on institutional autonomy and to stifle
local initiative.

10. National accreditation of teacher education, under the auspices
of NCATE, has stimulated significant improvements in preparation
programs for teachers and other professional school personnel. For the
most part, the accomplishments of NCATE, since its establishment in
1954, go unmentioned in Stinnett's paper. In the context of his paper,
this omission implies that NCATE has not had a very positive influence
on the improvement of teacher education. The John R. Mayor suudy4
and the Ray C. Maul study,s to mention only two sources, report some
of NCATE's accomplishments. The impact of NCATE on state
standards and the testimonials of literally hundreds of teache
educators provide further supporting evidence that it has stimulated
significant improvements in teacher education across the country. It
must be admitted that such improvements have sometimes occurred
slowly and over long periods of time, but that is the nature of social
change in our society.

These considerations suggest that we still need the national
accreditation of college and university programs of teacher education.
But the accreditation of teacher education we need is one that must
continually be studied, evaluated, and revised to keep in tune with
changing societal conditions and with advances in the state of the art of
preparing professional school personnel. In this sense, the accreditation
of teacher education will always be part of the "unfinished business" of
the education profession.

It is important to note that, since the unconditional approval of
NCATE by the National Commission on Accrediting in 1965, signifi-
cant steps have been taken to revise the accreditation standards and the
process of applying them. These steps were taken to keep the
accreditation of teacher education dynamic and responsive to social
change and to reflect advances in the state of the art.

In carrying out its responsibility for periodic revision of the
standards used by NCATE. the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE) conducted a three-year study
(1966-1969) designed to develop new accrcditation standards for
teacher education, for both basic and advanced preparation programs.
During the research-study-reaction phase, there was extensive involve-
ment of many individuals in various settings: 1,200 colleges and
universities, 60 learned societies and professional associations, 50 state
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departments of education, plus representatives of the organized
teaching profession (through the National Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards) and teacher education students.
The proposed new standards were field tested in eight representative
colleges and universities across the country and then revised in light of
the test results. The new standards6 were adopted officially by NCATE
in January, 1970,

These new standards permit considerable latitude in designing and
conducting preparation programs and recognize that responsible experi-
mentation and innovation are essential to the improvement of teacher
education. They emphasize the importance of designing preparation
programs in relation to both the professional role for which the
program is designed and the performance outcomes sought, and of
evaluating the graduates of the respective programs in terms of the
stated objectives. They stress the inclusion of high quality laboratory,
clinical, and practicum experiences in the professional studies compo-
nent of the curriculum. They require that an institution should give due
consideration to the guidelines for the preparation of teachers and
other professional school personnel which have been developed by
national learned societies and professional associations, and that it
should have representative student participation in the evaluation and
development of its teacher education programs. Furtherirore, in

developing and operating teacher education programs, an institution is
expected to interact on a continuing basis with cooperating elementary
and secondary schools. The new standards regard the competence of
the faculty as the crucial factor in operating basic and advanced
preparation programs. These standards are not viewed as the "final
word" in accreditation standards. The organizational structures of cods
AACTE and NCATE provide for their continual review, evaluation, and
revision.

The revision of the standards has been accompanied by major
changes in the process of applying them. Nr.:ATE's Committee on
Process and Standards has initiated significant changes in the accredita-
tion process leading to more effective evaluations of institutional
programs by visiting terms, the evaltioion board, and the council. The
entire pr `C2SS is under continual review and study by the committee so
that it can contribute effectively to the improvement of teacher
education programs.

National accreditation of college and university Yazher education
programs especially when dynamic and responsive to social change
has much to offer to the improvement of preparation programs for
teachers and other professional school personnel, and ultimately to the
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education of American children and youth. At this point in time, the
education profession should continue to seek ways to maximize the
effectiveness of NCATE as the approved agency for the national
accreditation of teacher education.

IT. M. Stinnett, "Golden Years Upcoming? Maybe." Journal of Teacher
Education, Fall, 1907, p. 370.

2John R. Mayor. Accreditation in Teacher Education Its Influence on Higher
Education. Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Accrediting, 1965, p. 227.

3T. M. Stinnett and A. J. Huggett, Professional Problems of Teachers. New
York: Macmillan, 1963, p. 498.

4John R. May or, op. ca.

5Ray C. Maul. Accreditation of Teacher Education by NCATE, Washington,
D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, April, 1969.

6The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Recommended
Standards for Teacher Education; The Accreditation of Basic and Advanced
Preparation Programs for Professional School Personnel. One Dupont Circle,
Washington, D.C. 20036, March. 1970.
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The Meaning and Application of
Performance Criteria in Staff

Development

By William H. Drummond

Two questions confront those institutions, organizations, and
agencies who are involved with teacher education and staff
development:

1. What is it that we want people to be able to do in order to play
certain professional roles?

2. How will we (institutions, organizations, and agencies) help
unique individuals become what they want to become individually and
still achieve competence in playing the roles we have defined?

The first question calls for the definition of a variety of roles based
upon organizational (societal) needs. The second requires a unique and
personal definition of a role based upon both institutional expectations
and individual needs and goals. These questions and the underlying
tension between individual and organizational goals are not new in
teacher education nor in the larger society. What appears to be new is
the pressure to move toward explicitness in answering these questions.
As one who has had experience in trying to help others see the
possibilities of using technology for improving the ways teachers are
now being prepared, I have learned that I must make explicit my own
beliefs and values. The anxieties which arise from change or the threat
of change (especially change which may be viewed as dehumanizing),
call for an expression of the change agent's motives, The purpose of this
paper is to discuss ramifications of the application of systems
technology to teacher education and staff development in a democratic
context. To put it another way: Of those people who read this paper,
65%, when asked to report its meaning, will state that the author
believes the application of performance criteria in teacher education
and staff development can be libeating that is, can help the
individual practitioner be more self directive, more competent, more
professional.

I shall provide: 1) a statement of beliefs and values concerning the
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application of technology to education; 2) a set of principles for
program development; 3) institutional considerations in the use of
performance criteria; 4) individual considerations in the application of
performance criteria for staff development; and 5) a summary of the
changes in teacher education which logically follow from the ideas
presented.

Beliefs and Values

I. Whatever the instructional or learning system established, it

should support societal and human values, such as the following:
a. Every individual is of infinite value.
b. Every individual is unique.
c. Every individual has a right to become himself.
d. Education should help a person become free. (Freedom is the

power to choose from among alternatives with the acceptance of the
consequences for the choices made.)

e. People, given the truth, will usually make wise choices.
f. Power (political and economic) must be widely shared among

all the people if tyranny is to be avoided.
g. Existing political processes can be used for change and, in fact,

are our best-known means for peaceful change.
h. Institutions and agencies are or continue to be valuable only as

they help achieve the persistent aspirations of
i. The good society is the open society.
j. People are more important than things.

2. Individuals are the synthesizers of experience. Since each
individual is unique, each person possesses and is developing his own set
of perceptions. needs, and aspirations.

3. Individualization requires that the learner be the agent for
choosing and undergoing the next learning experience. Sequencing,
therefore, is a sacred right of the learner.

4. The teacher using his resources (knowledge. skills, artistry, and
technology) is responsible for:

a. discovering and diagnosing individual learner needs;
b. projecting (being ready for) probable learner goals;
c. communicating with the learner and others significant to the

learner;
d. negotiating agreements with the learner regarding his goals and

objectives;
e. pi )viding alternative activities (ways) and an appropriate

environr.ent for the learner to achieve agreed-upon objectives, or
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helping the learner create new alternatives and ens ronments forhimself;
f. investing enough time, psychic energy, and affection to see thelearner through to a satisfying achievement of his agreed-upon

objective(s);
g. providing timely feedback and encouragement during and aftereach learning activity;
It, collecting data which might be used I' subsequent planningand work.

Program Development Principles

Considering the values and beliefs just expressed and the presentstate of the art of applying technology to the preparation of teachers,the following principles seem to have power for those who are involvedin planning and designing new or different preparation programs:I. Those institutions and agencies which have a stake in the natureof staff development should be involved in the design and the operationof preparation programs, This means that organizations other thancolleges and universities which have traditionally assumed responsibilityfor preparation should also collaborate in staff development activities.They include: school organizations, representing the interests ofparents, citizens generally, ant; the administrative authority of theschools; and professional
assocte.ions, representing the special interestsand the general interests of pers6;z practicing in the profession.2. The components of preparation programs, alternative learningenvironments, and experiences made available to prospective studentsof teaching should be based upon an examination of prcfessional roles(actual or desired) and consideration of the related performance

outcomes sought. Performance outcomes in this context deal with boththe performance of teachers and the consequent performance of pupilsengaged in learning under the supervision of those teachers.3. Program components need to be individualized to allow personsto progress and develop at their own rates, consistent with their uniquepersonality and learning styles. This implies that:
a. there is no one way to achieve any particular performanceobjective;
b. model performances should be available (live and on film)demonstrating different modes and styles;
c. real choices are available to the individual which are within hisperceptual ..eld; and
d. when none of the available prearranged choices is suitable to
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and for the individual, he and the training staff may create or allow
to be created additional alternatives. The number and ordering of
experiences should be negotiated between the individual and those
who share in the responsibility for his preparation and competence.
4. Program components should be designed so that feedback (and

assistance in evaluation) is provided to individual participants and to
those who conduct the programs. Feedback consists of having a person
see, hear, or feel how others reacted to his performance. Feedback may
have evaluative overtones (it usually does to the person performing,
because he has expectations for himself), but it may be designed to
avoid assessment and evaluation by others. In any case, provisions
should exist for participants (trainees and trainers) to initiate and
become involved in program change.

5. Programs should foster self-renewal and professional development
throughout the person's career. This means that the persons who
become engaged in a preparation program should inductively take on
high standards of performance for themselves and soon realize that they
will need to be involved continuously in preparation (learning and
changing) throughout their careers. It further means that participants
(trainers and trainees) need to be encouraged and rewarded for
assuming responsibility for their own development. ) 1 their training,
therefore, they should learn to project immediate and long-range goals
for themselves and design or select creative and appropriate means for
achieving their designated goals. In addition, participants will need to
learn how to work effectively with others in the achievement of
personal and professional development goals.

6. Programs of staff development should facilitate professional
movement and change. As persons engaged in educational work gain
experience and expertise, they should be increasingly free to move from
one role to another throughout the educational enterprise. Assignment,
trail tng, and certification functions should make such movement
relatively easy.

The six principles just enumerated hit hard at the problems
associated with the application of technology to the educational
process in a society which values participation and individual freedom.
Taken individually, each principle makes sense and seems relatively easy
to apply and implement, but taken collectively the principles are
difficult; they conflict or require accommodation one with another.
For example, it is possible to broaden the base of participation in
program planning by making school organizations and professional
associations equal partners with the colleges in program development;
electonic communication and rapid transportation make this feasible.
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But when programs also are to be individualized, self-developing, and
more open and flexible, fundamental change in the whole system seems
required. My basic thesis is that fundamental change in the nature of
staff development is required and that systems technology, if applied
humanely, provides a means for promoting that change.

Institutional Considerations

Assuming that the legal authority for preparation, certification,
assignment, and staff development is delegated by the state to the
agencies or organizations suggested above through the approve! of their
programs,' what criteria should be applied to programs for their
approval and how should institutions respond to such criteria?

The following criteria are suggested:
I. The agencies of teacher education and staff development (col-

leges, school organizations, and professional associations) will describe
agreedupon arrangements which they have made to insure collabora-
tion in planning and conducting programs.

2. Each agency will furnish evidence of its commitment to the
programs in which it is participating. The combined set of agencies will
furnish evidence that they have the necessary human and material
resources to field the programs for which they are requesting approval.

3. The agencies of teacher education and staff development will
describe the roles that holders of each certificate (persons who
complete the designated program) are expected to perform, Since sets
of agencies across a state have their own unique qualities, since the
nature of communities and neighborhoods varies widely, and since
arrangements and resources also vary, it is expected that different role
descriptions may be written for different teaching and learning
situations. Consideration of desirable change in educational practices
and settings should always be included in developing role descriptions.

4. The agencies will describe the essential competencies (perform-
ance outcomes) required of persons who wish to play the roles
described and will differentiate expecticions, when appropriate, at
various levels (program entry level, intern level, etc.),

:i . The agencies will specify the kinds of evidence they will accept as
indication that a person has attained the competencies desJribed above
which are believed necessary for a person to play a specified role at a
given level. For continuing program approval, agencies will describe the
nature and extent of research conducted to evaluate the validity of the
performance criteria being applied in connection with the listed
competencies,
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6. The agencies will describe the arrangements made for: a)
individualizing programs, b) providing feedback to the participants
(trainees and trainers) about their performance, and c) providing
feedback to the agencies so that program change can occur.

7. The agencies will describe the agreed-upon arrangements made
for recomitznding a change of a person's certification level.

Self-Developing and Role-Defining

These seven criteria require the agencies of teacher education and
staff development to answer the two questions raised at the beginning
of this paper. They must make explicit the various role options for
which they wish to help people prepare, show how they will organize
their collective resources into programs, and then describe how they
will assist individuals who choose to engage in a given program to
achieve success in that program. There are two levels of decision
involved in the application of the principles of program development
and the seven criteria for program approval: 1) the institutional,
role-defining; and 2) the indi"idual, self-developing.

Illustration: Suppose several preparation agencies in a given geo-
graphic area wish to be involved in elementary teacher preparation and,
through collaborative discussion and planning, decide to propose five
different role (model) definitions for elementary teacher education.
What these definitions would consist of, whether or not all five would
be available to all students, and the basic nature of preparation
arrangements and programs would be institutional (interagency) deci-
siods; assuming, of course, that they meet the criteria established for
program approval. The person wanting to become an elementary
teacher in the geographic area could choose one of the five programs
available or choose not to go ahead with elementary teacher prepara-
tion in that geographic area (a go, no-go decision).

Suppose, then, that a person chooses one of the five elementary
programs available. He has in effect chosen a set of agreed-upon goals,
performance objectives, etc., mid the second level of decision making
becomes operative. The agencies involved would make available a
variety of learning experiences for each objective, and the individual
would have almost unlimited freedom in choosing and creating learning
experiences which help him achieve criterion-level behavior.2

The real power of this twolevel concept is that the accqtance by
the trainee and the trainer of agreed-upon goals allows the trainer to
move away from telling and directing activities to helping and
consulting activities.
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Individual Considerations

The key to professionalism in teaching is the establishment in the
ethos of the school of a truly professional role for the teacher a role
characterized by decentralization of decision making involving the
welfare of clients (students) and a high degree of self-actualization by
the teacher regarding the way he plays his role. This means, of course,
that the procedures created for preparing teachers have to be consistent
with the goals of developing personal responsibility for professional
practice, for self-development, for self-renewal.

Assuming that the local community, local school staffs, the
organized profession, the academic community, and the citizens of the
state impinge upon the role of the teacher, how can the role be opened
so that persons playing the role can be freer, more responsible, more
idiosyncratic?

The application of systems technology and performance criteria
makes this possible: The system requires that the objective of training
be clear, that the individual undergoing the training get some notion of
where he is in relation to the objectives; that he project and chose a
course of action which alters his situation; that he, again, see where he
is in relation to the objective and, again, project and choose an action
until he achieves a criterion level of performance. The system and the
technology should serve the decisions made by the people involved, not
vice versa.

The competencies included in the role definitions should be
broad-gauged and agreed-upon by the agencies in a preparation
consortium. These definitions should provide alternatives in function
and style; models operating in various environments should be available
to help persons make the role alternatives more real. The institutional
constraints on each role need to be as open as they can be so that
choice can be forthright.

Once a role has been selected, including the list of competencies and
performance criteria, individuals should be free to demonstrate their
competence (or to improve their competence) in creative and unique
ways. Alternative ways others have used for learning should be available
for the individual's choice. If no alternative is available that is suitable
for the trainee, he and his trainers should be free to create new
alternatives which then can be added to the bank of ideas available to
other trainees. In every case, the individual should be able to choose the
activities in which he will engage and when he will engage in them. He
should be encouraged to establish performance objectives and criteria
above and beyond those specified by the agencies of teacher education
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and staff development, and then use the resources of these agencies to
achieve his own unique standards of performance.

Implied Changes in Teacher Education

If the ideas suggested above are acceptable and desirable, how will
teacher education change? The following "from to" continuum is an
attempt to summarize changes which are already apparent:

From.: To:

Preparation for educational ser-
vice conceived as a college re-
sponsibility

Program decisions made by a col-
lege faculty

The locus of preparation viewed
as being on the college campus

Preparation programs seen as a set
of common experiences for all
students

Preparation and staff development
viewed as a function of the
emly part of one's career

Professional career development
seen as single-purposed and or-
derly

Competence seen as a set of cre-
dentials

Communication about prepara-
tion in a language of courses
and credits

Preparation viewed as impersonal
and a responsibility of institu-
tions

The role of the teacher viewed as
passive and subordinate

Preparation accepted as a mutual
responsibility of colleges,
school organizations, and pro-
fessional associations

Program decisions made by all
who are affected

The locus of preparation viewed
as being in the schools and
their communities

Programs seen as a set of common
objectives with various and
unique experiences

Preparation and staff development
seen as continuing throughout
one's career

Career development seen as multi-
purposed and emerging

Competence seen as the ability to
perform

Communication in a language of
objectives and subsequent per-
forrnance

Preparation viewed as personal
and as a responsibility of indi-
viduals and colleagues

The role of the teacher viewed as
active and coordinate
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From:

Preparation experiences seen as
orderly, objective, and logical

. Feedback on preparation experi-
ences given at the end of the
semester in the form of grades

Preparation designed for working
in line and staff organizational
arrangements

The teacher seen as accountable
to his principal

Voluntary professional associa-
tions viewed as being interested
only in welfare and fringe ben-
efits

Preparation viewed as screening
ways to exclude people from
becoming

To:

Preparation experiences seen as
capable of being ordered, sub-
jective as well as objective,
psychological as well as ration-
al

Feedback given after each experi-
ence in a language of objectives
and performance

Preparation designed for working
in collegial organizational ar-
rangements

The teacher seen as accountable
to and for his students (clients)

Professional associations viewed as
being interested in welfare and
in the quality of professional
practice

Preparation viewed as helping
ways to include people, to help
them become

I An assumption is made here that the state's role is primarily one of insuring
that preparation processes are spelled out and that systems remain open. See
Edelfelt and Allen's report on the 1967 Seattle conference to examine state
department roles, listed in the bibliography that concludes this article.

2The reader should remember that certificates issued through approved
programs are state certificates and are, therefore, acceptable for employment in
aoy geographic region of the state and can be valid in all states in accordance with
interstate agreements. Since each new assignment brings new learning needs, the
individual will need to associate himself with staff development opportunities
wherever he lives, to help himself and others with professional improvement and
renewal.
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Critique by Lindley J. Stiles

Drununond's paper presents one interesting approach to the
development of teaching performance criteria: namely, the
application of s; stems technology. His concern for accomplish-

ing this goal within a democratic context and with preserving the
individuality of the teacher should be reassuring to all who fear that
achieving accountability for instruction will be dehumanizing. The
beliefs and values that underlie Drummond's proposals are sound and
acceptable, at least to me. His appeal for democratic participation of all
agencies, organizations. and institutions that have a stake in the nature
of staff development in the process of defining criteria is appropriate.
since without such cooperation change is unlikely to take place. I agree
particularly with his premise that teacher preparation the clinical
part. at least cannot take place in the relative isolation of the campus
environment; it needs to be centered in the kinds of schools in which
prospective teachers anticipate teaching. My general reactions to the
paper are positive and supportive. The author has made a contribution
to our thinking about how performance criteria may be developed. The
points 1 make below are intended to offer expansion and possible
additional alternatives more than to pick at Drummond's well-reasoned
point of view.

I begin with some doubts as to whether institutions that now
prepare personnel for education can be expected to lead in the
development of performance 'riteria. Nor are state agencies likely to
instigate such changes white , strong pressures from those they serve.
Institutions and state agerx .:s ate more likely to champion the status
quo which they have created. To consider different goals or approaches
in teacher education an certification is to challenge all they now
espouse. Performance criteria are intended to assess the quality of
teaching. Existing practices in teacher preparation are based largely on
qualitative consithlation... Selection procedures, course prescriptions,
graduation requirements, certification formulas, accrediting standards,
tenure policies, pay scales, and promotion decisions all are
determined in terms of quantitative factors rather than the quality of
performance that individuals demonstrate. Lip service is given generous-
ly to the idea of quality in teacher education, but when the standards
are developed the tendency is to count credits, experience, and
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responses more than to assess professional performance. Even so, some
schools of education have attempted .to change the system. Similarly,
some state departments of education have instigated change. Even the
federal government is now using its resources to promote new
innovations in teacher preparation and practice. It should be said, too,
that no change at all will be possible unless these institutions and
agencies are actively involved. The challenge is to find the force that
can push those responsible for teacher education to widescale action.

Fortunately, one does not have to look far to find pressures for
developing performance criteria. The momentum is generating from
two sources: from the general public,. which is fed up with the lack of
accountability in education, and, interestingly. from certain teacher
groups who want greater quality in teaching and desire to control their
own profession to produce it. Parents and citizens generally have long
objected to the unwillingness of the education establishment to
evaluate teaching by qualitative standards. They want good teachers
recognized and rewarded and deplore the use of pay and promotion
formulas that are based on amount of training and years of tenure. The
resentment has now reached the point that some school boards, in
despair over their inability to obtain a favorable response from
employed professionals, are contracting with private companies to
provide instructional services. A key feature of such arrangements is
that payment is related to results achieved. Professional organizations
of teachers are beginning to support the idea of developing and
applying performance criteria as a step to full professional recognition.
Differentiated staffing has been endorsed as one way of recognizing and
utilizing the qualitative talents of different teachers and providing
better instructional services to students. In addition, national groups of
teachers, particularly those representing subject matter fields at the
secondary level, are developing their own knowledge and performance
standards as guides for admission to practice. With the pressure from
the public and the concern being evidenced by key teacher groups, it
seems likely that institutions and agencies responsible for teacher
education will be motivated to join in efforts to establish and use
performance criteria for evaluating teaching.

One reason that performance criteria have been so ions in coming in
the field of education has been the practice of describing teaching as
one comprehensive function. The tendency has been to view teaching as
a set of roles and behaviors common to all teachers regardless of the
subject they teach or the kind and age levels of students, This has been
true despite the fact that everyone recognizes that teaching advanced
mathematics in high school requires a different kind of professional



performance than does teaching art in the fourth grade or coaching a
football team. We are coming to realize that teaching economically
disadvantaged, minority-group students requires a different kind of
teacher behavior than does teaching children from typical middle-class
homes. When performance criteria are developed. I believe that they
will have more relevance to particular kinds of teaching. For this
reason. I see the trend toward groups of teachers of various subject
fields proposing their own performance standards as one of considera-
ble promise. It is appropriate, I submit. for teachers of a subject field in
elementary and secondary schools to join v th scholars in colleges and
universities to define what teachers should know and how they should
be able to perform in order to qualify for professional practice. It is
also appropriate for successful teachers of reading in the inner city to
define the criteria by which their performance should be judged.

Performance criteria must give attention to amount of learning
produced if they are to have meaning. Schools and teachers can no
longer refuse to consider the quality and amount of learning promoted
as 1 key factor in judging the merits of instruction. Many parents
co :sider it the only criterion. It makes little difference how well
teachers enact professionally prescribed roles or how liberated teachers
may feel about their work if students fail to learn. Society is no longer
content, nor can it afford for schools to maintain curricular and
instructional programs that do not promote maximum learning for
individual students in terms of individual capacities.

Contemporary enthusiasm for the use of behavioral objectives has
produced a cult of educational advocates that claims to be concerned
with only an individual's behavior. If such an approach is used in
applying performance criteria to evaluate teaching, the focus will be
exclusively on the overt behavior of the teacher in the classroom. Little
attention will be given to what the teacher knows, or the values he
espouses. since evaluation will be made only in terms of what he or she
does. For one, I hope that such a superficial approach will never distort
efforts to establish performance criteria for teaching. As everyone
knows. it is possible for an individual to imitate teaching behavior
without understanding its purpose or knowing much about the skills.
values, and knowledges that students are expected to learn. Teachers
who learn how to perform without learning why they do certain acts
are not professionals; let them confront a new problem in learning and
they are lost. My hope is that as performance criteria are developed
they will give attention to what a teacher should know as a base for
professional practice. Such knowledge should include the kinds of
information, insights, values, and skills that comprise a good liberal
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education as well as the specialized knowledge of a subject field
necessary to teach. It should also encompass foundational knowledge
about education and its processes that every professional teacher should
possess. Contrary to the extremist view of the behaviorists, possession
of knowledge can be measured. Oral and written examinations can
reveal whether a person knows enough about a subject field to be
trusted to interpret it :o students. Such assessments are needed since
many who accumulate the required numbers of credits do not actually
know enough to teach.

Teaching performance itself must be judged under actual teaching
conditions. I say judged because it cannot be measured by absolute
objective instruments, as some teachers' organizations demand be done.
The criteria developed for particular kinds of teachers must be applied
as a guide to assessing the quality of performance. The process is one of
professional judgment. The question of who should make the judgment
is one about which controversy generates. My conviction is that
teachers, themselves, the professionals in a certain kind of teaching,
must take this responsibility. They may enlist help from scholars in the
discipline, experts in teacher education, or others, but the responsibility
for developing and applying performance criteria remains the key
obligation of those who teach in an area. As in other professions, the
successful practitioners will define the standards of practice and apply
them as the criteria for judging admission to the profession. Undoubt-
edly, teams of professionals will be used to judge individual qualifica-
tions and performance at particular stages of development. such as
admission to initial practice and advancement to professional standing
or levels of expertise. Certainly tenure in a school system should be
based largely on professional judgments by peer professionals as should
other types of advancement, recognition, and reward.

The provision for professional growth as Drummond says, should be
taken into account by the performance criteria established. One might
divide the development of a teacher into a number of distinct stages,
for example, each of which has its own characteristic behaviors. A first
stage is one of pre-internship, when the individual is proving that he is
well enough educated and knows enough to teach a particular subject
to specified types and ages of students. Here the assessment will involve
personal qualities that teachers should possess, such as attitudes, values,
and human relationships, as well as scholarly attainments. This would
be the first stage of elimination for those who did not meet the criteria
established. A second stage would be the internship or period of clinical
training during which an individual learns to perform as a teacher under
close supervision of master teachers. A third level of professional
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performance might be called that of associate teacher, which is the
stage which beginning teachers usually have reached. At this point the
individual will be able to perform most of the functions of teaching
successfully but may need help with difficult or unusual problems
When one is able to function independently as a teacher without
supervision, he or she has reached the next stage that of professional
teacher. Other levels of competence might be identified. A specialist
category, for example, could be used to designate all personnel who had
been judged highly qualified in some phase of teaching or educational
work. Criteria established should identify 'the kinds of professional
service that each level of performance is expected to provide. The
application process would allow individuals to pass from one level of
performance to another as rapidly as individual development permits.
The test would be one's knowledge and ability to apply it, rather than
the number of credits accumulated or the years of tenure, as is the
present practice.

Drummond properly emphasizes that performance criteria cannot be
developed without a clear definition of the goals to be achieved. 1
believe that goal definition starts with the learning that is expected of
students. Whether the student learns is the foremost and final test of
teaching. For different students different definitions of satisfactory
progress in learning need to be developed. Cultural and other
environmental forces that operate on students make it imperative that
learning progress be described in terms of each learning situation. When
this has been done it becomes possible to analyze the contributions that
teachers can make to student learning. If successful teaching is related
to student learning in particular situations, then it holds that
performance criteria need to provide for the assessment of teaching
behavior in relationship to its own environment. Good teaching will
have to be described in terms of particular students in specific school
and community situations. This means that one teacher who may be
extremely successful in a ghetto school may not be effective at all in a
suburban school situation, and vice versa. Unlike building bricks,
teachers may not be professionally transferable from one school to
another. If this is true, teachers need to be prepared for particular kinds
of teaching as well as to teach specific subjects and skills. implied is the
need for reform in assignment and transfer practices in school systems
and for teacher negotiations to confront this reality.

The use of performance criteria aims to answer the key educational
question: Who is a good teacher? I believe the question must be
answered in terms of particularized teaching situations, with respect to
specific teaching fields, and with regard to different levels of profession-
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al development and service. I am convinced that it must be answered by
teachers, th:Anselves, who have responsibility to the public for the
quality of their performance. The answer will come, I predict, in the
form of pooled professional judgments based on performance criteria
that good teacher, who are engaged in particular kinds of teaching have
formulated. When such definitions of good teaching are available, all
engaged in teacher education will have reliable guidelines for their
efforts. Without such definitions, teacher education will continue to be
concerned with quantitative matters rather than with the development
of quality teachers.
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The Meaning and Application of
Differentiated Staffing

In Teaching

By James L. Olivero

Differentiated staffing remains a relatively recent innovation: as
such, it is still fir game for any and all who wish to apply their
Dwn definitions 'end interpretations. Yet some commonalities do

exist in most differentiated staffing patterns and they will be described
here.

One definition that we particularly like was offered by Don Barbee.
Like most good definitions, it is simple and straightforward: "Differen-
tiated staffing is a concept of organization that seeks to make better use
of educational personnel. Teachers and other educators assume differ-
ent responsibilities based on carefully prepared definitions of the many
teaching functions. The differential assignment of educational person-
nel goes beyond traditional staff allocations based on common subject
matter distinctions and grade level arrangements and seeks new ways of
analyzing essential teaching tasks and creative means of implementing
new educational roles."1

Like team teaching, individualized instruction, and flexible sched-
uling, the term differentiated staffing calls to mind a variety of notions,
depending upon one's experience. Perhaps the only consistent elements
in any differentiated staffing scheme are job responsibilities, functions,
and rewards (typically monetary).

Usually, the solution to a problem has its beginnings in a statement
of the various factors involved. In the case of differentiated staffing,
perhaps definitions and prospective models can be suggested by
examining some of the following questions:

What rationale needs to be developed for differentiated staffing?
Will differentiated staffing help improve instruction?
How might roles be differentiated? How can levels of difficulty in

teaching be established? Will differentiated staffing create new teaching
or managerial roles?
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How can responsibility be categorized by levels of difficulty and
importance?

How can differentiated staffing be evaluated?
What are the arguments against or reservations about differentiated

staffing?
How is greater administrivia short-circuited when roles are differen-

tiated?
How important might differentiated staffing be in providing career

patterns, attracting and holding able teachers, providing adequate
salaries, fitting a pattern of teacher education, providing different entry
points into teaching, acknowledging competency?

A nationally recognized model of differentiated staffing is that
which has been adopted by the Temple City (Calif.) schools. Temple
City capitalizes on functions already existing in many schools, but
formalizes them into a four-level teacher hierarchy In the figure
below,2 the Associate Teacher, a novice, has a "learning schedale" and
less demanding responsibilities; the Staff Teacher has a full teaching
load and is aided by clerks, technicians, and paraprofessionals; the
Senior Teacher, a "learning engineer" or methodological expert in a
subject, discipline, or skill aim teaches three-quarters of his time; the
Master Teacher is a scholar and research specialist who teaches
two-fifths time but also has curriculum expertise enabling him to
translate learning research theory into workable classroom practices.
The essentials can be summarized in a table as follows:

TENURE TENURE NON-TENURE NON-TENURE
Associate Teacher; Staff Teacher; Senior Teacher; Master Teacher;

A.B. or Intern; B.A. Degree and M.S. or Equivalent; Doctorate or
100% Teaching: State Credential; 3/S's Staff Equivalent;

1-10 Months 100%Teaching Teaching 2/5's Staff
Responsibilities: Responsibilities: Teaching

10 Months 10.11 Months Responsibilities;
12 Months

Academic Assistants (A.A. Degree or Equivalent)
Educational Technicians

Clerks

Why all the recent discussion about differentiated staffing? For one
thing, many people are convinced we have perpetuated for far too long
a number of false notions about the teaching and learning acts.
Specifically, some educators, legislators, students, and parents believe
we have fostered and maintained the following assumptions:
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I. All educators are omni-capable.
2. All educators are more alike than different.
3. The only way to reward educatorsis via the single-salary schedule

wherein personnel are rewarded for growing older on the job.
4. It is impossible to assess the relationship between teaching and

learning.

5. Professional educators are unable to "monitor" themselves.
Most of our present-day education is organized in such a way as to

perpetuate each of these ideas. But if just one of the statements is false,
we should examine ourselves and our profession very closely.

Don't we expect most educators to be clerks, scholars, secretaries,
accountants, policemen, counselors? Don't we find the single-salary
schedule the method most widely used to provide salary increments?
Aren't the increments often totally unrelated to teaching effectiveness?
Don't we have too many people carping about the futility of relating
learning to teaching practice? Aren't there few examples of professional
associations vigorously seeking to establish procedures for determining
the accountability of their members?

With different degrees of emphasis, we must answer "yes" to each of
the foregoing questions. If educators become more concerned about
accountability and responsibility for educational outcomes, perhaps the
"yes" can be changed to a "no."

President Richard Nixon. among others, is calling for greater
accountability. In his March 3, 1970, message on educational reform.
he said. "We have as a nation too long avoided thinking of the
productivity of schools." Former Commissioner James E. Allen has also
said, "The people have a right to be assured that the increasingly large
investments in public education that will be called for will produce
results. They can no longer be satisfied with definitions of school
quality that focus primarily on such factors as per-pupil expenditures,
pupil-teacher ratios, and teacher salary levels."

Education already is replete with case examples where "more" has
been added more money, more equipment, more personnel, more
flexibility. All too often the only result has been more failures.

Some pundits are proclaiming differentiated staffing as the only true
path to accountability and the only panacea for all the ills of American
education. They are wrong, of course. At best, differentiated staffing is
only another alternative which may help to solve some of our problems.
We must not take refuge in the false hope that it is the only answer.

If space permitted, I would present here a paradigm of a pupil-
oriented and individualized system of education. Because there isn't
space, I must concentrate on a description of differentiated staffing as
part of the paradigm.
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We begin with an assessment of student needs. This is far from being
easy; those who have attempted to state precise learning objectives in
terms of performance outcomes can attest to its difficulty. Only when
learning objectives are determined, however, can decisions be made
about the roles that educators might play. Those involved in the "needs

sment should concern themselves with the following questions:
1. What philosophy about students undergirds the educational

program?
2. What behaviors do students bring with them to school, and how

can we diagnose students' needs?
3. What performance criteria can be established to show when we

have met the students' needs?
4. How can relevant content be found to assist in the task of

meeting performance objectives?
5. What instructional strategies are most powerful?
Role differentiation should evolve from answers to the preceding

questions. Two apparent gross differences are already recognizable.
even at this preliminary stage of development for "differentiated
concepts."

One pattern is illustrated in Charts 1 and 2. These plans depict a
hierarchical pattern with a wide range of competencies. (A second
pattern is one promoted by some representatives of the American
Federation of Teachers,3 and suggests a more horizontal differentiation
of roles.) The first pattern outlines differences of responsibility with
commensurate reallocations of fiscal resources, while the second defines
differences in roles but promotes the assumption that all posiOns are
significant and that remuneration should be made on the basis of levels
of education and experience, not on the basis of role performance.

The arguments about which approach is best are not easily
resolvable; my contention is that whichever approach is clearly thought
through by the parentsstudents-educators in the district is the one that
should be accepted and implemented. National or state teacher
organizations may identify patterns consistent with organizational
policies, but local situations may call for modifications. Models already
operable in such places as Beaverton, Ore.; Kansas City, Mo.:
Montgomery County, Md.; and Temple City, Calif., have come under
fire from outsiders. It .3 possible that the critics are allowing their biases
to obscure their objectivity. What is best for Temple City may be
totally unworkable somcplac' else.

Following role definite. n, training programs are established to help
staff personnel prepare for their roles. Often such programs are
considered an insemice function; but development of the concept of
differentiated staffing must begin at the preservice level. We must begin
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practicing what we have long preached concerning continuing education
of teachers.

Once roles have been defined and training programs conceived and
implemented, performance criteria related to accountability and re-
sponsibility factors should be determined and instituted. Teacher
associations verbally support the ideas inherent in the concepts of
accountability. For example, the Association for Classroom Teachers of
the National Education Association has prepared a resolution stating in
part:

The Department (ACT] maintains that evaluation of teaching
and administration for the improvement of instruction is a major
responsibility of the teaching profession.

The Department believes that evaluation should be based
primarily upon performance of the teaching and administrative
tasks in rention to the specified situation in which the tasks are
performed.. ..4

The American Federation of Teachers likewise has prepared statements
supporting the need for accountability in education.5

Unfortunately, neither organization has as yet seriously addressed
itself to the major tasks of answering the three important questions that
typically cause difficulties in districts which think through differentiat-
ed staffing possibilities. Those questions are:

1. What criteria will be used to assess performance effectiveness?
2. Who will do the evaluations?
3. What procedures will be used to get at the preceding questions?
Granting that the questions are not aflswered easily, it is nevertheless

very likely that if educators do not take the initiative to provide
responses, school boards and/or state legislators will. (This possibility is
being realized already in legislation recently enacted in Alabama and
South Dakota and in Report Number 1 prepared by the Massachusetts
Advisory Council on Education.6)

The real need, of course, is for the education profession to assume
the responsibility itself. If the profession cannot assess its own
performance in a cooperative, responsible fashion, then it has no
business making routine evaluations of student performances every day.

Many educators endorse the concepts which undergird differentiated
staffing but remain apprehensive about issues they must face if they
want to adopt a plan in their own schools. Concerns most often
expressed are:

1, Differentiated staffing becomes an end rather than a means.
2. It evolves into a system with a more rigid hierarchy than that

which now exists.
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3. It depends on currently available personnel without attempting
to identify new roles, new training programs. and new personnel.

4. Differentiated staffing is a cover-up for merit pay schemes.
5. Differentiated staffing organizations promote concepts of superi-

ority of performance on one hand and unsatisfactory performance on
the other.

6. Differentiated staffing patterns are established which assign
responsibility but fail to offer opportunities for shared decision making.

7. Differentiated staffing patterns require changes in behavior.
Conceivably, differentiated staffing could perpetuate a sin that

already haunts us: "promoting" good teachers out of the classroom.
The purpose of differentiated staffing should be to bring to bear the
best competencies we can identify on meeting the needs of students. If
the necessary precautions are not taken, we might find leaders
diss;pating their en rgies on additional administrative chores of doubt-
ful value rather than exerting positive influences through the 'diagnosis
of student learning needs and appropriate prescriptions for meeting
those needs.

If differentiated staffing is to become a reality, we need to identify
new types of personnel. In addition to those who already fill various
roles, we likely will find functions that can be handled by supra-profes-
sionals such as physicists and chemists who have specific qualifications
beyond the training of most teachers. These individuals may participate
as educational leaders in the schools only two or three hours each week.
On the other hand are the paraprofessionals. Considerable difficulty has
been experienced with the relatively simple task of identifying, training,
and installing teacher aides. Redefining certification and credentialing
requirements are not simple tasks. Some educators may decide that the
benefits simply are not worth the effort, particularly when they realize
how few models are available and how dangerous pioneering is.

Many educators look upon differentiated staffing as merit pay in
disguise. and indeed they are right if everyone in the educational
establishment is expected to perform essentially the same tasks and
carry equal responsibilities. In the three types of merit pay schemes
identified by the NEA,7 all teachers are expected to fill similar roles.
with salary increments being given for especially meritorious service.
Differentiated staffing patterns with concomitant differentiations in
fiscal rewards for differences in responsibilities are not merit pay
schemes.

Legislators in Alabama and South Dakota who passed the laws
mentioned above probably had differentiated staffing in mind, but in
their zeal to establish accountability guidelines they more or less
mandated merit pay schedules. Many educators in those states are now



involved in "instant" long-range planning, attempting to make sense out
of new legislation.

Another factor that causes some anxiety is past experience with
pseudo team-teaching projects. In some instances, the teaching teams
were so organized that some team positions were considered superior to
others; and if one individual on the team failed to be named the leader,
he felt he had an inferior function. Personality conflicts inevitably
developed, resulting in dissolution of many teams.

If the oft-repeated statement is true that differentiated staffing is
little more than glorified team teaching, then there is ample cause for
concern; this is particularly true if one role is considered to be superior
to another. Most advocates of differentiated staffing maintain that all
roles are equally important, but that some participants may wish to
assume greater responsibility and should, therefore, receive increased
fiscal rewards. It must be emphasized that each member of the staff has
significant input to make. Like the proverbial chain, the staff is no
stronger than the individual member.

The responsibility question is important. Administrators, particular-
ly those in larger school districts, argue that while teachers claim they
want to be involved in decision-making activities, those same teachers,
when the pressure is on, avoid assuming responsibility for decisions.
This contention should be fairly easy to assess in the years ahead,
because teacher organizations are becoming increasingly powerful in the
political arena and are making their opinions felt in a number of new
areas.

Finally, differentiated staffing requires change. While much has been
written about the change process, perhaps the only thing we really
know about change is that it is necessary as well as continuous. It
remains to be seen whether educators can move away from a fairly
comfortable existence through a retread process to student-oriented
rather than expedience-oriented education.

From the foregoing, it should be obvious that two of the
outstanding features of a typical differentiated role pattern are: 1)
responsibility at least comparable to accountability pressures imposed
upon the teacher, and 2) the specific, blueprinted opportunity for
career promotion for teachers through staff-level diversification as a
means of avoiding "the flatness of teaching. .. the same routines year
after year."8

As Dwight Allen9 points out, there are at least three conditions
essential in any differentiated staffing pattern: 1) a minimum of three
staff teaching levels, each having a different salary range; 2) a maximum
salary at the top teaching category that is at least double the maximum
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at the lowest; 3) substantial direct teach ng responsibility for all

teachers at all salary levels, including those in the top bracket.
Through these means, Allen says, good teachers, who deserve as

much money as administrators, will be able to afford a career in
classroom teaching; and the school will regain some control over
apportioning money previously pledged to perpetuating salary increases
resulting from tenure, longevity, and other "automatic" promotion
practices

Given the anxieties that many educators possess relative to differen-
tiated staffin? many of the associated ideas are reasonable and logically
substantive. Many past "innovations" have had sound theoretical
support, but the empirical tests terminated with the conclusion, "No
significant differences."

With the challenge of accountability squarely on the shoulders of
educators, the time is right to explore well-conceived plans. From my
biased point of view, the well-conceived plan must have, at a minimum,
the ingredients indicated on this nst:

Assessment of Student Needs

Definition of Roles

Training for Differentiated Roles

Evaluation of Performance

Reward System

Even the strongest arguments supporting differentiated staffing
patterns seldom take the position of unqualified endorsement. Most
couch their analyses of various plans in terms of those offered by
Florida Superintendent Floyd T. Christian:

Differentiated staffing is one emerging educational plan which
purports to have significant advantages for improving the tradi-
tional system of school organization and should remain highly
exploratory. Dramatic action should be taken without delay to
understand the implications of this concept before unqualified
endorsements are made.I

Early in this article I listed sonic false assumptions which I believe
educators have perpetuated in terms of both teachers and students. If
the reader accepts any one of these assumptions as false, there is need
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to explore new alternatives. Differentiated staffing is clearly one of
those alternatives.

Don Barbee, "Differentiated Staffing: Expectations and Pitfalls," TEPS
Writein Paper No. 1 on Flexible Staffing Patterns Washington, D. C.: National
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, March, 1969.

2J. L. Olivero and Edward Buffie, New Careers in Teaching: The Temple City
Story Temple City, Calif.: Temple City Unified School District, 1969, 10 pp.

3David Selden and Robert Bhaerman, "Instructional Technology and the
Teaching Profession," The Record, February, 1970 pp. 319.406.

4National Education Association, Research Memo, Apnl, 1968.
8Selden and Bhaerman, op. cit
6Maalachusetts Advisory Council on Education, Teacher Certification and

Performance in Massachusetts, Report Number 1. Boston. The Council, June,
1968.

7National Education Association, op. cit.
8Robert Bush, comments made at New Orleans Conference of R & D Centers

and Regional Laboratories, December, 1969.

9Dwight W. Allen, "A Differentiated Staff: Putting Teacher Talent to Work,"
The Teacher and His Staff, Occasional Paper No. 1. Washington, D.C.: National
Commission ors ""eacher Education and Professional Standards, December, 1967,
pp. 6.8.

10FIoyd T. Christian, State Commissioner Speaks on Flexible Staff Utiliza
tion: A Position Statement on the Concept of Differentiated Staffing. Tallahassee,
Fla.: Department of Education, 1969, 7 pp.
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Critique by J. Alden Vanderpool

ho is a teacher? A mother teaming her child to make the "sh"
sound? The peer who teaches the use of a hypodermic needle?..,
The friend who gives lessons in sex education behind the

barn?
Defining who is a teacher has plagued those who call themselves

teachers at least since it became important to be a member of a
"profession" and in possession of the mysteries of that profession. Who
is a physician, a nurse, an attorney, a barber, an engineer? The same
question has plagued the_e "professions."

Of course, for all, the question inevitably is answered by statute.
Attorneys (usually in control of legislatures) protect themselves from
competition through elaborate initiation rights, controls, and punish-
ments. Legislatures have acceded to similar demands for other groups
ranging (in California) from beauticians to cemetery plot salesmen.
Statutory controls determine who :ray practice.

Except for teachers, these controls are in the hands of practitioners.
Except for teachers, there is little statutory evidence that attorneys in
the legislatures are disturbed by ogres of "professional control" of
institutions in which their colleagues serve. The entire court system is
"public"; legions of engineers, physicians, and attorneys are public
employees, - yet qualifications to hold posts in public service as

attorneys, engineers, and physicians are controlled by attorneys,
engineers, and physicians through their licensure boards.

Teachers seek equity. The hackneyed arguments about "turning the
schools over to teachers" serve now only to keep control where it has
been in the hands of that breed of school administrators who see
their fiefdoms threatened; in the hands of legislators who are willing to
use the statutes to control entrance into service in one public
institution but not to control entrance into service in the public
institutions in which a power: al group of their own colleagues serve. Of
course; the argument it always "elevated" to a matter of principle for

the other fellow.
The drive by teachers to achieve parity with the other professions in

control of entrance into practice is slowed by the unanswered question,
"Who is a teacher?" Are aides teachers? Are superintendents teachers?
Are college professors teachers? Are college deans teachers? Are all
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those who are distributed along any continuum of differentiated
staffing teachers? To consider differentiated staffing without including
at least a working, temporary answer to this question may be
counterproductive.

Some current concerns about differentiated staffing smack of
"territorial imperatives." Watch a group of administrators as they file
into a meeting past a table on which is prominently displayed the
publication. The Teacher and His Staff' Double-takes are obvious
"What teacher's staff?" "Administrators have staffs, not teachers," is
almost audible.

Some concerns result from ignoring the fact that differentiated
staffing has been around for a long time. Viewing the school staff as a
whole, positions have become increasingly "differentiated out." Indeed.
they proliferate. Additions to this list are easily enumerated: superin-
tendent, associate superintendent, assistant superintendent, business
manager, principal. supervisor, coordinator. vice-principal, counselor.
school nurse, sixth-grade teacher, kindergarten teacher, and home
economics teacher. All these represent responses to the need to
differentiate among the roles formerly thought to he discharged by
Hopkins at has end of the log or by the worthy dame of the "Dame
School." The vast and least differentiated staff is composed of teachers
in the self-contained classroom of the elementary school. Efforts to
recognize real differences in the range of roles and to provide for their
more expert discharge by members of this group is but the latest in a
series of differentiations. No doubt some of the same concerns now
being voiced about differentiated staffing were voiced when the role of
the "principal teacher" began to be sorted out.

Previous differentiation of roles now tagged "administrative." and
subsequent status differentiation, have resulted in removal of talented
people from the fulcrum the classroom and merely reflect the
values forced upon schools by the military-industrial complex. (The use
of that phrase, by the way, antedates by decades its present
connotations.) The idea that there must be generals and footsoldiers,
assembly-line workers and company presidents. has simply permeated
the organizational scheme for schools. After all, haven't there always
been peasants and nobles?

It should come as no shock to historians that the peasants eventually
become restless. After all. they grow the food gracing the noble's table.
They breed and tend his animals and make his clothing. Aren't they at
the fulcrum of the enterprise? At least some of those who advocate that
the historical pattern of staff differentiation be extended seek a larger
share of authority regarding the enterprise which depends so heavily
upon them. At least some of those who "view with alarm" may be
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trapped in a position trade unions have sometimes found themselves in:
Oppose change because it threatens practices honored mostly by time.

Schools have largely ignored the industrial revolution and subse-
quent moves from "manpower intensive" enterprises to "capital
intensive" enterprises. But "cottage industries" or "manpower inten-
sive" industries continue to be transformed into "capital intensive"
industries. Witness to this stand textiles, coal mining, and agriculture, to
name only three. The assumption proved false was that the only way to
increase both quality and quantity of production was to increase the
degree of manpower intensity. When organized workers forced up the
price of their services and increased production became imperative,
capital flowed in to change the balance of manpower-capital intensity
away from manpower. An expanding need for production kept the
manpower force growing and employed.

Even the sacred preserves of medicine are being encroached upon
partly in resinnse to the high cost of expert services. Further
differentiation of staffing in all the health services proceeds. Infusion of
capital in a direct effort to increase the effectiveness of the highly
skilled personnel is evident. Capital is being used to bring changes
toward the use of technology not only to aid the expert, but to replace
elements of his service. Complex technological devices to monitor and
record vital functions and make complex analyses are obvious exam-
ples. Coupled with assignment of lower-order functions to personnel
with lower-order skills, the physician is freed to do what only a
physician can do.

It seems evident that the need for more productive educational
services will continue to increase, the population plateau notwithstand-
ing. It seems a deliberate strategy on the part of the federal government
to infuse capital into public educational enterprises but not to infuse
this capital in such a way as to increase the manpower-intensity factor.
Rather, inducements have been extended to industries to bring to bear
on education their experience with reducing the manpower intensity
factor. So far, this process seems delayed momentarily until "software"
can be produced to match the "hardware." Perhaps, however, the delay
may really be caused by inappropriateness of the attempt to draw upon
the experience of industry. Large portions of it may prove to be
nontransferable.

The dimensions of differentiated staffing resulting from a shift to
"capital intensive" father than "manpower intensive" are largely

ignored. In spite of possible limitations, its effects probably will be
far-reaching.

Infusion of capital may produce teaching and learning strategies and
technologies in some areas which may be served adequately with less
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attention from the most highly skilled personnel at point of delivery:
contact with learners. This could produce another kind of differentia-
tion which could elevate some teaching to very highly skilled levels.
Differentiation between assisting with some aspects of teaching-learning
as distinguished from others may produce demands for significantly
different levels of skill, knowledge, insight, sensitivity, experience, and
control,

Some tasks now labeled "teaching" actually may be little more than
rudimentary. Indeed, they may be performed by machines or by
persons with skills at a lower order. Many tasks remain which demand
very high levels of performance, levels attainable only by relatively few
of those who are now drawn to teaching. Typically, large numbers of
persons able to perform highly complex and demanding tasks are not
drawn to teaching, however, because their abilities go unrewarded in
teaching's flat trajectory of status and reward. The higher-order tasks go
neglected or are differentiated out into higher status - reward positions
removed from continuing contact with learners. Differentiated staffing
offers promise of changing the nature of the trajectory of teaching
careers. Many people feel that this holds considerable potential for
attracting more of the most able people into teaching and for keeping
them in vital and significant contact with learners and learning.

Finally, the question, "Who is a teacher?" may fade in relative
significance. The question eventually might be "How can learning best
be served?" by all who serve in educational institutions, public and
private, be they aides, teachers, technicians, or something else.
Hopefully, utilization of capital to escape the "cottage industry"
syndrome will accelerate historical differentiation and breach the
citadel, the self-contained classroom, better to serve learning.

Teacher organizations face crucial decisions resulting from accUerat-
ing differentiated staffing. Shall they opt to serve only the "elite," to
serve those clearly functioning in roles which demand very high levels

of skill, knowledge, and sensitivity? Shall they include all those who
serve in organized institutions devoted to teaching and learning or shall
they include aides, teachers, assistant teachers, teaching technologists,
or others by whatever title?

To date these questions are beinniven different answers. Will this
lead to the fragmentation and "territorial imperatives" characterizing
the organizations in, for example, the health services? Will this promote
more effective teaching/learning?

1National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, The
Teacher and Ills Staff: Differentiating Teaching Roles. Washington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 1969.
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The Profession's Quest for
Responsibility and Accountability

By D. D. Dar land

George Bernard Shaw once noted that there are five major ways
in which civilizations go wrong: by falling out of date in their
economics, politics. science. education. and religion. What

happens in each of these five areas depends a great deal upon teaching.
Never has so much been expected of teachers in this country. New

conditions and demands have multiplied to produce a national crisis in
education. Accordingly. the American teacher has become a most likely
candidate for scapegoat of the 1970's. Evidence can be seen in the
current drive to hold teachers responsible for assuring quality education
in our schools, Indeed. this movement called accountability has all the
characteristics of a panacea. and one which it appears difficult to fault.
Quite generally. demands for teacher accountability are accompanied
by blunt threats that if teachers don't achieve this. others will. This is
the time honored strategy to force conformity by threatening reprisals
by legislatures. the public. or the federal government. It is. at best or
worst. poor psychology.

After all. why shouldn't a teacher be accountable? What could
possibly be more reasonable? One USOE official predicts the following:

Teacher training institutions and local school systems will be
accountable to the community for the quality of educatioL ,I
services delivered. and teachers will be accountable for wha
children learn.'

The use of the word "will in the quote should be noted. There is
widespread acceptance among teachers, and fortunately so. that
neither they nor their profession is in a position to assume very much
responsibility either for assuring quality education or. in many cases.
even quality teaching, They do not. however, deny the urgency of the
problem. The president of the National Education Association has
noted:
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It is pure myth that a classroom teacher can even be held
accountable, with justice, under existing conditions. The class-
room teacher has either too little control or no control over the
factors which might render accountability either feasible or fair.2

For a society to provide and assure quality education requires a
whole series of interrelated guarantees, including adequate finance; wise
administration and organization; optimum social policy, facilities, and
equipment; parental involvement; and the maintenance of adequate
educational manpower. Assuring quality education then requires a
whole series of groups, agencies. and institutions being held accounta-
ble. not the least being the individual citizen.

Obviously, it is impossible in a short space to deal with all aspects of
accountability for quality education. Therefore, this discussion is

limited to one imperative namely, what needs to be done before the
teaching profession can become accountable for guaranteeing compe-
tent performance and ethical behavior for its members. Even when the
profession arrives at such a point, it should be obvious that the
guarantee, while a giant step forward, is only one of the necessary
aspects of quality education for children and youth. It would enable
the profession to pinpoint and fix other responsibilities related to
delivering quality education. And more important. it would establish
clearly some perimeters of responsibility. Teachers cannot be all things
to all people.

What Is the Profession?

If the teaching profession is to move toward assuming accountability
for competent and ethical teachers, it is essential to delineate what is
meant by the teaching profession. The teaching profession is not a
simple organization but rather a complex composed of persons
functioning in a variety of capacities in selected agencies. institutions.
and organizations designed for specific purposes. These include:

1. Those who teach or carry out other professional activities in
preschool programs and in elementary and secondary schools.

2. Those who teach or carry out other professional activities in
colleges and universities,

3. Professional personnel in state departments of education and
other governmental agencies. such as the U.S. Office of Education.

4. Professional personnel in organizations directly related to teach-
ing at any level.
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5. Professional personnel in voluntary accrediting agencies involved
with accreditation of educational institutions.3

Very little thought has been given to creating a physiology of the
teaching profession. The collective organic processes required for
teaching to be an accountable profession are not in existence. Instead,
certain segments of the profession are very likely to see themselves as
the one imperative rather than perceiving that to function as a
professional entity requires the development of a variety of interrelated
functions, each working toward similar goals but also acting as a check
and balance on the others.

Accountability and Responsibility

Jf a profession is to be accountable for its own, obviously it must
have some form of selfgovernance. Such is not the case as yet for
teaching, although the process of establishing such self-governance has
been under way for many years. The legal right for local organizations
of teachers to bargain collectively with school boards is one aspect of
such governance. Although seen by teachers as an imperative function,
bargaining has not become universally accepted. In many cases it is

underdeveloped. The process will continue to mature, and numerous
sophisticated models exist. Ultimately. professional governance will
require other internal prxedures and machinery, including better
established legal rights and responsibilities.

The NEA holds, as a beginning, that the profession must have
authority for the following:

1. Issuing, suspending, revoking, or reinstating the legal license for
educational personnel.

2. Establishing and administering standards of professional practice
and ethics for all educational personnel.

3. Accrediting teacher preparation institutions.
4. Governing the in-service and continuing education programs for

teachers.

To accord the teaching profession such authority has legislative
implications for every state. Some 16 states have enacted legislation
related mostly to practices and ethics (professional practice acts). These
acts create independent practice commissions. In some states these acts
arc beginning to function in responsible ways. However, some of these
laws are very weak in thzt they do not provide for means of financing
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or powers of subpoena. They are simply paper tigers. In at least one
case, the commission is becoming more of a political arm of the
governor than a professional body designed to protect the public
welfare and the profession.

There is great reluctance toward giving the teaching profession the
legal control over entrance to the profession, but a start has been made.
Some 16 states have certification review boards. These boards represent
an effort to involve the profession in making exceptions where
deviations from precise prescriptions are deemed wise.4 Also all states
now have some form of advisory body (usually called a council) on
teacher education and certification. Some even have two such bodies.
In 30 states these bodies are voluntary and extralegal; in 14 states they
are created by law. In the remaining states, varied practices are followed
with reference to advisory bodies.s

Oregon is somewhat unusual in this regard, in that it has a legally
stratified teacher standards and practices commission which can deal
with both certification and practices, but it is still only advisory.
Maryland's new certification regulations include an Advisory Profes-
sional Standards Board; Washington has a new plan whereby the state
education legal authority describes only in general terms the essentials
of preparation programs and then, through involvement of colleges,
associations, and schonl districts, precise programs are developed for
individuals. This approach probably has gone the furthest toward the
concept of performance criteria rather than the traditional use of
courses and credits for initial licensure of teachers. However, the chief
state education agencies (but for a very few exceptions where
certification power is shared by the state and a city or district) still
wield the power over entrance to the teaching profession. This may be
as it should be, but evidently not in the thinking of educators. A recent
survey of NEA members6 reported that 90% responded 'yes" to the
question, "Should a state board composed of educators establish
standards for teacher preparation?"

It does appear illogical to ask a profession, especially classroom
teachers within it, to be accountable when such persons are little
involved with developing controls over entry into the profession.
Currently the conglomerate stateby-state app!oaches to professional
governance result in much confusion and frustration. Progress toward
national approaches to the problem is very slow. Examples: What about
national reciprocity for certification? Should the teaching profession
move toward national certification? What about reciprocity for
retirement?
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An Evolving National Effort

The NEA is mounting a national effort to bring about the necessary
legislation in each state whereby the profession approves programs.
issues licenses, enforces standards of ethics and practice, and promotes
studies and research designed to improve teacher education. including
initial entry programs and continuing education.

The NEA is saying that if a profession is to be accountable, why not
delegate the responsibilities which are concomitant with being account-
able? For a legislature to delegate such a right to a profession is not to
give up the right, but rather to place responsibility with those directly
involved. Moreover, there is always the right of legislative review.

invariably the question is asked, "How would a professional board
dealing with licensure, accreditation. etc.. be any better than the
present procedure?" One answer is that the existence of such a board
would remove any valid argument for the profession not to be held
accountable for the performance of its members. But far more
important. practitioners in the field would be in a position to
participate in the establishment of policies related directly to their
continuing needs and problems. In this regard, teachers and all school
personnel are too often placed in the position of having something done
for them or to them rather than having decision-making rowers in
professional matters. This is a very critical issue and one that is
complicated by our failure to distinguish between the control of
education and the governing of a profession. Equally disconcerting is
the internal power struggle among the various segments of the teaching
profession itself. Many would seemingly rather continue to depend
upon the benevolence of the educational establishment upon state
and local boards' decision-making powers over entrance and all that this
implies.

Often those persons in the profession who hold this point of view in
reality do control such entrance through their relationship to lay
boards. However this arrangement is a shortsighted solution which
neglects the total problem. The teacher who has to obtain initial license
and advanced credentialing will be kept in the r -nnial posture of
being advisory to those with the legal power. However, as was
mentioned earlier, there is growing recognition that classroom teachers,
especially, must be more directly involved in the entire complex of
professional governance activities.

A number of state departments of education are diligently searching
for ways of involving the practitioner. but there is still very little
inclination for either state departments or preparing institutions lo
accept the idea of professional legal boards having such authority as
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would be logically consistent with establishing practitioner accountabil-
ity. One result is that many teachers are not merely upset with what
often passes for in-service education, they are indignant. In some cases
they are about ready to declare a moratorium on being subjected to any
more of what they consider irrelevant requirements and regulations
over which they have no control. This in no way denies their needing
help from colleges and others. It is how this help is applied that is he
problem.

Indeed, teachers are the victims of paternalism at the very time
education is in need of reform. However, reform is likely to be seen as
threatening rather than liberating if policies are superimposed. This
probably accounts for the expanding dimensions of many negotiated
teacher-board contracts to include items dealing with in-service educa-
tion. In curriculum development and professional governance, it is now
becoming clear that the teaching profession must necessarily design its
own establishment if it is ever to become mature and in a position of
parity with external forces.

Educational-Professional Establishment

But for rare exceptions, state departments of education and
preparing institutions still see themselves as being required to deal
v.clusively with the educational establishment and not at all with the
r:. ,idly developing professional establishment. This attitude is bound to
ca..se further polarization unless ameliorative activities are instituted.
That teachers feel put upon must be recogr,,zed and dealt with lest
opportunities for reform be lost.?

Earlier, the term "professional establishment" was used in juxtaposi-
tion with "educational establishment." This was done to emphasize the
fact that teachers have largely given up expecting their interests to be
entirely served through the educational establishment. In fact, basic
role conflict between the two establishments is clearly more evident.

The educational establishment deals with the creation, maintenance,
and survival of institutions, and these involve determining public policy,
erecting an administrative structure, and generating public support of
the system. The ultimate goal is survival. The professional establish-
ment, however, is more concerned with sustaining the tenets of the
teaching and learning process. Such a concern is sometimes the
antithesis of conserving institutions. The conflict is often difficult to
deal with, but such is the nature of a free and open society. To educate
is to undermine the status quo.

In short, then, those who are responsible for managing
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institutions that is, the educational establishment and those
responsible for teaching that is, the professional establishment

in a sense have built-in conflict roles which can produce
progress, provided each establishment deals with the other
productively and intelligently as they carry out their respective
functions. This is one of the perpetual paradoxical dilemmas of a
free society. Surely, to understand the paradox is prerequisite to
serving the public interest. This dilemma will not go away if we
remain a free society. Conversely, it will grow stronger the freer
we become. Role conflict need not deteriorate into an adversary
context, especially if there is major goal agreement on maintain-
ing a free society.8

What continues to baffle public school teachers is the obvious
distrust implicit in excluding them from parity in matters of profession-
al governance; and this has complications far beyond legal rights and
responsibilities. Teachers also perceive that many practitioners in higher
education, state departments of education, and accrediting agencies
don't seem to understand their plight. Teachers claim to be hearing the
same cliches and paternalistic pap emanating from some of these
sources as they heard from many boards of education prior to the
advent of collective bargaining. For example, teachers are admonished
that professional behavior does not have to depend on legal sanctions or
rights. But who doesn't know this? The issue goes much deeper. If legal
rights are so irrelevant, why not give them to teachers?

Accountability Demanded

Surely the time is ripe for a thorough study of the sociology of the
teaching profession. It is paradoxical that many of those who are
quickest to condemn the teaching profession for becoming a craft are
the very ones who would deprive the profession of the right of
self-governance and thus the opportunity to be justly accountable for
competent and ethical teaching.

The present demand for accountability may turn out to be a
blessing. Modern parents are wise in the ways of child development and
learning; they are beginning to demand more and more sophistication
of teachers. Such demands will surely pressure the teaching profession
toward more vigorous involvement and search for ways of being more
responsible.

Moreover, the younger people preparing to teach are a new breed. If
anyone doubts the rebirth of altruism, just listen to the young people.
All across the nation a new mood is evolving. Professionals are being
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forced to turn toward social change. They are being pressed to assume
new and more sophisticated roles in society. The consumer is

demanding change. People are placing greater importance on perform-
ance. less on courses. credits, and degrees as ends in themselves. There is
a growing disdain for all credentials, primarily because they have so
often been misused, or, especially in recent times, have had little
relevance to : rofessional needs. There is a greater feeling of vested
interest,and not merely one which is narrowly conceived. Such vested
interests are critically oriented and sometimes driven by great compas-
sion.

It would be naive to believe that the teaching profession will have an
easy time acquiring the status and posture whereby it can be
accountable. A whole fabric must be dealt with. First, as stated earlier,
those segments of the profession possessing power have little inclination
to share it within the profession. They feel it is theirs. Others view
teachers as being overly militant and therefore not ready for greater
involvement in professional governance. But even with all the obstacles.
real and imagined, the teaching profession is systematically moving
toward creating the self-governance machinery and processes necessary
for their being accountable. This will happen because there are those in
all segments of the profession who know that teaching must become a
professional entity, one responsive to both the public welfare and the
individual practitioner.

1Don Davies, "The Relevance of Accountability," Journal of Teacher
Education, Spring, 1970. p. 133.

2Helen Bain, "Self-Governance Must Come First, Then Accountability," Phi
Delta Kappan, April, 1970. p. 413.

3Margaret Lindsay (ed.), New Horizons for the Teaching Profession. Washing.
ton, D.C.: National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Stand.
ards. National Education Association, 1961, p. 24.

4T. M. Stinnett, A Manual on Certification Requirements for School Personnel
in the United States. Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards, National Education Association, 1970, pp.
43.44.

5/bid., pp. 40-41.
6NEA Research Division, Teacher Opinion Polls. Washington, D.C.: National

Education Association, 1969.
7For documentation, see "Some inhibitors to Professionalization as Reported

by Teachers" in Negotiating for Professionalization. Washington, D.C.: National
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, National Educa
tion Association, 1970, pp. 66-70.

8"The Context and Purpose of Professional Self.Determination," a working
paper. Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards, Nation: Education Association, 1970, p. 7.
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Critique by R. E. Lawrence

Frout the point of view of the National Education Association and
its National Commission on Teacher. Education and Professional
Standards. as elaborated by David Dar land, the teaching profes-

sion's quest for responsibility and accountability appears to be first and
foremost a quest for the legal authority and structures which are seen as
necessary to exercise control over the standards of preparation, the
qualifications for entry into and continuation in the profession, and the
purposes and content of continuing education for teachers. Legal
authorization for professional self-governance, it is argued, is the sine
qua non for accepting responsibility and accountability in teaching.

The promoters of this argument, who are well and thoughtfully
represented by David Dar land, are careful to point out that they
distinguish between the profession as an entity which includes the wide
range of personnel involved in schooling as we presently know it and
the profession as it may be represented in a more limited fashion by the
NEA, the Association of Classroom Teachers, the American Federation
of Teachers, or any other single organization. It is to their credit that
professional self-governance advocates recognize the importance of this
distinction and the difficulties of moving from a system of control by
one or more of the latter groups to a system of control and involvement
which will be fairly representative of the profession as an inclusive
entity. Unfortunately, there is little current evidence to suggest that
this enlightened distinction is either comprehended or accepted by
teachers and others who are involved in the day - today political
struggles in schools and colleges across the country. Rather it seems
that the issue of which subgroup shall control any specific situation
under contention is a more vital matter than is the fundamental issue of
how the various parts of the "profession" can work together more
effectively to achieve the changes which are needed to make deliberate
education relevant and viable. Perhaps the leadership of the NEA truly
sees the problem of quality in education as the most important matter
to be dealt with immediately, tra under the present circumstances a bit
of skepticism regarding such a conclusion would seem to be in order

Darland observes that "the legal right for local organizations of
teachers to bargain collectively with school boards is one aspect of
[professional] governance." There appears to be no reason to believe
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that the battles among groups for the right to represent teachers in
negotiating what are primarily teacher welfare benefits will result in any
closer identification of these competing groups with the profession as a
single entity. The outcomes are likely to be quite the contrary. Unless
one concedes that some single, identifiable group, e.g., classroom
teachers, can become in the final analysis the spokesman for the true
"profession," one can only conclude that the development of teaching
as a professional entity is a long way off. Further, I find it difficult to
accept the notion that these struggles will result in the development of
a "professional establishment" whose ultimate goal will be distinguisha-
ble from the goal of survival and protection of the status quo which is
attributed by Darland to the present "educational establishment."
Unfortunately, the results are like!), to be just the opposite.

In riiy view, one of the greatest dangers of the proposed legalization
cf professional governance in teaching at this time is that the structures
created will tend to rigidify the substance as well as the forms of
schooling and make it even more difficult than it now is to achieve the
changes which are needed in education. This would seem to be
especia"y true because of the very way in which we "professionals"
currently conceptualize "education." In general, we tend to think of
education as limited to schooling and classroom teaching. The
"profession" which Darland's proposal seeks to legalize consists
primarily, if not exclusively, of people who view education as schooling
because that is where they live and work. In these times of rapid change
and increasing demands for new and better ways for dealing with the
human condition, such a narrow, and narrowing, view of education and
learning seems especially inappropriate.

It should be noted that the advocates of professional self-governance
in teaching usually are careful to point out that they also distinguish
between control of the professi, which they seek) .ind control of
education (which they believe should remain in the hands of the
broader society). Although Darland's statement makes only passing
reference to this distinction. I think it is fair to assume that tie believes
the control of the profession can and should be separated from the
control of education. Just how the assessment and accountability of
teachers who are the principal means of deliberate education as we now
know it are to be considered separately from the ends or purposes of
education established by society remains unclear. The evidence of
experience suggests that means tend to determine ends in education as
in other human endeavors.

In recent years it has been convincingly argued by a number of
critics of the public schools that at least part of the problem of
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education stems from the very fact that communities are effectively
blocked from influencing the purposes and directions of schooling by
the educational establishment. I would hope that our strategies and
proposals as professionals will take into account the tenet that in a
democratic society the purposes and philosophic orientation of the
public schools must remain under the control of the society that
supports the schools. This must continue to be the case regardless of
how much we professionals might wish it were otherwise, even on
occasion. The fact that the societal or community control of schools
has already been eroded to a dangerous extent should lead us to
question seriously either the possibility or the probability that the
teaching profession can successfully separate control of the profession
from control of education.

The present state of affairs with respect to the professionalization of
teaching would seem to present us with at least two opposing options.
On the one hand, we could, in line with the arguments of Darland and
the NEA, work for the legalization of professional matters in the hope
that a professional entity will develop from this achievement. Action
along these lines would also presuppose that the resulting structures
could and would be designed to maintain the necessary separation of
controls discussed above. On the other hand, we could redouble our
efforts to act like professionals in order to earn through demonstrated
competence and concern the professional status and identity we seek.
This latter course would build on the realization that much "authority"
in our society is earned through action rather than granted through
legal forms.

My preference for the latter option, even given the remote
possibility that "teachers" of all kinds might be mobilized into a
"professional establishment" which recognizes the limits of its authori-
ty and power to control education, follows from my inability to accept
a number of additional assumptions upon which the NEA's proposal
appears to rest. .

First is the assumption that most people will improve themselves,
will learn, will become better at what they are doing only if they are
forced to, preferably with legal requirements. Behind this assumption is
the notion that people generally will act at their lowest level of
competence under any circumstances other than those in which they
are forced to do otherwise. This negative view of human behavior which
is so prevalent in our society may be the very thing that makes
deliberate education so ineffective generally.

Second is the assumption that the legal authorizations and controls
outlined by Darland are necessary to make responsibility and accounta-
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bility in teaching acceptable and accepted aspects of the teacher's job.
To put it another way, Darland's position assumes that the aspiring
professional in teaching is prevented from behaving as he should or
would by the fact that he lacks legal control over others in his
occupational group who may not be inclined toward his definition of
professional competence and ethics. Under professional self-governance,
it is argued, teachers would have the opportunity to be heard and
judged by their peers by those who have some expertise in the
processes of teaching. But such opportunity does not need to be
created by legal action except in extreme cases. As a group, we teachers
have failed to face up to our own problems or to use our opportunities
in this area of concern. No legal authorization is necessary for us as
individuals to assess our own work or to ask others to help us do so. In
addition, I believe it is questionable to suggest that present regulations
having to do with licensing, accreditation, continuing education, and
the like are substantially anything other than the desires of "profession-
als" made legitimate by lay boards of education. Further, I do not
believe it is true to suggest that "professionals" have no con rol over
who enters the profession at the present time. This claim becomes
especially questionable if one interprets "entering" in broader terms
than those which refer only to the point at which initial service begins.
How much have "professional" teachers done to support and facilitate
the continuing development of neophyte teachers? To what extent is it
not true that experienced teachers are the major factor in the
socialization of new teachers into a system which in large part
de-emphasizes innovations designed to improve the quality of deliberate
education?

Darland anticipates these criticisms of the p,oposal for self-govern-
ance. "Teachers are admonished that professional behavior does not
have to depend on legal sanctions or rights. But," he adds, "who
doesn't know this? The issue goes much deeper. If legal rights are so
irrelevant, way not give them to teachers?"

I agree. This issue goes much deeper indeed. To use an extreme but,
I think, apt analogy, it hinges on the question of whether the culprit
should be provided with a dangerous weapon.

Finally, I believe there is another potentially negative outcome of
any all-out effort to achieve legal professional self-governance at this
time. The kind of activities in which the "profession" will need to
engage in order to accomplish legalization will tend to place an even
greater concentration of effort on the forms of professionalism than is
presently true. This will serve to diminish the attention given to the
substantive changes which could make the "profession" more effective.
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Once we have the forms clearly tied down and under our control, we

won't need to worry about the substance any more. On the very face of

things, we will be professionals because the law says we are. In the

process of achieving this glorified status, we will spend so much time

fighting for our rights that we will tend to overlook our responsibilities

or only give them our half-hearted attention, because we are so worn

out from our battles.
In the final analysis, the proposed battle for establishing legal

control of the profession by the profession through state legislative

action seems to me to be a cop-out a strategy for avoiding the hard

work and difficult attitudinal changes which are essential to the

establishment of a real profession, Such a strategy might appropriately

be entitled: "How to Become a Profession Without Really Trying."
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Movements Toward Teacher
Autonomy in Canada

By J. M. Paton

The accelerated trend to upward mobility and equalitarianism in
today's society is gradually eliminating many of the old
distinctions between the worker and the professional. Moreover,

the professional role in collecting and interpreting sophisticated data is
being usurped by the technician and his electrical machines. It may well
be that in future the one reliable mark of the full professional will be
his ability to make wise decisions in those areas of human behavior and
social well-being that possess an instability which the technologist
cannot evaluate nor the computer control.

Choices or decisions of this sort confront the surgeon, the internist,
the psychiatrist, the lawyer, the senior social worker every day. They
demand besides the special knowledge and expertise required by
many occupations an intelligent awareness of the complexities of the
individual psyche and of the human condition which only a lengthy
humanistic education is likely to generate. If teachers are to win real
professional status, it will be as a result of demonstrating the capacity
to make decisions of vital importance to individuals and to society, in a
context of uncertainty which requires a combination of specialized
preparation and liberal education beyond the layman's ken.

It is for reasons such as these that society has been willing to
delegate to professional associations the power to admit, certificate,
and discipline their own practitioners. As Whitehead pointed out more
than 35 years ago, the general community is not competent to
determine who shall be permitted to enter and to continue in a
profession, and on what grounds they should be expelled. "There can
be only one appeal," he said, "and that is to general professional
opinion as exhibited in the practice of accredited institutions."'

This degree of self-government, however, has not been granted to
public professions such as teaching. In consequence, we find in most
countries of the world rival associations of teachers competing for the
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same membership dollar, and at the same time demanding "profession-
al" recognition by public authorities and laymen. About 15 years ago,
Myron Lieberman posited five criteria for professionalizing education in
America, the kzy one in my view being "a strong professional
organization that represents the entire profession."2

This condition Canadian teachers now meet, and in that respect they
may be unique among their colleagues throughout the world. The
process of obtaining statutory, automatic, and "all-in" membership
began in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta in the mid-Thirties,
was extended to most provinces by 1950, and finally included the
French-Catholic teachers of Quebec in 1960. The full story, summa-
rized in the Kappa": in 1968, has been told elsewhere.3 Its significance
for this article is that, largely because of their having one

strong institutional voice in every province supported as need arises
by their national body, the Canadian Teachers' Federation the
teachers of Canada have made, and are making, much more progress
toward the goal of a fully autonomous profession than would have been
possible otherwise, given their special problems of smallish numbers,
population distribution, and communications. Nationalistic bias

prompts a less modest claim: that this progress to date, and its potential
for the future, is greater than can be detected among organized teachers
elsewhere.

In accordance with my stipulation about the essence of professional-
ism, I shall draw illustrations of Canadian progress toward self-determi-
nation from the two areas of corporate decision making and of
individual decision making; and I shall conclude with a brief discussion
of difficulties still to be overcome.

I. CORPORATE ACTION

Professional Conduct

It is no secret that the cl:i! authorities in the various Canadian
pros inces agreed to give their teachers statutory membership privileges,
despite initial misgivings, chiefly because they felt the profession would
do a better job of policing itself that is, of enforcing a code of ethics
and getting rid of undesirables than they had done, or were ever
likely to do, because of susceptibility to political pressures. Their hopes
in this respect seem to have been fulfilled, although it must be admitted
that teacher groups have not yet convinced the public of their ability to
eliminate all the seriously incompetent. Fair-minded critics will
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concede, however, that malpractice in medicine or law is much easier to
prove than in teaching. where hard evidence is usually lacking.

But there is forward movement in this difficult and sensitive area.
For several years the Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation
has operated quite elaborate machinery by which the federation grants
"documents of approval" to all members in good standing, which can
of course be suspended or withdrawn when incompetence is suspected
or established following full investigation. School boards are now in the
habit of requiring evidence of possession of this document, in addition
to the provincial certificate, before engaging an experienced teacher. A
committee of the British Columbia Teachers' Federation has just
recommended, after a year's study, a procedure by which the BCTF
would assume similar responsibiiities for weeding out incompetents.
The proposals are to be further examined by the membership in the
hope that they may be operative in the school year 1971-72. The
Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation has recently placed before the
provincial government a plan for controlling teacher competence; and
other provincial groups of teachers are considering whether or not they
should strengthen the work of their standing committees on ethics and
discipline by following the lead of these three federations.

Licensing and Certificating

Nine of the 10 provinces now have teacher education and certifica
tion boards which in various -ways give the important interest groups in
education. including teachers, control over standards of preparation for
and admission to the profession. By the same token, the teachers'
federation is officially represented on any commission or committee
which is likely to propose changes in the operation of the schools. At
the informal level there is usually a constant flow of communication
between government education offices and the permanent officials and
elected officers of the teachers, so that the profession's views are
seldom overlooked in the preparation of departmental recommenda-
tions and decisions.

The key issue here, of course, is the degree of control which
organized teachers will be allowed to exercise over admission to their
ranks and over permanent certification. The recognized professions
have had complete authority in this respect for a long time, subject
only rarely to political checks in the public interest. There is no logical
reason why Canadian teachers, with their single institutional voice in
each province, cannot devise acceptable ways of determining who their
members will be, as lawyers and doctors are permitted to do. Over the
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past 10 years, concrete proposals have been made, and some actiontaken, to resolve the dilemma of extending licensing power to
professionals who are paid directly from the public purse,

For example, the Canadian Conference on Education in 1962endorsed a recommendation to the effect that organized teachersshould have a measure of control over admissions, certification, andcurriculum: it furtl-er suggested that, while the state should continue toissue the basic license to teach, the teachers' professional organizationsought to be able to award some credentials of their own which would
distinguish the full professional from the subprofessional.4 Detailedsuggestions in this context were put forward sonic years later and have
continued to be seriously considered.5 Ontario's much-publicized and
progressive Hall- Dennis Report (1968) endorsed these ideas, and has aseries of recommendations whose aim is clearly to make the province's
teachers completely self-governing, with adequate licensing power.6

Alberta teachers meanwhile are hoping to reach the same objectiveby a different route. They have placed before the public the proposalthat the Minister of Education contract with the Alberta Teachers'
Association to serve as his certifying agent in much the same way as henow contracts with the province's universities to offer courses inteacher education. An intermediate step in the same direction has beentaken by several teacher associations which have made quite expensive
arrangements for evaluating their members' qualifications for purposesof placement on salary schedules. These schedules normally have fromfour to eight categories, depending on academic and professional
qualifications which require careful assessment as to the quality of the
university courses taken. In British Columbia the BCE; is currently
examining the implications of an unofficial (as yet) suggestion thatprovincial authorities issue only a teaching license, leaving the teachers
and the trustees to make the certification distinctions they deem to benecessary.

Professional Development

A material advantage of automatic membership with what tradeunions would call check-off privileges is that the time and money oncespent on membership campaigns can be devoted to constructive
activities. All provincial groups have special budgets for promoting notonly the professional development of their members but educationalreform in general. Many of them assign a permanent official full-time,
supported by a committee of members ai.c1 a special budget, tosupervise a continuing program. A major activity in most provinces is
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sponsorship of subject specialist councils, each with its own profession-
al journal and affiliation with the corresponding national body. The
Alberta Teachers' Association has possibly expanded this kind of
activity further than other groups, and in consequence has built a
printing and publishing business of major proportions.

Direct teacher involvement in curriculum planning from pre-school
to senior high school levels, however, is by all odds the single most
important factor in winning full professional recognition. Through their
own committees and by appointments to study groups of the provincial
department. the teachers' voice is undoubtedly heard and is influential.
But too often, as one spokesman remarked to me recently, the teacher
associations prefer to react to the proposals of others instead of taking
the lead in educational innovation.

One example of the better way was the appointment two years ago
by the British Columbia Teachers' Federation of a provincial Commis-
sion on Education, which has just published its report entitled
"Involvement: The Key to Better Schools." This is a forward-looking
document advocating open and flexible approaches to teaching and
learning in British Columbia, much in the spirit of the Hall-Dennis
Report already mentioned. The significant difference is that the latter
was sponsored by the Ontario Department of Education, not by
organized teachers. A second example is the Manitoba Teachers'
Society study of a split-trimester system for the province's high schools.
and an accompanying recommendation for an organization of the
school year for pupils of all ages which would have classes operating for
all 12 months.

II. INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVES

Policy Decisions

It has long been said of classroom teachers, when contrasting them
with other professionals, that they are prone to leave the hard decisions
to others who will accept the responsibility and the criticism; that is. to
the administrators, the school trustees, the provincial officials who
publish courses of study, and to outside examination boards. Although
evidence here is sparse and not too conclusive, I think that progress is
again being made, which may in part be due to the united front which
Canadian teachers can present.

In 1969 an Ontario Teachers' Federation survey of membership
opinion on certain recommendations in the Hall-Dennis Report found
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that 94% of the sample either "strongly agreed" (58%) or "agreed"
(36%) that "teachers should be active agents in planning and developing
improvements in education through the expression of professional
competence and autonomy in the school, and through active involve-
ment in policy making as members of school staffs and professional
bodies." To a question about teachers having "a maximum of
professional autonomy" in developing curricula "geared to the needs
and interests of their students and the community," the favorable
response was 92%, with 57% feeling strongly on the subject. The
significant thing is that a considerable proportion of elementary school
teachers are currently experimenting with open education strategies,
and that the Ontario Department of Education curriculum guide for
high schools now includes with its outline of a modified traditional
program an alternate scheme entitled "A Proposal for Change" which
invites individual school staffs to introduce new student-oriented
courses supported by a flexible credit and diploma system. The number
who are choosing the second alternative is not precisely known but is
encouraging.

Responsibility for Evaluation

A characteristic feature of Canadian education for many years has
been provincial prescription of courses and examination standards at
crucial stages in a student's progress, but especially for purposes of
admission to universities, colleges, and selective occupations. A national
survey a year ago concluded that the trend is away from provincewide
examinations and commented: "In several provinces individual schools
are being given more responsibility for evaluating their pupils."7

Three years ago the province of Ontaric cut the Gordian knot of the
evaluation dilemma by abolishing its once revered Grade 13 examina-
tions, thus compelling high school teachers to justify their own
standards to universities and employers. This was followed by the
uncompromising position taken in the Hall-Dennis Report that the
schools should adopt a philosophy of continuous progress, with the
abolition of competitive tests and the use of individual student records
of character and achievement. Another straw in the wind of change is
the policy recently announced by the Nova Scotia Teachers' Union
favoring evaluation of pupils on a continuous basis, school by school,
instead of by provincial tests, and recording its opposition to provincial
prescription of textbooks.
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Faculty Councils

One of the many progressive recommendations of the Parent
Commission on Education in the province of Quebec has led to the
formation of educational policies committees at school board district
level, and of school councils in individual schools, for the purpose of
involving teachers (sometimes parents and taxpayers) in the formation
of policy at every stage. In other provinces, and especially in Ontario if
my observations are correct, the trend toward radical alterations in the
power structure of schk, '1 administration is even more marked than in
Quebec. Top adminismiors in the country are beginning to insist that
the traditional master-servant or leader-follower model of relationships
between principal or superintendent and the classroom teacher must be
replaced by a non-hierarchical model which objectifies the principle of
"first among equals."

For instance, the 1969 annual convention of the Canadian Educa-
tion Association, attended in the main by senior administrators in the
nation's schools, invited several speakers to examine this question. A
superintendent of schools in Calgary told the meeting that collegiality is
gaining acceptance as an operative principle in relationships among
professionals, but warned that the transfer of authority from school
board or superintendent to the school principal stops short of realizing
this principle "unless the authority is shared with the teachers."8 The
executive secretary of the Alberta Teachers' Association bluntly
announced that teacher militancy was increasing in Canada, that
teachers resented the effects upon their work of decisions which they
had not helped to make, and that conflict between bureaucracy and
professionalism in the schools can only be resolved by providing more
scope for the exercise of the teacher's knowledge and experience.

They want a colleague relationship with their organizational superiors
a collegial form of school operation," he concluded.9
It seems clear that, in Canada as elsewhere, rule making in the

behavioral area, and policy making in most other concerns of the
school, will more and more be the concern of committees of staff and
students where individual teachers can wield great influence, rather
than of administrative personnel alone, or of an authority outside the
school. In the words of the Hall-Dennis Report: The modern curricu-
lum demands that curriculum control be centered in the classroom....
Until teachers have a large measure of autonomy and a share in policy
making, the modern curriculum ...nnot become a realitrio
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HI UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS

The note of optimism so far sounded concerning progress being
made in Canada toward professional autonomy should now be modified
by referring to impediments which must be removed or circumvented if
improvements are to continue. The space limits of this chapter allow
me merely to identify three areas of concern.

The Public Interest

Although teachers in all 10 provinces have by statute many of the
exclusive rights and powers enjoyed by the private professions, they
still employ the pressure tactics of the trade union movement much
more frequently than their counterparts in the private sector. At the
present writing, for instance (May, 1970), Ontario secondary teachers
are using the threat of mass resignation and delaying the engagement of
teachers for the next school year, in order to compel school boards to
agree that pupil-teacher ratios are fully negotiable. The difficulty is that
the points at issue are technical and beyond the clear understanding of
the lay public and of some teachers.

Everyone is likely to agree that the judgment of teachers ought to
carry great weight on such problems as the conditions essential to
quality teaching; but when some of these conditions involve immediate
demands on the public purse, it is surely the part of wisdom for the
negotiating professional to rely on the power that rests upon rational
persuasion rather than on force and coercion.

Generalist or Specialist?

The trend to specialization and to the use of sub-professionals and
technicians in schools is probably irreversible. It is welcomed by
teachers as likely to accelerate their acceptance as professional experts;
and certainly the concept of the teacher as member of an omnicapable
teaching-learning team offers more hope for improved schooling in the
near future than the traditional myth of the omnicapable classroom
teacher) I

However, just as specialization in medicine has created a vacuum of
human need which can be filled only by a new concept of the general
practitioner, schools will continue to require teachers who think of the
totality of persons before subjects and machines. By the same token,
the democratic authority structure of the new school community
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referred to earlier cannot be maintained unless many of the new
professional teachers are willing to devote time, thought, and acquired
expertise to its operation. This will involve learning how to work with
colleagues and students at the frequently tedious and very complex task
of administering a large school by democratic consensus.

How Much Freedom?

At the beginning of this paper the assumption was made that
teachers would not become professionals in reality until they individu-
ally accepted responsibility for making vital decisions in education. On
the other hand, a society which is becoming more and more collectivist,
more sophisticated, and more conscious of the tax cost of the good life
for everyone is not as disposed as it once was to rely upon the
unchallenged judgment of the professional provider of essential services,
be he medical man, lawyer, or teacher. There will be more and more
encroachments by representatives of the public upon the individual
liberties of the experts. New dimensions of liberty and freedom, of
responsibility and accountability, will have to be explored. In the
meantime. let us remember some words of that ever-relevant champion
of civil liberty, John Stuart Mill. They conclude his classic essay On
Liberty:

A State which drawfs its men, in order that they may be more
docile instruments in its hands, even for beneficial purposes, will
find that with small men no great thing can really be accom-
plished; and that the perfection of machinery to which it has
sacrificed everything will in the end avail it nothing, for want of
the vital power which, in order that the machine might run more
smoothly, it has prefei-red to banish.

1A. N. Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas. New York: Penguin Books, 1942, pp.
78, 79.

2V. G. Jeffers. "Teaching as a Profession," The National Elementary Principal,
April, 1968. pp. 26-31.

3J. M. Paton, The Role of Teachers' Organizations in Canadian Education.
Toronto: W. J. Gage, 1962: also, Phi Delta Kappan, June, 1968. pp. 563.66.

4Paton, op. cit.. pp. 2 I , 22, 82.

5J. M. Paton, Current Thinking on Teacher Education (Education .5/A).
Toronto: W. J. Gage, 1966, pp. 29.35.

()Hall, Dennis, et al., Living and Learning, The Report of the Provincial
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Critique by S. C. T. Clarke

paton makes the point in "Movements Toward Teacher Autono-
my in Canada" that the essence of professionalism is the ability
to make wise decisions in unstable areas of human affairs. In

these circumstances progress toward professionalism would be marked
by a lengthy humanistic education and the power to ensure competent
performance by controlling admission to the profession and ejection
from it. He rightly notes that Canadian teachers generally speak with
one voice. They generally have one organization representing the -i and
probably largely as a result of this have a measure of control over
professional conduct, competence, or malpractice. They have moved
forward in professional development ,c, have an increasing voice in
decisions about evaluation and curriculum. Paton's analysis of the
Canadian scene is accurate, and cannot be faulted as far as it goes. The
following comments extend his analysis.

A Teaching Profession Act

As Dar land notes in "The Profession's Quest for Responsibility and
Accountabilfty," propar governance of the teaching profession requires
a reaching profession act.

Paton informs us that each Canadian province, starting with
Saskatchewan and Alberta in the mid-Thirties, enacted a teaching
profession act. The institution of such legislation solvds a number of
professional problems. The jurisdictional problem is solved by the law
requiring all tea(,aers to be members of onc, and only one, organization.
The membership problem and the problem of support are simultaneous-
ly solved. There is no need for membership urives, since all teachers are
required to pay the fee establisher'. by the group. The problem of
discipline can be delegated by government to the professional associa-
tion, since all practicing teachers are required by law to be members. A
formidable difficulty still remains: Flow can an organization designed to
protect its members also accuse, try, and punish them? The problem of
governance of the profession is solved by a teaching profession act
establishing the legal framework for the machinery of government,
somewhat analogotz to a constitution.

There is no doubt, as Paton states, that a teaching profession act can
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solve the problems of jurisdiction, membership, support, discipline, and
governance of the profession. The experience of Canadian teachers,
dating back to 1934, bears this out. The classical features of
professionalism are promoted by such an act. As Paton summarized
them, they are a lengthy humanistic education and the power to ensure
competent performance in the general area of unstable (non-routinized)
human affairs.

Economic Welfare

In addition to the classical features of professionalism, any occupa-
tional group which is or aspires to be a profession must secure adequate
remuneration for its members. This is the most rapidly changing aspect
of professionalism. Discussion of this aspect used to be muted or
completely omitted. At one time it was thought that a mark of a
profession was that the form of its remuneration was by fee (as
oppose,i to salary or profit). Canr lian experience with medicare,
paralleled by experiences in other countries, indicates that such clearcut
distinctions, if they ever existed, are being blurred for the medical
profession. In 1962 doctors in Sa,;!,atchewan went on strike to oppose
medicare, and in 1970 the specialists in Quebec threatened similar
action. As these professionals see it, the amount and form of
remuneration is a vital matter. With medicare, fees as the form of
remuneration had to be replaced by schedules, and the amount was a
matter in which government had considerable say. The experience of
the medical profession enables ub to see more clearly that the
professions must adapt to a changing society in which self-employment
is being replaced by employee status.

Canadian teachers, in their drive for professional autonomy, have
long recognized that the amount and form of remuneration is an
essential feature of a profession. In all Canadian provinces, teachers
bargain collectively with school boards, with combinations of school
boards, or with the provincial government for salaries and working
conditions. The frank recognition of the importance of adequate
remuneration and of machinery which will insure it for employees has
been an essential part of the drive by Canadian teachers for professional
autonomy.

It is in this area that the gut problems of professionalism lie. Shall
teachers strike? What are the hierarchical boundaries of the bargaining
unit: Are the principal, the assistant superintendent, the superintendent
part of the unit? What are the occupational boundaries: Are teacher
aides to be included? What is covered by the collective agreement:
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salary only; salary and working conditions such as class size and
instructional materials; you name it? Canadian teachers have struggled
with these problems for three decades and are still struggling.

Financing Education

The experience of Canadian teachers with some 30 years of
collective bargaining has demonstrated that, as a tool, it has not solved
the problems of remuneration nor of working conditions. It has kept
them from losing ground, and has strengthened their teacher organiza-
tions. Perhaps the real issue in professional autonomy for the future is
the amount of the gross national product which is to be devoted to the
sector represented by the profession. In education it might be expected
that school boards would speak up for adequate financing. While some
do, it is not a clear nor a loud voice, because many are elected on an
economy platform and find more voter support from championing
parsimony. The governments which must increasingly apportion funds
according to social needs expect social pressures. One organized and
vitally interested group is the teaching profession. Hence, a real task of
the teaching profession in the future will be to speak and work for
adequate public support for education.

The experience of Canadian teachers indicates what can be done.
Studies of educational finance and attempts to forecast needed
expenditures in the future have been made on both the provincial and
national scale. Conferences, with attendant publicity, on the need for
revenue, its sources, and its distribution, have been held nationally and
in many provinces. Teachers' organizations have submitted briefs to
government at all levels, and have been represented on government
committees appointed to study the financing of education. Such
activities have increased public acceptance of the fact that the teaching
profession stands for adequate public support for education.

Summary

Paton rightly contends that the essence of professionalism is
competent service, and describes how Canadian teachers in the various
provinces have moved toward professional autonomy based on teaching
profession acts. A teaching profession act can solve the problems of
jurisdiction, membership, support, discipline, and governance of the
profession. These classical features of professional autonomy are
historically sound. As one looks ahead (and this is a more chancy
business), one recognizes that an emerging problem facing many
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professions (and likely in the end to face them all) is that of adequate
remuneration. Thirty years' experience has convinced Canadian teach-
ers that collective bargaining has been a most useful tool in securing
improved remuneration. But it doesn't solve all the problems. Remain-
ing are the size and constitution of the bargaining unit and the range of
matters subject to collective bargaining. Above and beyond the
procedure used to determine salaries and working conditions is the
financial support for all education. They are obviously connected. The
latest and perhaps the most important task in the drive for professional
autonomy is for the teaching profession to speak for adequate public
support of education.
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